In memory of my PopPop, the Honorable Steven W. Fisher. You knew nothing about social media or marketing, but you knew everything about integrity and family.

👍

For my amazing girls, Charlotte and Kate. May you grow up in a more likeable world.
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I was standing in line to check in at Las Vegas’s then-trendiest hotel in town, the Aria, for nearly an hour. It was June 2010, and I had just arrived after a six-hour flight from New York. The last thing I wanted to do was waste an hour of my life waiting in line. Frustrated, I pulled out my BlackBerry and tweeted, “No Vegas hotel could be worth this long wait. Over an hour to check in at the Aria 😞.”

Interestingly enough, the Aria didn’t tweet back to me, but a competitor did. I saw a tweet from the Rio Hotel just two minutes later. If you’re anything like most people with whom I’ve shared this story, you’re probably thinking, “What did the Rio tweet, ‘Come on over, we have no line’?”

Had the Rio tweeted such a message, I would have likely felt annoyed by it too, as if it was a stalker or some creepy character looking to manipulate me and benefit from my bad experience. On the contrary, however, the Rio Las Vegas tweeted the following to me: "Sorry about the bad experience, Dave. Hope the rest of your stay in Vegas goes well."

Guess where I ended up staying the next time I went to Las Vegas.

The hotel used social media to listen and to be responsive, showing a little empathy to the right person at the right time. An ad or a push-marketing message simply wouldn’t have worked. But its ability to listen, respond, and be empathic did.

The Rio essentially earned a $600 sale from one tweet, one message that got my attention and ended up being integral in my decision as to where to stay next time I was in the city. That would be considered an excellent return on investment (ROI) by anyone’s standards. But the story doesn’t end there.

Before even arriving at the Rio, I liked it on Facebook by clicking the Like button at Facebook.com/RioVegas, thereby letting my 3,500 friends, and the world at large, know of my endorse-
ment of its customer-friendly practices. A few months later, my friend Erin was looking for a hotel to stay at in Las Vegas over the New Year’s holiday, and I received the following message from her on Facebook: “Hey Dave, I noticed you liked the Rio’s page. Thinking about staying there for New Year’s. What do you think?”

A friend’s recommendation is more powerful than any advertisement, and Erin ended up staying at the Rio as well. Dozens of other friends have surely noticed my tweets and Facebook likes about the Rio and have been influenced since. So, one tweet led to one like on Facebook and, in fact, thousands of dollars worth of business.

It used to be that happy customers tell three people about their good experiences and unhappy customers tell ten about their bad ones. But as my experiences with the Aria and Rio hotels demonstrate, today thanks to social media, happy customers and unhappy customers can tell thousands of people their feelings about a company’s service or products with just a few clicks, relying on the Like button as a virtual endorsement. The Rio leveraged this fact to its advantage, while the Aria did not.

FROM ADAM AND EVE TO MASS MEDIA TO THE DAWN OF A NEW ERA IN COMMUNICATIONS

In the beginning, there was Adam and Eve. Eve said to Adam, “You’ve got to try this apple,” and the first marketing interaction in the history of the world had taken place. It was simple and effective, from one trusted person’s lips to another’s ears, and resulted in a successful, if free, “transaction.”

Word-of-mouth marketing had begun, and it would remain the best, purest, most efficient form of marketing for thousands of years (see the timeline in Figure I.1). Then, in the year 1450, the printing press ushered in a new era of mass marketing and media. Direct mail, followed by newspapers and magazines, and radio and television, allowed marketers and advertisers to target huge groups of people at once.
FIGURE I.1 History of Marketing Timeline

- **2500 BC**: Adam & Eve: first word-of-mouth marketing interaction in the history of the world.
- **1450**: Gutenberg’s metal movable type, leading eventually to mass-production of flyers and brochures.
- **1730s**: First paid advertising in a newspaper (in France).
- **1836**: Emergence of magazines.
- **1922**: Radio advertising commences.
- **1940s**: Emergence of relationship marketing.
- **1970s**: First recorded use of television advertising.
- **2000s**: Integrated marketing gains acceptance.
- **2007**: Facebook marketing begins (Google’s flagship advertising product and main source of revenue).
- **2007**: The dot-com bubble re-defines the future of marketing.
But today there are literally thousands of radio stations you can listen to—or free ways to listen to music—so why would you ever listen to a radio ad, when you can just change the station? There are literally thousands of television channels you could watch at any given moment and—better yet—technology that allows you to record your favorite shows and fast-forward through the commercials. So why on earth would you watch the commercials, unless you work in the industry and have professional interest?

No, people are not watching and listening to commercials like they used to, and the marketing and media industries are changing faster than ever before. So what’s a marketer to do? How can you get the word out about your product, drive trials, drive sales, and accomplish all of the other marketing objectives you’ve got? How do you get people talking about you without being so disruptive, and, well, *unlikeable*? The good news is, people are already talking about brands like yours more than ever before, and thanks to social media, word can spread faster than ever before—so all you have to do is listen, respond, and harness that word to allow consumers to drive the action.

**THE SOCIAL MEDIA AND LIKE REVOLUTIONS**

The social media revolution has given consumers around the world the most powerful voice they’ve ever had. It’s also forced companies to think about how they can be more transparent and responsive. Social media, along with a global recession, has led companies, organizations, and governments to figure out how to accomplish more with less money—to get their messages out there and talked about, without spending as many dollars on declining media like television, radio, and print.

Word-of-mouth marketing has always been considered the purest and best form of marketing, but social media has continued to prove this fact in many ways. People like to share with and feel connected to each other, brands, organizations, and even governments they like and trust.
Facebook’s Like button, introduced in April 2010, has already been added by more than two million distinct websites (see Figure I.2). The Like button allows Facebook’s more than 750 million users, with one click, to express approval of companies, organizations, articles, or ideas. Whether it’s a friend’s picture of her baby you like, an article shared from the New York Times, a video from a local organization, or a contest from a global brand, the Like button gets more than one billion clicks per day.

Yet as astounding as these numbers are, it’s the new personalization of the Web that matters most in the social media revolution, both to companies and consumers. It’s Facebook’s ability to show you exactly what your friends and friends of friends like that makes the like function such a powerful tool. If you have a new baby, for example, you don’t care what stroller is advertised on television, and, in fact, you probably don’t care if 50, 500, or 5,000 people like a new stroller on Facebook. But if a friend of yours likes that stroller, you are more likely to feel that you can trust the company that made the item and are comfortable buying.

Facebook isn’t the only social network to adopt a “like” feature, either. YouTube, LinkedIn, and foursquare have all added their own functionality that allows users to express approval of content, and Twitter has a Favorite button that allows users to approve of specific tweets. Content, companies, products, and ideas judged likeable by people you know and trust can be easily found throughout today’s Internet. Companies and professionals who are worthy of people clicking their Like button will, in the short term, build trust and, in the long term, win the new Web in their respective categories.
As the cofounder and CEO of social media and word-of-mouth marketing firm Likeable Media, I’ve had the privilege of being an early adopter of social media technology and an eyewitness to the social media and like revolution. Likeable’s mission is to help build more transparent and responsive companies, nonprofit organizations, and governments. We believe that social media, used well, is nothing short of transformational, not only in marketing, but in public relations, sales, customer service, and operations—and has the potential to break down silos to better connect companies internally and externally. We’ve worked to improve social media branding for more than 250 companies and organizations, such as 1-800-Flowers.com, Verizon, Neutrogena, the New York City Department of Health, and the National Multiple Sclerosis Society. There are organizations of all sizes that have learned to really listen, deliver value, and respond to customers—brands that share and inspire social content that’s worthy of being shared online and offline, and liked, literally and figuratively.

**JOIN THE COCKTAIL PARTY**

Social media is like the world’s largest cocktail party, where anyone can listen to others talking and join the conversation with anyone else about any topic of their choice. There are two main distinctions, though, between a real cocktail party and an online one: First, there’s no drinking online, of course. But, more important, whereas at an actual, in-person cocktail party, you can only have a few conversations with a handful of people in one night, online, and through social media networks, you can have numerous conversations with potentially thousands or millions of people at once.

In both “parties,” you will find a mix of likeable people and not-so-likeable people. At a cocktail party, you might encounter people who won’t stop talking about themselves, but you’ll also run into those who are great listeners and show you they’re interested in what you’re discussing. You’ll find people who tell
great stories and people who bore you to death. Who do you want to see again or maybe even do business with at a cocktail party: the sales guy who talks incessantly about how great his company and products are or the person who listens to the problems you face, has an open discussion with you, and maybe even makes you laugh?

We all intuitively know what makes some people at cocktail parties interesting and enjoyable to interact with. Yet most companies have not figured out how to be *likeable* in the cocktail party known as social media. Many companies still act like the sales guy who won’t shut up about his products, or someone who tries too hard to dazzle people, or the person who bores everybody to death talking without listening and not asking other people what they want to have a conversation about.

The good news is, you, as a company, have an opportunity to do better, to be the organization that isn’t “that” guy at the cocktail party. By applying the same set of rules you’d apply to be the person everyone wants to be involved with at the party, you can become the most *likeable* company or organization in your category—and end up the most profitable as well.

Listen carefully, be transparent, be responsive, be authentic, tell great stories—the qualities that would make you the hotshot at the party—and they’ll make your organization a likeable one on social networks.

**LIKE IS THE NEW LINK: HOW FACEBOOK IS REORGANIZING GOOGLE’S WEB**

You wake up one morning, and your back really hurts. You’ve been putting off finding a new doctor ever since you moved to town, it’s been forever since you’ve had a checkup, and now you’re paying the price. The pain is too much to wait any longer, you’ve got to find a chiropractor now. So you grab your computer, go to Google.com, and enter “back doctor” and your town’s name. You see a list of ten chiropractors who have paid Google to be listed there and dozens of others who come up in organic search
results. But do you really want to trust your throbbing back to a complete stranger in an emergency? Then you think of another idea, and you head to Facebook and again search “back doctor.” At the top of the results is a doctor’s listing with a sidebar telling you that three of your friends like this doctor. Beneath the top listing is a chiropractor, next to which you see two friends who like him. “Sweet,” you think. “Someone I can trust, because my friends like him.” You make a quick call, and you’re off to get your backache taken care of by a recommended doctor, a professional your friends like.

This scenario and scenarios such as this aren’t happening en masse quite yet, but use of Facebook and the social graph, or global mapping of people and how they’re connected, for search and commerce isn’t far off. Think about it—why would you possibly make a decision about a doctor, an attorney, a mechanic, or any important product or service for that matter, based on advertising or Google placement when you can make this decision based on the preference and recommendations of trusted friends? Facebook and social media have made it infinitely easier to do the latter. *It’s nothing short of a game changer for marketers and businesses of all sizes.*

The great news about the new world of communications we live in today is that everybody has a shot. Build a great product, get the word out to a few people, make it easy for people to share with their friends, and you can win without spending a boatload. Just five years ago, for instance, if you went to a new restaurant that you loved, you might have shared the experience with a few of your friends, family, or neighbors. Perhaps if you really loved the restaurant, you raved about it for a week to as many as 10 or 15 friends. Today, you can share these thoughts with 200 Facebook friends, 300 Twitter followers, or 150 LinkedIn connections, all with one click on your computer or phone.

No matter what the size of your business, organization, or client’s business, you too have the ability to follow the simple rules of social media outlined in this book to reap the rewards. Senior management, and anyone in a communications position for that matter, needs to know that marketing in a social media and
Facebook world is not about broadcasting your message and getting the largest reach and frequency—it’s about tapping into the conversation, listening, engaging, and empowering. The loudest, biggest spenders don’t win anymore. The smartest, most flexible listeners do.

WHAT SOCIAL MEDIA CAN AND CAN’T DO

Before we move on, I’d like to share three key points about social media to dispel any myths you may have heard and make sure I manage your expectations from the start:

1. Social media cannot make up for a bad product, company, or organization. If you’re marketing a bad service or widget, not only will social media not help you, but it will actually hurt your cause, as word will spread quickly. The good news is, if you’re using social media well, you’ll quickly know when you have bad products, employees, or processes. As a good businessperson or marketer, you can fix these problems before they cause any serious damage.

2. Social media won’t lead to overnight sales success. Success will take time and will come in increased buzz, referrals, traffic, and, eventually, sales. I wish I could tell you that after you read this book you’ll have all of the tools to instantly turn on the social media revenue engine and watch the money pour in. I can’t, of course. I’ll demonstrate the return on investment of “likeable social media” in lots of case studies, but no matter what, social media is not an instant win. We’re talking about building relationships with people, and that invariably takes time.

3. Social media is not free. It will take time and/or money to achieve sustained growth. Since it’s free to join Facebook and any social network worth talking about, many marketers think social media is free, or at least cheap. Well, the good news is, no matter how large your company is, it’s nearly impossible to spend the kind of money on social media that
large companies regularly have spent on network television in the last twenty years. But building and executing a *likeable* social media plan will take lots of time and work. Ultimately, such a plan can’t be the sole effort of any one marketing or public relations department but instead must be integrated across your entire company, its agencies, and vendors.

**BOOKS CAN BE SOCIAL TOO**

I write a lot in this book about the two-way interactive nature of social media and the importance of leveraging that potential. Of course, a book is typically as one-directional as a medium can be: author writes, and reader reads and digests. As a social media author, I simply won’t allow that to be the case—so here’s my promise to you: as you read this book, if you have any questions, need clarification, are uncertain about content, or want to challenge me on the points or strategies within, *please do let me know*, using social media. Ask me questions through Facebook.com/DKerpen or Twitter.com/DaveKerpen. For a speedier answer, if perhaps not one directly from me, post on our company page at Facebook.com/LikeableMedia—or through Twitter.com/LikeableMedia. If you have a question, even if you think it applies only to you, there are probably many others out there with similar questions. So I truly hope you’ll take me up on that offer, and ask away.

**LET’S GET LIKEABLE**

Facebook, Twitter, blogs, YouTube, LinkedIn, foursquare, and other social media sites and tools are innovating and changing faster than any other communications technologies in history. It’s important to understand the basics behind how each major network works and how marketers and businesses can best leverage each site. Before we delve into the following 18 strategies to help you create an irresistible brand through online social media networks, I urge you take a look at the Appendix.
first. This section provides a brief refresher course on Facebook, Twitter, and other social networks, blogs, and tools that matter most and insight on how to best think about them and use them in marketing and advertising. If you feel as if you don’t need a refresher, read on, but strongly consider using the Appendix as a guide at any time and to provide further context.

While social media sites and tools will change with every week that goes by, the 18 strategies discussed in this book will remain the same and help you utilize social media to become more transparent, responsive, engaging, and profitable.

Thanks for choosing to go on this journey with me. Let’s get *likeable*. 
CHAPTER 1

Listen First, and Never Stop Listening

You are angry.

You just got a letter in the mail from your car insurance company explaining it will only cover half the cost of the recent work you did on your car following an accident. You're out $700, which stinks, but more important, you're wondering why you pay these high monthly premiums if not to cover situations just like this. So you call the company, and you're placed on hold for 30 minutes. Finally you get a representative, who says, “I'm sorry, there's nothing I can do, This is the policy.” As you sit there, frustrated and dejected, the telephone representative feeds you the next line in the script: “Is there anything else I can help you with today?”

“Of course not,” you think. “How about paying for my car repairs? Maybe you should spend a little bit less money on your stupid TV ads I see all day and a little more time on your customer service.” It’s so frustrating not feeling listened to.

You post on Facebook or Twitter: “My car insurance company _____ sucks. Same old story.” A few minutes later, you get a notification that someone responded to your post. Surprisingly, you click to find a written response from your car insurance company: “We hear you. Please send us a quick e-mail with the par-
ticular issue, and we’ll get to the bottom of it as quick as we can.” Somehow, you already feel a little bit better about the situation.

Did the company only respond so positively because you posted publicly? Maybe. The point is, a representative realized your frustration with the company’s services and was forced to take notice of your post. Companies can no longer afford to ignore their customers’ specific needs or complaints when the conversation can so easily be made public. Instead, they must listen, understand the issue, and respond appropriately.

EVERYBODY LOVES TO FEEL HEARD

Communication is 50 percent listening and 50 percent talking. Yet for many years, companies large and small have done a disproportionate amount of talking, shouting even. Customer service representatives, marketing researchers, and focus group organizers may listen, but budgets for these “listening” activities amount to little compared to the money spent on mass media “talking.” For the first time in our history, now, through social media, companies can listen at scale to conversations about them and their competitors.

You have a front seat to spontaneous chatter of interest to your business. You have the ability to check in on prospective customers or prospects discussing problems your company solves or listen to existing customers talk about unrelated issues just to get to know them better. Checking in on your vendors, partners, or even your competitors’ customers has never been easier. The amount of data you can gather and the number of conversations you can tap into through social media is nothing short of mind-boggling.

As tempting as it may be to “join the conversation” on social networks, Facebook and Twitter simply aren’t broadcast media. They’re engagement media, or listening networks. Besides, how can you possibly know what to talk about in any conversation until you listen, at least a little bit?

Ask anyone who has ever dated or been in a successful relationship how important it is not only to listen to your partner
but to show him or her that you are truly listening. The guy on that first date who talks incessantly and does not listen strikes out every time. So does the woman at the cocktail party who only talks about herself. Increasingly, same goes for the company that spends most of its marketing dollars talking and little time or money listening. Social media is the first communications channel that allows for such listening in large scale, and no matter what you sell or market, your customers are definitely talking.

Listen first before you talk back. You can join the conversation as a listener.

**THE BENEFITS OF LISTENING: WHY DOES IT REALLY MATTER?**

If and when customers or prospects acknowledge that you’re listening, you immediately strengthen your relationships with them. We’ll talk more about responding later, but clearly the ability to not only listen but also to acknowledge others makes them feel heard, which makes them happier, which is always a good thing. Even if you can’t acknowledge customers (as is the case for highly regulated industries such as pharmaceutical and financial companies in which only professionals can legally supply appropriate responses, if they can legally respond at all), there are other benefits to listening. A better understanding of how your customers use your products (or don’t use them) can help you make critical changes to your offerings and to how you communicate about them. You can also uncover new opportunities you hadn’t thought of or determine features you thought would be big hits that have ended up not mattering to customers, or being failures.

Knowing what’s important to your customers can help you better plan offers, promotions, and contests to further drive buzz and sales. Instead of expensive product launches, you can test new ideas carefully and receive feedback quickly, keeping your finger on the pulse of your customers. Avoid pricey ad campaigns championing things you think people will love about your product or service by listening to what people actually want.
before you spend one dollar. Consider social listening the ultimate surveying and focus-group tool—practically free, and running 24/7/365 for you.

**LISTENING VERSUS MONITORING**

Let’s briefly compare the word *listening* to the word *monitoring*. A lot of companies and people use these words interchangeably to describe the process of seeing what people are saying about you, your products, and your competitors. Some may believe it is only a matter of semantics, but there is, in fact, an important distinction between the two. *Monitoring* has an impersonal feel to it, imparting a certain amount of creepiness. When you hear “monitoring,” you most likely think of the FBI or surveillance cameras. You think of negative situations: “Monitor that cough, it might get worse.” *Listening*, on the other hand, is an important human process, and I’ve yet to meet someone who didn’t like being listened to. Do you like being monitored? Do you like being listened to and heard?

**How to Listen**

There are lots of free ways to listen to what customers and prospects are saying online and many paid enterprise systems available as well, with costs ranging from a few dollars to thousands of dollars per month. If you’re new to listening, try these free ways first:

- Google Alerts
- Technorati blog search
- Twitter search
- Facebook search
- YouTube search
- TweetBeep

If you go to any social network and type a phrase or keyword into its search function, you will see what people are saying using that keyword in real time. National and global brands
might search the entire Web, while local and regional organizations will want to use geographical filtering to find posts only in their coverage area. Remember not just to search for your brand name but for your competitors’, and more important, for terms and words that your customers would use. For instance, if you’re a real estate broker, sure, you can search social networks for the name of your agency. But wouldn’t it be more helpful to search for the phrase “want to buy a house” in conversations on social networks in your town so you can find real people in real time sharing their needs with others? If you’re an attorney, you can search for your firm’s name, but it might be more helpful to search for the phrase “need to hire a lawyer” to listen to potential future clients talk about what they are looking for in the way of legal services.

For more advanced listeners, or for brands with higher volumes of conversations to listen to, consider a paid enterprise software solution. There are dozens of listening platforms available, but a couple of good ones to start with are Vocus and Radian6. (See Table 1.1 for a number of others.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1.1 Major Enterprise Listening Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLATFORMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meltwater Buzz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radian 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sysomos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Such products allow you to tap into large volumes of conversations across the social Web in a systematic, easy-to-follow way. You can generate real-time, daily, or weekly reports on mentions, competitive analysis, sentiment, and more. While solutions such as Radian6 are much more expensive than “free,” they’re a lot less expensive (and a lot more valuable) than traditional marketing research, such as surveying and focus groups.

**I’m Listening, Now What?**

It’s important to keep an open mind about what data you’ll find when you listen and, more important, what you can do with it. If your brand or product is being talked about in a negative way, it’s urgent to fix the problems being discussed as efficiently as possible. If people are asking for something new, figure out a way to create that for them. For instance, maybe your customers love a product but wish it came in a different flavor, color, or design. Or maybe they’d be willing to pay more for your service if you offered a new tool they need. If customers are revealing their favorite features about your product that you didn't realize were popular, consider accentuating these features in future marketing and communications materials. And of course, once you’ve begun to formally listen to what customers and prospects are saying, you’ll want to formulate a plan to respond appropriately whenever possible (as will be discussed in detail in following chapters).

**THE COST OF NOT LISTENING**

At best, by not listening, you’re not leveraging potential opportunities for growth, damage control, or both. At worst, you’re causing your customers and prospects to turn to your competitors, at least those who are listening and will respond to customer needs. You’re also allowing your brand reputation to be significantly hurt because by the time you get around to learning what people are saying, it’s too late to respond efficiently and make necessary changes to keep your company growing. Even if you’re in a highly regulated industry and you’re unable to fully
join the conversation, it simply doesn’t make sense not to leverage the resources available to find out what your customers and prospects are saying and to use that information to create better products, services, and processes.

I talked with Shel Horowitz, ethical marketing expert, author, and longtime social media user about the importance of listening, and he confessed that, at first, he didn’t always take the concept to heart as he does today:

The first discussion list I joined, I didn’t listen first. I went in with keyboard blazing, did not take the time to understand the group, and ended up slinking off with my tail between my legs and leaving entirely. Since then, I’ve been in many groups, and I usually read all the posts for about two weeks before posting, and start with an introduction. I’ve developed a reputation as a friendly, caring, helpful, knowledgeable, and very transparent individual whose advice carries some weight.

Shel told me he can now safely attribute 15 to 20 percent of his book sales directly to his time spent listening and responding across social networks and online communities. So many marketers have taken to using new marketing channels to talk before listening, essentially filling each new channel that comes along with noise. Think about e-mail and most other forms of so-called “interactive marketing.” Is it really interactive, or is it mostly marketers talking? Social networks provide marketers with massive opportunity to leverage the listening half of communication.

**NEVER STOP LISTENING**

Remember, it’s not about listening for a while then talking to all of your new prospects and converting them into customers. Listening will always be 50 percent of the communication process, so you want to continue to refine your listening skills and processes throughout your work in social media. Always listen
to the conversations in real time. In fact, sometimes the best daters, friends, businesspeople, and companies are the ones who do even more listening than talking, hearing what everyone has to say, and only speaking when they have something really worthwhile to express.

In dating lore, there’s always the guy who thinks he knows how important listening is, so he starts the date by saying, “Tell me about yourself.” After his date talks for a minute or so about herself, she says, “How about you?” and he proceeds to talk her ear off for the rest of the date, telling her all about himself. The guy may claim he listened to what she said, but the truth is, he was just going through the motions, not really carrying it through in a meaningful way.

That’s not listening. In order to be a likeable organization that effectively listens to its customers and prospects, you’ve got to fully integrate listening into your job or agency’s functions.

When You Can Only Listen: Neutrogena SkiniD

Neutrogena skiniD, the personalized acne solution from Neutrogena Corporation, is one of many products that fall into a highly regulated category for U.S. marketers. According to its website, “Neutrogena formed Neutrogena Dermatologics—a group of leading dermatologists, scientists, and research experts—to create an acne solution that truly takes into account everyone’s unique skin needs in order to help one person at a time. The result is a personalized acne solution: skiniD.” While this popular product for young adults is perfectly suited for social media, in a highly regulated industry, it’s challenging to engage with customers about products and specific issues. Since the conversation often involves a lot of medical information, neither the company nor its agencies can answer specific questions that, for legal reasons, need to be answered by licensed experts in the area—doctors.

For these reasons, the company has made social listening a priority. Neutrogena skiniD has a dedicated team that follows and listens to huge volumes of conversations across the blogosphere and Web. With Likeable Media’s help, Neutrogena gath-
ers and analyzes thousands of comments from skiniD’s fans on Facebook. While we can only respond to some comments, all comments are brought to the attention of the brand team, who then use people’s sentiment, comments, and questions to better build and adjust brand communications across all marketing and customer channels.

When we legally can answer people, even if only to acknowledge that we’re listening, relationships with our customers strengthen. In Figure 1.1, when Mena writes that she wants skiniD to come to Mexico, we quickly acknowledge to her (and since it’s public, to anyone else reading) that we are listening, even if the answer isn’t what she wants to hear. When Laurenzilla posts about her skiniD experience, we respond to her personally with a thank you, and she quickly responds, “you’re welcome.” It’s remarkably simple, yet many companies aren’t doing it yet.

By listening and responding, greater sentiment comes from customers, whose loyalty grows. They, in turn, become bet-

**FIGURE 1.1** A Snapshot of Neutrogena skiniD’s Facebook Wall
ter advocates for your products. It’s as simple as this: customer talks; company listens and acknowledges; customer is happier, as is anyone else watching, since the conversation is public. Who would you rather buy a product from—a company that obviously, publicly listens to its customers or a company that seemingly ignores them by not utilizing social networks to directly interact with the public?

**IBM’s Listening for Leads: Millions of Dollars Worth of Lead, That Is**

International Business Machines (IBM) is an American multinational computer, technology, and IT consulting firm. It is the world’s fourth largest technology company and the second most valuable global brand. In an interview with eMarketer.com, Ed Linde II, who works on the IBM website team, described the formal steps that a company as huge as IBM has taken to listen to customers and prospects on the social Web. Says Linde:

We also have a program called Listening for Leads, where we have people we call “seekers” who on a voluntary basis go to particular social media sites where they listen to conversations and determine whether there’s a potential sales opportunity. . . . Seekers listen to and look at conversations. For example, if someone says, “I’m looking to replace my old server” or “Does anyone have any recommendations on what kind of storage device will work in this in type of situation?” or “I’m about to issue a RFP; does anyone have a sample RFP I could work from?” Those are all pretty good clues that someone’s about to buy something or start the buying process.

We try to identify those leads, get them to a lead development rep who is a telephone sales rep who has been trained to have a conversation with the lead to qualify and validate the opportunity. They’ll qualify and validate it and then pass it to the appropriate sales resource to follow up. . . .

I would say Listening for Leads has been our best initiative so far. We have uncovered millions of dollars worth of sales leads through our intelligent listening program and
we’ve closed a lot of business and we expect to do more. That’s going to be a big growth area.

According to Linde, IBM has uncovered “millions of dollars worth of sales leads” just through its social listening program. It’s not just listening for customers talking about IBM—it’s listening for people using key words and phrases that identify themselves as great potential customers.

While you likely don’t have the resources that a company like IBM has to dedicate to listening, if IBM can uncover millions through listening, surely you can dedicate some resources to getting your share of the pie. Remember, it’s not just leads that you’re listening for, either—it’s potential problems or challenges with your products or services, it’s customer sentiment, it’s customer questions, it’s what people are saying about your competition. Depending on how big your company or brand is, there is a virtually limitless amount of conversations and comments that you can tap into.

**ACTION ITEMS**

1. Write down a list of five phrases people might use that would identify themselves as potential customers of yours. Conduct Twitter and Facebook searches for each of these phrases.
2. Conduct Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube searches for your brand, competitors, products, and services. Take inventory of what people are saying.
3. Develop a plan and system to formally or informally listen on a regular basis throughout the social Web, and determine ways your organization can benefit from the insight and knowledge gained by listening.

**LISTENING SHOULD ALWAYS BE 50 PERCENT OF THE CONVERSATION**

Listening is the single most important skill in social media, and one that’s easy to forget once you get started with all of the sex-
ier, more exciting things you can do (discussed in the following chapters). So whatever you do, once you start, never stop listening. Even once you start talking, it doesn’t mean you stop listening—it’s quite the opposite actually. If you feel like you’re running out of conversation to listen to, broaden your search terms and find new audiences—people who don’t know you even exist yet but, based on what they’re saying, probably should. Results will follow, and it won’t be long until your company is the “coolest person” at the social media cocktail party (and more important, the most successful!).
I was talking with friends at the South by Southwest Interactive conference in March 2008 about a concept I call “hypertargeting,” in which a company gears a marketing and advertising effort toward a specific group through individuals’ social media profiles, activities, and networks. At the time, and even more so now, Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn held an unbelievable amount of data on hundreds of millions of people. From users’ profiles and comments, you could advertise and market toward groups more efficiently than ever before. On Facebook alone, you could target people based on their age, gender, education, marital status, interests, job title, and employer. For example, instead of a beer company searching for men aged 21 to 34, the company could easily find those 21- to 23-year-old males in key geographic markets who list “drinking,” “partying,” or “bars” as interests on their profiles. My friend Leslie Bradshaw of creative social design agency JESS3 overheard the conversation on hypertargeting and chimed in with her thoughts on what she called “nanotargeting,” a concept similar to hypertargeting but with search criteria so narrow that you can target one individual among hundreds of millions.

“Cool,” I thought. I raced back to my hotel room that night, jumped onto the Facebook ad platform, played around with tar-
targeting options, and took out an ad for 31-year-old, married, female employees of Likeable Media living in New York City. The ad copy read, “I love you and miss you, Carrie. Be home from Texas soon.”

That advertisement had a target audience of one (Figure 2.1). One person, out of hundreds of millions of people on Facebook, could see it. Of course, when my wife and business partner Carrie saw the ad, she immediately loved it, freaked out, and did what any social-media marketing firm partner would do. She took out a Facebook ad targeting 31-year-old, married, male employees of Likeable Media living in New York: “Thanks, Dave. Love you, too. This is pretty cool.” We’ve been sending one another nanotargeted Facebook ads ever since.

Unless you just want to impress your spouse or friend, or you’re a social media dork like this author, you probably don’t have a target audience of one. Then again, maybe you do: would your brand benefit from engaging with the CEO of the largest company in town or the investment manager of a venture capital firm? Consider the possibilities of nanotargeting the marketing director of a key vendor or partner to further explore his or her current needs and overall expectations.

**FIGURE 2.1** Nanotargeted Ad
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Whether your perfect target audience is one, ten, 100, 1,000, or 1 million people, you can now engage them in a way that was virtually impossible only a few years ago. Once you find your target audience, listen to them (see Chapter 1), find out what they are looking for, and provide your product or service to meet their needs. You can build a relationship with your audience and even allow them to directly buy your goods or services, all using social media.

In the past, newspapers, magazines, television, and radio allowed marketers to tap into wide audiences of people, based around broad demographic criteria: 18- to 34-year-olds, 25- to 54-year-old females, or males 55 and older in New York, for example. But in hindsight, in almost every case, these categories were too sweeping. Specifics will help you hone in on your target audience, connecting you directly with the consumer. For instance, are you targeting parents or singles? Sports fans? Hockey fans only? Are you in every major market or only certain markets?

Traditional marketers may be naysayers here in regards to the advent of social media and its relation to finding the right customers. They will argue that currently with cable TV networks, you can target people with specific interests, such as home decorating or cooking, for example. They might believe that trade publications and conferences are the best way to find your niche audience in the business-to-business (B2B) space.

While clearly you can target your audience better using niche trade publications and cable television shows than you previously could with just network television or radio, magazines and specialized publications are quickly perishing. Also, everyone I know fast-forwards through TV commercials using DVR technology, no matter what specialized network they’re watching. With the introduction of commercial-free, audience-targeted podcasts, music and news blogs, and online user-friendly music listening sites, such as Pandora, fewer and fewer people are tuning into traditional radio broadcasts. Besides, just because targeting through traditional media is better than it used to be doesn’t mean it is the best. And why settle for anything but the best in your search for the perfect audience for your product or service? Let’s take a look at a few examples of how to find this ideal audience on Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter.
FACEBOOK: REACH AS MANY USERS AS YOU WANT

Currently, more than 750 million people are registered Facebook users. Facebook’s ads aren’t free to run, of course. Facebook reportedly earned more than $1.2 billion in ad revenue in 2010, but its self-serve ad platform is free to use. (We’ll talk a lot more about Facebook ads in Chapter 15.) This means that anyone who wants to can easily research exactly how many people on Facebook fit into whatever targeting criteria he or she desires, free of charge. In other words, without even running any ads, you can find your target population among hundreds of millions of people simply by feeding Facebook the exact attributes you’re looking for in an audience.

I’ve included a screenshot (Figure 2.2) of various targeting criteria available to advertisers. The basics—gender, age, and location—allow you to quickly target millions of people at scale.
the way you would using traditional media. (And before you tell me Facebook is solely for young people, note that in the United States alone there are more than 20 million users over age 60.)

So, even though it’s very general, if you’re looking for your audience based only on age, gender, or location, you can certainly find it easily. It’s the other categories, however, that allow you to drill deep down to identify your perfect audience. Let’s focus on the two key targeting categories in this process: interests and workplace (see Figure 2.3).

In the “Interests” category, you can input literally any interest that at least 100 people have listed on their profile. Note: there are *hundreds of thousands of options* here. Type in “cooking,” for instance, then more specifically, “Italian cooking,” “Chinese cooking,” or “French cooking.” You could also go with “baking,” then “baking pies” or “baking cakes.” There are of course many possibilities and dozens of other cooking-related keywords. If you work in the food industry, these keywords are powerful search criteria in helping you find your target audience. The cooking-
related words you decide to pick will depend on whether your products are meant for Italian cooking if your company is a spice distributor for a chain of Chinese restaurants, or if you run a flour company.

If you’re a yoga center, consider targeting people nearby who list “yoga” as an interest. Perhaps you’d like to be more specific and target people who list “Bikram yoga” or “Reiki,” depending on the services you offer or are researching offering in the future. If you represent a nonprofit, consider targeting the thousands of people who list “philanthropy” as an interest. Then take it a step further, and check for specific causes that are relevant or reach out to other nonprofit workers who share a similar mission, locally or even globally.

Also included in the “Interests” category is job title. Perhaps you want to target retail buyers, distributors, HR managers, journalists, doctors, dentists, or maybe CEOs. This search function is especially helpful in the B2B space.

Remember, even in the B2B space, you’re not marketing to businesses, you’re marketing to people, who happen to be decision makers for businesses—this is an important distinction. We’ve grown our B2B business at Likeable significantly by targeting brand managers, CMOs, and marketing directors. For example, when we wanted to land an account with Neutrogena, we targeted marketing directors and managers at their company using Facebook ads. After we got their attention, they called us and became clients within a month. Two years later, the relationship is still going strong.

In the “Workplace” category, you can input any workplace that multiple people on Facebook have identified as their employer. This function can actually be a helpful guide for local businesses that are geographically close to similar, larger companies. We have a chiropractor client in San Francisco, for instance, who targets employees of nearby doctors’ offices. You can also use this function for internal marketing and communications. Imagine telling the whole staff, “You’re doing a great job, keep up the good work,” just by sending out a Facebook message. Get creative with this function, and you’ll figure out how to best utilize it for your organization.
When you combine the “Job Title” category with “Workplace,” then you can really pinpoint your key audience with precision. Imagine, for instance, searching for only CIOs at Fortune 500 companies, or targeting real estate agents at the top five firms in town.

Whether you’re a small business, huge brand, nonprofit, or government agency, your perfect target audience will be found on Facebook. Frankly, I’ve yet to find an organization anywhere whose target audience isn’t on Facebook. Be sure to listen, find, and engage your share of hundreds of millions of people across the world—the share that makes sense for your organization.

**LINKEDIN: FOR MAXIMUM IMPACT, TARGET PROFESSIONALS ONLY**

While Facebook may boast hundreds of millions of total users, LinkedIn boasts tens of millions of professionals and business users. If you’re in the business-to-business space, it’s well worth looking at specific targeting options on LinkedIn. Such information provided includes the obvious, again—age, gender, and location—but also utilizes criteria that allow you to determine exactly who your audience should be, based on job function, industry, seniority, and company size.

Software marketers might target information technology professionals. Financial planners might target C-level senior management in markets where they have offices. We use LinkedIn to target senior marketing professionals in New York, Boston, and Chicago, the cities where we have offices. Also, the reality is, there are still some professionals, especially senior ones, who aren’t on Facebook, and if you’re going to find these folks at all online, LinkedIn is a great place to start.

**FORGET DEMOGRAPHICS: TARGETING ON TWITTER**

We’ve been talking about the amazing demographic targeting capabilities of Facebook and LinkedIn’s ad platforms. But what
about targeting people based on actual needs they have expressly shared? In other words, who cares about people’s age or their job title or interests if you know that they are looking for a service or product you provide? You can find such people using Google, as well as all of the social networking platforms, but the current leading platform for finding conversation is Twitter. All tweets are, by default, public. There is an immensely high volume of Tweets every day—more than 95 million! By utilizing Twitter, your target audience becomes based around what people are actually saying, not simply what you glean from demographic research.

Say, for instance, you’re an entertainment lawyer, or you’re in the marketing department for an entertainment law firm. You can target movie producers or actors or others you think might need your services. Or you can do a Twitter search, such as the one featured in Figure 2.4. In this example, a search for the key-

FIGURE 2.4 Entertainment Law Firm Twitter Search
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words “need entertainment lawyer” yields three people who in the last 18 hours actually asked for an entertainment lawyer!

How much potential revenue would three inbound leads mean to most law firms?

If you haven’t done one before, take a moment to try a Twitter search next time you’re on a computer. Just go to Search.Twitter.com and type in the search bar, “need (your product, service, or category)” or “I want (something you have).” You may be happily surprised with how large a perfect target audience you find out there practically begging for you. This method of targeting is not going to scale for low-priced, high-frequency products, but for anyone selling or marketing a high-end product or service, (jewelry, real estate, finance, or professional services, to name a few), it’s the ultimate in targeting. Imagine communicating only with the people who want to hear from you or who are sharing problems you can solve—the time spent targeting on Twitter will quickly pay off. Stop guessing what your audience wants and start searching—and listen to what they are saying.

HOW DO YOU LIKE TO BE TARGETED AS A CONSUMER?

Take off your marketing hat and put on your consumer cap for a moment. Do you like being targeted broadly by marketers and advertisers? Do you enjoy watching incessant car commercials interrupting your favorite TV shows? Or would you rather see ads and marketing materials from car companies when you are actually looking to buy a new car and have expressed interest in doing so? Similarly, just because you’re single doesn’t mean you want to see ads for dating sites, and the fact that you’re a woman doesn’t mean you want to hear about department store sales. And for goodness sake, just because you’re a man doesn’t mean you want to be bombarded by men’s sexual health companies. No, you likely actually want to hear from companies and organizations based on your specific stated needs and interests. Now that it’s possible to more narrowly target people using social networks, put your marketing cap back on and leverage the opportunity.
HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE?

The last few decades have brought numerous improvements in marketing intelligence and research. But until you had the ability to target such specific groups of people you can today, you may have had no need to identify your target audience so narrowly. For example, you might know your audience loves playing sports, but perhaps they prefer one sport to another. Or maybe young women love your product, but you did not know that 21- to 22-year-olds are far more likely to buy it than 23- to 24-year-olds until you did the appropriate Facebook or Twitter searches. Now that you can target so precisely, you can always survey and research to learn exactly who the audience for your product and service actually is.

While some businesses have narrower and more well-defined target audiences than others, you can always refine the notion of who is part of your ideal audience. You will likely find that there is more than just one group of people who are looking for your goods or services. Huge, global brands, for example, have certain categories of customers that are more common than others. Perhaps female lawyers spend more on your product than stay-at-home moms, for instance. If you don't know specifics, you can always ask, too: If you have 10,000 Facebook fans, ask what their favorite sport is. If you find out for some reason that nine out of ten of them prefer baseball, you might consider sponsoring a local Little League team. Social media will help you find your target audience and provide you with further insight about this group or groups.

Put an End to Wasteful Marketing Spending

There's a common phrase about advertising among key marketing executives: “Fifty percent of my advertising works. I just don't know which 50 percent.”

Search marketing and social media have rendered it possible to target exactly the people you know are your customers and
best prospects, not people you think are, based on intuition and vague understanding of market research. You can continue to spend your marketing and advertising dollars on less targeted media in the name of greater reach and awareness, or you can focus on a narrower but much more potent audience. When you tap into that unique target audience, you’ll never again want to waste precious marketing dollars on less accountable, out-of-focus media.

**Targeting Is Just the Beginning of the Conversation**

Remember, we’re not talking about advertising repeatedly in the hopes of eventually finding the right person at the right time who may happen to need to buy your product or service. We’re talking about defining and finding the narrowly targeted, correct audience and then beginning to engage them in a conversation, so that *when they are ready to buy*, you’re the obvious, logical choice. If you’ve targeted them correctly and then engaged with them along the way, when it comes time to buy, they won’t even need to search, and they certainly won’t need to respond to a television or radio ad. They’ll already know you, trust you, and like you, so they’ll turn right to you. And of course, you don’t need to be peddling a physical product. Take, for example, Likeable’s work with the Fibromyalgia & Fatigue Centers (FFC) and the steps we took in helping people afflicted with fibromyalgia and chronic fatigue syndrome and the FFC connect.

**Fibromyalgia and Fatigue Centers Targets Just the People in Need**

Millions of Americans suffer from fibromyalgia and chronic fatigue syndrome. Our client, the Fibromyalgia & Fatigue Centers of America, is one of the leading treatment facilities in the country. They provide help in the form of doctors, nurses, counselors, and group support with 12 physical locations throughout the country. Because the typical broad profile
of someone who suffers from one of these illnesses is a female between the ages of 35 and 60, in the past, FFC has used mass targeting initiatives in the form of television ads, radio commercials, and print ads in the hope of reaching people who can benefit from their services.

That kind of advertising is expensive and wasteful, however, so we developed a narrower targeting initiative. We used Facebook to target people who actually listed “fibromyalgia” in their profiles as in interest—assuming that, aside from a few doctors and researchers, most people who list it as in interest suffer from the illness or have a close family member who does. We also listened on Twitter for people actually talking about one of the illnesses, regularly searching for keywords such as “fibromyalgia,” “tired all of the time,” “chronic fatigue,” and “why am I so tired?”

Equally important, we set up a community on Facebook called “Fibro 360,” where anyone who has been affected by fibromyalgia or chronic fatigue syndrome can share stories, support one another, and get news, tips, research, and information on the illnesses. We didn’t link online ads and marketing messages to FFC’s website or to a phone number. Instead, we linked all communications to the community on Facebook. Nine months later, the results were astounding: tens of thousands of people had joined the community on Facebook.

Now hundreds of people connect and talk with one another each and every day, and if and when people in the community want additional help, they turn to Fibromyalgia & Fatigue Centers and often hire our client. Hundreds have done this, resulting in a greater than 20 percent sales lift, attributed to Facebook.

LIKEABLE’S OWN TARGETING

The best B2B targeting we’ve done using social media is for our own company, Likeable Media. We may be smaller than lots of big agencies, but with more than 15,000 likes on Facebook, we’ve
grown one of the largest fan bases of any marketing agency in the world. More important than the number of fans we have, though, is who they are. From the start, we’ve targeted people on Facebook with job titles such as “chief marketing officer,” “vice president of marketing,” “brand manager,” and “marketing director.” These key decision makers are our perfect customers, so we’ve focused our efforts on them and geared our ads toward them. They’ve become fans, they’ve interacted with us over time, and many of them have called or e-mailed asking to do business with us.

No matter who your organization is looking to reach, you can find them on Facebook, and, increasingly, on Twitter. Here are several more examples in Table 2.1 of types of clients and the narrow audience we targeted for them using both social media sites:

So, who are your perfect customers? How narrowly can you define your target audience?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLIENT</th>
<th>TARGETED AUDIENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real estate coach</td>
<td>Real estate agents and brokers across the country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beachside hotel in south Florida</td>
<td>Engaged women living in colder, northern states who might be looking for a destination wedding location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telecommunications provider</td>
<td>Users complaining on Twitter about problems with the client’s competitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New shopping center</td>
<td>People within a ten-mile radius of the center who list “shopping” or “buying new things” as an interest in their profiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cat accessory company</td>
<td>Users who list “cat lover,” “cat,” and “I have a cat” in their profiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Fans of authors with similar writing styles and book types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public relations firm</td>
<td>Publicity managers and public relations directors at the 100 biggest companies in the client’s city</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**ACTION ITEMS**

1. Write down a description of your perfect target audience. Define your customers and prospects as narrowly as you can. What is their age and gender? Are they married, engaged, or single? Where do they live? What are their interests? What are their job titles? Where do they work? What do they talk about? If the answer to some of these questions is, “That doesn’t matter,” then that’s OK. But try to paint as detailed a picture of who your customers are, and who you want them to be, as you can.

2. Once you’ve defined this audience, look for and find them on social networks. Dive into the Facebook advertising platform and see if you can determine how many people fit all of the criteria that you’ve written down. Search LinkedIn by job title or industry if you’re in the B2B space. Search Twitter and Facebook for people talking about whatever it is that you think your customers talk about.

3. Write down a list of places in your marketing budget where you’re spending too much money targeting too wide an audience. How can you cut back from other marketing and advertising expenses that are reaching a broader group in favor of more narrow targeting using social networks?

**HASTE MAKES WASTE; SO DOES TRADITIONAL MARKETING AND ADVERTISING**

I understand that after reading this chapter you won’t go out and immediately cut your entire advertising budget because you’re targeting too wide an audience. You don’t have to. But surely you can think of somewhere to cut back in order to start targeting the right people through social networks, those who will become your customers, advocates even, in the future. Find them, bring them into the conversation, and when they’re ready, you’ll be their first choice.
Think—and Act—Like Your Consumer

Do you like being disrupted? Do you enjoy when you’re reading something online and a pop-up banner ad gets in the way of the next paragraph? What about when you’re working on a project at the office, the phone rings, and you answer to find a sales guy on the other end of the line trying to pitch his wares?

When I speak at conferences, clubs, and meetings, I often tell my audiences, many of whom are marketers, to place themselves in the role of the consumer. I then ask, “How many of you listen to and enjoy radio commercials?”

No hands.

“How many of you watch and enjoy television commercials?”

A couple of hands usually come up at this point, and normally, upon further review, these people are, in fact, ad guys.

“How many of you use and enjoy Facebook?”

Here, hands shoot up in the air, anywhere between 50 percent and 90 percent of the room.

Is this because Facebook, or social media as a whole, is the newest, shiniest product in town? I don’t think so. I believe it’s
because people fundamentally want to use media to relax, enjoy themselves, and connect with others—\textit{not} to be interrupted. Here are a few marketing and advertising tools and methods that are available today. As a consumer, think about how you feel when you receive or experience the following:

- Direct mail
- Magazine ads
- TV ads
- Radio ads
- Packaging (i.e., “Free Toy Inside” on the cereal box)
- Flyers handed to you on the street
- Billboards off the highway
- Automated messages when you’re on hold, telling you to visit the company website
- Mobile/text-messaging ads
- Ten minutes of ads before the trailers even start at the movie theater
- E-mails constantly arriving in your in-box from marketing lists you don’t remember signing up for
- Telemarketing and cold-calling to your home and office

Advertisements and marketing ploys are found just about everywhere we go. From the television in our living room to the stall in the public bathroom, from a drive down the interstate to a walk through the city’s streets, from your phone line at work to your personal cell number: nowhere is safe from ads! And while some ads are funny, interesting, and even compelling—if you consider the consumer’s viewpoint, you’ll agree that most are simply disruptive and unwanted.

So what’s a marketer to do? How can you possibly avoid joining the endless parade of marketing and advertising disruptions in the quest to find your consumers?

\textit{All you have to do is stop thinking like a marketer and start thinking like your consumer.}
RULE OF THUMB: WHAT DO YOUR CUSTOMERS REALLY WANT?

With every Facebook message you send out, with every tweet you post, even with every e-mail or radio and television advertisement you write, ask yourself the following:

- Will the recipients of this message truly find it of value, or will they find it annoying and disruptive?
- Would I want to receive this message as a consumer?

If you respond that yes, as a consumer, this message is of value and you would indeed want to receive it, then it is one worth communicating to your customers and the world. On the other hand, if you cannot see any true value to the consumer or you believe the message will only serve to be an annoyance, then it’s simply not worth sending. Why spend money, time, and effort only to contribute to mass advertising, marketing, and information noise that the consumer does not want or need in the first place?

Sure, you might generate some Web traffic, phone calls, awareness, or even sales with any message, but you can run the risk of eroding your brand. Even if you generate sales from traditional, sales-heavy marketing messages and tactics, in the long run, the organizations that will win are the organizations that engage in positive, useful communications with their customers and prospects. Today, the most effective way to do so is to utilize the tools offered by social media.

The Brilliance of the Facebook News Feed

On Facebook, when you log in as a user, you are brought to a home page that displays your “Top News” feed. The “Top News” feed is a stream of information from your Facebook social connections, including your Facebook friends, Facebook groups you’ve joined, and Facebook pages that you’ve liked. Not every piece of information posted by every one of your friends is included (though you have access to that through the “Most
Recent” news feed feature), but since the “Top News” pops up as the default for users when they log on, that’s one of the first things they see and is their main source of information.

The brilliance of Facebook’s news feed is that it serves you individualized content based on three factors:

1. How recent the content occurred or was created
2. The strength of your relationship with the person or organization who shared the content
3. How many comments and *likes* the content generates

Most important for marketers to consider of these is number three, as it directly affects whether or not a company’s content will be seen in the users’ news feeds. The more people who are interested in the content, or the more people who have had a positive experience with a product or service relating to the content, the more *likes* it will receive, and the more prominent it will be in the feed.

Figure 3.1 shows a formula describing the News Feed Optimization algorithm, also known as EdgeRank, from a presentation given by Facebook engineers Ruchi Sanghvi and Ari Steinberg at Facebook’s 2010 f8 developer conference.

---

**FIGURE 3.1** News Feed Optimization

\[
\sum_{edges} u_e w_e d_e
\]

- \(u_e\): affinity score between viewing user and edge creator
- \(w_e\): weight for this edge type (create, comment, like, tag, etc.)
- \(d_e\): time for decay factor based on how long ago the edge was created
In Figure 3.2, we use a diamond ring graphic to better explain Facebook’s EdgeRank, or news feed algorithm, in plain English. Anything posted on Facebook, be it a status or general update, a link to another site, or a video, is considered an object. Think of said object as a fabulous diamond ring.

Your update or post is the center of that ring—the diamond itself. Whenever a user responds to the object through a comment or a like, that user is defining the edges of that diamond. The more interaction, the sharper the edges become (better cut, clarity, and color). The crisper these edges, the more likely the content will show up in connected users’ “Top News” feeds. They’ll then see this content and interact with you and your ring (maybe they’ll even “ooh” and “ahh” at its brilliance!). Let’s look at the criteria to make that perfect diamond ring by looking at the three edges that determine News Feed Optimization:
1. **Does this user interact with you often?** If a user *liked* your page through a Facebook ad but never visited that page and didn’t have friends who interacted with your page, the user is much less likely to see any of your content updates. If the user visits your page from time to time, has *liked* the occasional post, or has even viewed photos from your company, your chances of showing up in his or her news feed increase dramatically. Keep this setup in mind, as this is why getting *likes* initially on your content is so very important—once you get someone engaged, a dialogue between you and the consumer or prospect is created, one that can be built upon and continued.

2. **How long ago was the content posted?** In order to optimize this edge, you’ll need to determine when your fans, friends, and prospects are more likely to be logged on and using Facebook. If your customers are teenagers, for instance, you shouldn’t share content during weekday mornings and early afternoons when they’re at school. If you are targeting a nine-to-five office crowd, sharing content in the morning may be to your advantage, as many Facebook users in this audience are likely to check their pages as they settle in at their desks. Or, if your customers are mostly teachers, you’ll want to share updates between 3 and 5 p.m., when they’re likely working but not in front of their classes. In general, however, more users are logged in on weekend days, and since fewer companies are working then, weekends are the best time to share content.

3. **How interactive are the engagements with the post?** This edge is the simplest and most worth focusing on. Facebook’s algorithm determines the level of interest or relevancy of an object based on the number of comments and *likes* it receives. The greater the response to the object, the more likely it is to show up in users’ news feeds. Of course, this is a powerful momentum-gathering, cyclical concept: if a piece of Facebook content receives enough comments and *likes*, it will rise to the top of users’ news feeds, where it will be more likely to generate an even greater number of positive responses. If, on the other hand, the content doesn’t quickly catch on, it won’t rise to the top of users’ news feeds and will remain virtually invisible.
How to Make EdgeRank Work for You

Facebook’s news feed algorithm is nothing short of revolutionary. Imagine if television commercials people didn’t want to watch disappeared or if direct mail that the first few recipients didn’t open stopped being sent out, never making it to your door. Consider how much you would pay to have e-mails people didn’t respond to positively remain out of your in-box. Facebook has effectively created a system that filters out all the junk the user couldn’t care less about or, worse yet, will respond to negatively. This situation forces companies, and individuals, to think incredibly carefully about the content they share: it’s a great thing for users and a powerful tool for marketers and advertisers who understand what their consumers want and don’t want. Let’s look at an example.

Conglomerate A is a global sneaker brand that has spent millions of dollars in advertising to grow a Facebook fan base of one million fans. Your similar, though much smaller, organization has far fewer resources and currently has only 5,000 fans, half of whom happen to also be fans of Conglomerate A.

Conglomerate A shares a traditional marketing message with its fans: “Check out our new running shoes on our website and buy them now!” Only a handful of people click the Like button or comment on the content. Since the company has failed to engage its audience, only a few hundred people will end up seeing the update, as it will not be moved up into users’ “Top News” feeds.

Your company, however, shares a link to your website with the following update at the same time as Conglomerate A’s: “Click ‘Like’ if you’re excited about the weekend! Anybody going running?” Here, you attempt to engage the user with a more personalized, friendly, and less demanding message. You are not just telling them to “go buy shoes.” Your update then generates comments and likes, enough to stay at the top of thousands of people’s news feeds for a day. This placement, in turn, generates greater clicks and higher sales. More important, the comments left lead to a conversation that will aid your success in the next update you share. You’ve outdone Conglomerate A; while it was busy marketing, you were thinking like your consumers, engaging them, and building an invaluable audience.
WHAT DO YOUR CONSUMERS LIKE?

The important question is, what do your consumers truly like? Consider what they care about. What do they value? What content will get them to authentically click Like and increase your visibility among users? Keep in mind you can’t just keep sharing updates asking people to like the content, as that would quickly get as annoying and disruptive as many of the traditional marketing tactics you’ve grown to know and hate.

For the answers, look to what you already know about your consumers—and if you don’t know something, ask!

For instance, say you have a male-focused customer base. You suspect these consumers are big sports fans, but you’re not sure what sports or teams they are most interested in. You could simply ask on Facebook, “What’s your favorite major sporting event of the year? Who did you root for this past season?” If your fans overwhelmingly say the Super Bowl and provide their favorite football teams, you’ll want to share content about the sport in the future, even if your product has nothing to do with football.

If you were your consumer, what would make you click Like or leave a comment? An appetizing photo? A funny video? A fact nobody knew about you? One thing users are sure not to respond to positively is a press release about your latest earnings statement, new hire, or new product. There may be an audience who cares enough about this information to warrant sharing it elsewhere, but that audience is not the group to target on Facebook. The Facebook audience doesn’t care. Facebook, Twitter, and all social networks are not broadcast media—I can’t stress this enough. Engage, don’t broadcast!

IT’S NOT ABOUT YOUR BRAND, IT’S ABOUT YOUR CUSTOMERS

In the past, traditional marketers didn’t have the luxury of a two-way conversation with customers, but they did have a captive audience. Consequently, traditional marketers pounded consumers over the head with marketing messages until the public
bought from them. If you're over the age of 40, for example, you know the Jolly Green Giant jingle—not because it's a great song, but because you were exposed to it so many times through television and radio that you couldn't help but learn it.

In a crowded marketing and advertising world, *mindshare* is how much your customers are thinking about your product or service. In order to win your customers' mindshare now, your marketing can’t be *solely* about your brand, or products, or features and benefits anymore. More than anything, you have to get your customers talking or get involved in their already ongoing conversation. If they're talking, and you're at the top of their news feeds on Facebook, you've got some mindshare—more valuable than paid advertising, which customers can readily choose to ignore. Messaging has to be about *your customers*. What are their hopes and dreams? What do they want to do, hear about, talk about, and share? What's actually relevant to them?

This lesson is a hard one for companies to learn, because it involves unlearning much of what they know about marketing, promotion, and publicity. They’ll ask, “What about our brand? How can we spend precious marketing dollars and time on messaging that has nothing to do with our brand or company?”

It’s the results that matter, so remind yourself about the news feed, for example. If the message is all about your brand, and people don’t find that message interesting or relevant, then they won’t even see it. On the bright side, even if the message isn’t about your brand at all, if it’s being commented on and *liked*, your Facebook page name will still be seen by your fans and garner attention from others. Your brand will not only be at the top of people’s news feeds but also at the top of their minds. Let’s take a look at a couple of real-life examples of the power of thinking like your customers and appropriately using social media to engage them.

**The Pampered Chef: Cooking Up Content Their Fans Like**

The Pampered Chef (TPC) is one of the largest and best-known direct sales organizations in the country. Based in Chicago, it
has a huge sales force of independent consultants who sell cooking and dining products through house parties and other events. The Pampered Chef joined Facebook as an organization after most of its direct-selling competition had already established their own pages and generated thousands of fans. It wanted to quickly build an effective Facebook presence for its overall brand and salespeople. It didn't have a budget for Facebook ads, which its competitors, and many other companies, were using to drive initial *likes* to their fan pages.

The Pampered Chef’s team members thought carefully about the kinds of content TPC’s customers would like, and what they wouldn’t like, and worked together to build a fan page, applications, and a daily content calendar that would be about neither the brand nor selling but instead all about the consumers. For example, the team shares content such as recipes and recipe contests, encourages stories about great meals, and asks for pictures of culinary masterpieces. A virtual gift application allows fans to share a picture of a scrumptious cake on friends’ Facebook walls on their birthdays or to celebrate other occasions. All of this content is loosely related to the brand and its mission, of course, but it isn’t *about* the brand, it’s about the *consumers*, and designed to be as intriguing as possible. By generating hundreds of comments and *likes* through consumer interaction (see Figure 3.3), the Pampered Chef remains at the top of its fans’ news feeds for as long as possible, generating more eyeballs, mindshare, clicks, and sales.

---

**FIGURE 3.3** A Facebook Post from the Pampered Chef

The Pampered Chef

Hey pampered friends, we want to hear from you! In honor of our 30th anniversary, tell us what your favorite Pampered Chef recipe is! (Psst...did you know you could win your own Pampered Chef business? Enter to win our Your Life. Your Way. Sweepstakes through the Join Us tab today!) October 18 at 12:17pm - Like - Comment

Amy Slife and 370 others like this.

View all 303 comments
More than one hundred thousand people liked the page in the first two months, without any paid advertising, and hundreds of people comment on every daily update. The rich content shared by the Pampered Chef each day not only generates likes but lots of sharing as well, which in turn drives more and more people back to the page. While the company did not reveal revenue numbers generated by the initial Facebook engagement, rest assured that sales figures were very likeable, too.

Omaha Steaks Puts Likeable “Table Talk” Ahead of Selling Steaks

Omaha Steaks is the nation’s leading steak and packaged meat shipper, with more than 80 retail locations as well as a catalog, phone, and Internet ordering business. The company sells food items to people buying for themselves or as a gift for friends or family to celebrate birthdays, holidays, and other special occasions. A family-owned company for more than 90 years, Omaha Steaks has traditionally been focused on direct marketing and sales and an emphasis on its brand. On the surface, this is in stark contrast to the social media mindset.

With the advent of social media, however, Omaha Steaks management quickly understood the importance of making its content more about the consumers than the brand. While its customers ranged widely in age and interests, the company determined that its most typical consumer on Facebook is a man between 40 and 65 years old, interested in sports and/or entertainment. Consequently, they created and shared content that would be most appealing to this consumer. Some content was about steaks, food, and gifts, but a lot of the content was about anything that appealed to the consumer in general, including golf courses, football, old movies, and music from the sixties. It even instituted a “Table Talk” feature through which it gave consumers a question or relevant topic to discuss.

What did golf or movies have to do with Omaha Steaks? Nothing—but it did have a lot to do with what Omaha Steaks’ consumers wanted to talk about. Relevant content based on the consumers’ tastes and the regular “Table Talk” feature led
to more comments and likes, which created more fans. More of their content appearing at the top of people’s news feeds on Facebook led to greater mindshare.

Today, Omaha Steaks credits its Facebook page with generating a higher number of annual purchases per customer than the company has ever had in the past.

**ACTION ITEMS**

1. Write down what your typical customer likes. Try to avoid writing things your customer likes about your company, organization, or products and instead focus on their interests. What specific content would make you click the Like button if you saw it as a consumer? Write down ten examples of such likeable content.

2. Take messaging that your organization has used in written marketing materials in the past and rewrite it for the social Web, making the material more valuable or interesting to the audience. It should be short and sweet, and something you’d want to receive if you were the consumer, not something you’d have wanted to send as the marketer.

3. Create a plan for how you might create valued content not just for social networks, but for all marketing and communications content. What would you change in your e-mail marketing, direct mail, Web content, and ad copy if you thought like your consumer instead of a marketer? Can you create better content in all of your communication?

**BE LIKEABLE, NOT DISRUPTIVE**

We are all bombarded by more marketing messages every day than we can even count. You have an opportunity to rise to the top of the clutter, not by coming up with a more creative disruption but by producing content that people actually want to receive. Facebook’s news feed forces you to think like a consumer and challenges you to share content that you think is truly valued or enjoyed by your consumers. If you don’t want to be invisible, you’ll have to be likeable, at least on Facebook.
Invite Your Customers to Be Your First Fans

You’ve started a Facebook page and a Twitter account for your company. You’ve put up a YouTube channel, started a blog, and even added a button on your website promoting your Facebook page. You're doing everything you’re supposed to do to “join the conversation” with social media.

Yet up until now, the results have been dismal. You have a ridiculously low number of fans, considering the size of your business, and the only person you’re having a conversation with is yourself. (OK, maybe the guy in the cubicle next to you has joined in, too.) But the promise of social media that you’ve heard so much about is far from being fulfilled. You don’t know what you’ve done wrong or what you need to do to get on the right track to social network success. Where are all of your Facebook fans? Why isn’t everyone giving you the like stamp of approval?

There’s no reason to worry. No matter the size of your organization, gaining lots of fans on Facebook, followers on Twitter, and subscribers on your blog and YouTube is far from automatic. The bad news is that you’re going to have to work for fans, friends, and followers, but the good news is that everyone else has to as well. There are international brands that spend mil-
lions of dollars in marketing each year with fewer than 500 fans on Facebook and no official Twitter presence at all—so whatever situation you’re in right now, you’re in good company and still have time for improvement.

The Internet is nothing like it was even five years ago when people endlessly surfed the Web. Many people just don’t access information on the Web in that way anymore. If anything, users surf Facebook, Twitter, and other social networks looking for relevant and recommended content. In fact, as of November 2010, one quarter of all Internet page views were on Facebook.com.\(^1\) What that means for you, as a company, is that whether you’re a huge brand or brand-new, people who don’t know your product or service already are unlikely to be your first Facebook fans or Twitter followers.

So who will become your first social media brand advocates? Your strongest assets are customers, staff, partners, and vendors. However, to leverage this goodwill, you have to ask them to support the company through social networking and tell them why they should. Explain the benefits of social networking to your current supporters. Tell them why it is imperative that your company move forward with social media initiatives. Describe the ways their actions will help your company in your marketing and advertising efforts and make sure they understand how valuable their participation is in this process.

**THE LIKE IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN THE LINK**

Ten years ago, if you built a website for your company, you didn’t expect thousands of strangers to just visit it, did you? Instead, you used other marketing initiatives and assets to direct people to your website and spread the URL or link wherever you could. Sometimes people checked it out, and if they were interested in your content and trusted you enough, maybe they even stayed awhile or purchased your products and services. Or if other related companies found your content useful, it was possible they linked their website to yours, in exchange for you linking back to them. This linking takes place in the hope of creating more “link value,” greater search engine optimization, and more
website traffic. Today, the *like* is more important than the “link.” Getting people to your website may help them learn about your company and maybe even buy something, but getting them to *like* you on Facebook does two essential things that will contribute to long-term success.

First, when people use the *like* function, they subscribe to your updates, allowing you to have a conversation with them on Facebook forever, unless you erode their trust and they unsubscribe. Second, it introduces and endorses you *to every one of the user’s friends*. The average person on Facebook has 130 friends, so with every like, you’re exposing your brand to another 130 potential customers, or more. Can you imagine if every time one individual visited your website, she shared that fact with 130 of her friends? (“Hey ladies, I just visited this site. Check it out, it’s so great!”) The same phenomenon is true for followers on Twitter, subscribers on YouTube or your blog, and other social networking outlets, but the numbers aren’t as big as those on Facebook. Also, no network is as organically viral as Facebook’s.

Simply put, the more *likes* content receives, the more often it will be viewed, and the number of people seeing and accessing the content will grow over time. There are long-lasting effects of the *like* in Facebook search optimization: once you acquire a *like* on your page, any of that person’s friends will see this during future searches. So if you’re an attorney and one of your clients has liked you on Facebook, any time one of his friends searches for an attorney in the future and finds you, your client’s testimonial (“Your friend John likes Bob the attorney”) will be right there waiting for him. If you represent a children’s car-seat company, once one happy mommy customer *likes* your product on Facebook, her mom friends will quickly see her endorsement, which proves to be more powerful than any advertisement.

### HOW TO GET THE LIKE: DEVELOP YOUR VALUE PROPOSITION

Before you started reading this book, maybe you already understood the capabilities and importance of Facebook’s *like* function. The question you might have now, however, is how do you
get people to actually *like* you on Facebook? No matter how well-known your brand is currently, you’ll need to provide a value proposition to your customers, staff, vendors, and partners, some sort of benefit they will receive from becoming your fans. In other words, don’t just tell them to like you, tell them what’s in it for them, and tell them in a way that’s about them, not you.

Consider the following two different calls to action:

**Like us on Facebook now at**

Facebook.com/LikeableMedia.

**versus**

**Ask us your social media questions anytime at**

Facebook.com/LikeableMedia.

The first one is totally brand-centric. Why would you possibly read that and decide to *like* our company unless you already knew us, loved us, and trusted us? The second call is consumer-centric and is likely to generate a lot more action, not only from people who already love us and trust us but also from casual, first-time customers and maybe even prospects. Did you know that you can’t ask questions or post on a company’s wall unless you already like it on Facebook? You probably hadn’t thought about that, and neither did all of the people who just clicked Like in order to post their question. Whatever you can do to encourage activity on your Facebook page will in fact encourage *likes*, without actually asking for them. For instance, Oreo asks customers on their packaging: “To dunk or not to dunk? Let us know at Facebook.com/Oreo.” They’re encouraging people to share their opinions, not just telling them to *like* Oreo’s online content—yet, more than 20 million people have *liked* the company on Facebook.

The value proposition might be different for each constituency. For example, you may want to invite your own staff to *like* your page with the incentive that they can post questions to the CEO, some of which will receive responses. For customers, however, you may invite them to access a discount.

By giving people a value proposition for joining you and then surrounding your customers with that value proposition, or oth-
ers, at every opportunity, you’ll convert customers into fans, and that’s where things begin to get interesting.

Why should people like you on Facebook or follow you on Twitter? What’s in it for them that’s of value? How can you summarize that in a short, easy-to-understand call to action? The answer is, it depends on your business or organization. Here are several real calls to action from clients to help you think about why people should like you:

• Share your feedback with us at Facebook.com/VerizonFiOS
• Win prizes and join the conversation at Facebook.com/1800Flowers
• Free support quitting smoking at Facebook.com/NYCquits
• Connect with other moms like you at Facebook.com/striderite
• Join the conversation at Facebook.com/UnoChicagoGrill
• Get some at Facebook.com/NYCcondom

It’s not about you, it’s about your customers, and just like the Web quickly became too big to tell people to visit your website without telling them why, Facebook is too big to tell people to like you without telling them why—even your customers. It’s essential to develop that value proposition and then integrate it into your communications with customers and prospects. Take a look at Table 4.1.

Getting the like approval is essential for everyone but even more important for smaller businesses and new organizations,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 4.1 Top Ten Reasons Consumers Like Fan Pages on Facebook*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. To receive discounts and promos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. To show support for brand to friends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. To get a “freebie” (e.g., free samples, coupons)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. To stay informed about company activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. For updates on future projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. For updates on upcoming sales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Just for fun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. To get access to exclusive content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. To learn more about the company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. For education about company topics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Based on report from CoTweet & ExactTarget2
which can utilize such free social media and word-of-mouth marketing to grow their fledgling companies. Don’t be afraid to ask anyone in your organization’s circle of influence to like you. Just don’t do it without creating value for whoever that audience is. You’re not going to get likes from anyone without giving him or her a valid reason. On the other hand, you’re also not going to get likes from anyone without reminding him or her to like you. Give them value and opportunity, and your vendors, partners, staff, and friends will join you.

Where Should You Tell Customers to Like You?
You should provide potential followers and fans with value proposition to like you in as many places as possible. Here are a number of places to consider integrating the call to action to your customers:

1. On your website
2. On every e-mail you send out as a company
3. On every staff person’s e-mail signature
4. On every business card handed out
5. On every brochure you print
6. On every receipt you hand out
7. On every piece of snail mail you send out
8. On every inbound phone call to your company
9. On every outbound phone call from your company
10. On packaging (as in the Oreo example)
11. On in-location signage

Some of these more antiquated techniques, snail mail and brochures for example, are given new vitality and purpose both for you and your consumer if you can connect them directly to your online social network.

Text to Like
Most people don’t carry around their computers with them wherever they go, but just about everyone has their phone with
them almost all the time. Facebook has a little-known “Text to Like” feature that’s powerful in converting anyone to like your page without being in front of a computer. Simply type “like [page name]” and send to FBOOK (32665) from any mobile phone connected to your Facebook account, and you’ll like that page. Don’t believe me? Test it out right now—I don’t mind—grab your phone and text “like LikeableMedia” to 32665. Then you’ll be able to ask our company any questions you have about social media or this book, and receive a quick response. (Thanks for the like!)

The “Text to Like” feature has vast implications for any business with real-life physical locations, any product sold in stores, and any retail or restaurant locations or government services. Imagine if you’re waiting in line at a deli or a department store, and you see a note posted near the register that reads, “Text ‘Like OurStore’ to connect to us on Facebook and get 20% off your next purchase.” As a consumer, you are provided with an incentive that makes this offer compelling, and if you are already a customer, it is more likely you will probably check it out. As a marketer, you need to consider how to integrate such marketing and advertising into your customer’s experience.

If you take a long view on such activity, the rewards are bountiful. Sure, you might not sell as much to that customer as fast as you had wanted to by focusing on getting the like instead of more immediate sales. But, with the power of Facebook’s social graph, you create an average of 130 potential new customers when one user likes you. If that customer comes back to you weeks later and brings a friend or two, isn’t that more valuable than a single, initial sale? More long-term opportunities are therefore created for marketers less focused on immediate sales and more focused on obtaining likes.

A NEW INTERNET SALES CYCLE IS BORN

A prolonged recession and an increased focus on, and ability to measure, every click on the Internet has led to the marketer’s obsession with driving subscriptions and sales through Web and
e-mail marketing. But if you step back and consider the value of the like compared to the immediate sale, you'll see that a long view will yield a better return.

**E-commerce: Sales Now or Likes Now?**

The typical e-commerce site features dozens, hundreds, or thousands of products for sale, many of which are often purchased as gifts. Every piece of text and graphics on such a site has been carefully optimized to drive as many “clicks” to the shopping cart as possible, attempting to maximize immediate sales. This strategy made sense before the arrival of the social Web, but what if that same e-commerce site were optimized for people to share what they liked by clicking the Like button on as many products or categories as possible? This function would create a permanent record of each visitor’s interests. Then, friends of the visitor could go to the site, see the exact products their friend indicated he liked, and could then buy it for him for a birthday, holiday, or whatever reason. As a company, you’d get fewer immediate sales, but you’d set yourself up to significantly increase your “conversion rate” (percentage of website visitors who buy your products or take further actions) in the future.

Wouldn’t you be more likely to buy something for your husband or your wife online if you saw he or she had already shown interest in it by liking it online?

**Professional Services: Like as the New Referral**

Websites for doctors, dentists, lawyers, accountants, and other service professionals are set up now to convince you to call them—to take action now—but what if they were set up to generate likes? If every professional took the time to say to all of their current clients, “If you are satisfied with our services and would like to let others know about your exceptional experience with our company, please like us on Facebook,” or “Ask us questions on our Facebook page,” they’d instantly begin creating a valuable network, not only growing their exposure but also building a clientele who highly trusts them. A year ago, if you
wanted to find a lawyer or accountant, you might have done a Google search and found those practices that had spent money on search engine marketing so their site would be the first to pop up on the screen. Now, to find a lawyer or accountant, you can do a Facebook search of your trusted friends or colleagues and find a practice that they have given their approval. Are you more likely to pick a lawyer or doctor at random online or rely on the recommendation of a friend?

**Dr. Ed Zuckerberg (Even a Dentist Can Be Likeable)**

Edward Zuckerberg, D.D.S., is a practicing dentist in Dobbs Ferry, New York. He also happens to be the father of Mark Zuckerberg, founder and chief executive officer of Facebook. Known as “Painless Dr. Z” by his patients, Dr. Zuckerberg is proof that anyone’s business can benefit from utilizing social media. Dentists have always relied on word-of-mouth recommendations and referrals to increase their business—today, social media allows this to happen much more passively and efficiently.

Let’s face it—most people don’t like going to the dentist (sorry, Dr. Z). If you’re anything like me, you consider a dentist appointment more like a tolerable, necessary evil than something you find the least bit enjoyable. Consequently, smart dentists everywhere have gone out of their way to make their practices as tolerable as possible, including friendly front office staff, bright colors on the walls, interesting magazines and other reading material, and toys for children’s visits. In addition to these things, which make the physical experience better, Dr. Zuckerberg has taken the steps necessary to make his practice more likeable on Facebook.

When you first walk into the office, you’ll see a sign saying “Like us? Then Like us on Facebook at Facebook.com/PainlessDrZ or text ‘like PainlessDrZ’ to 32665 to join the conversation.” This action alone is more effective than 99 percent of all dental practices in the world in driving likes. People sitting in the waiting room are a captive audience, and it’s the perfect opportunity to convert customers into online fans. However, the conversion opportunities don’t stop there.
Dr. Zuckerberg’s e-mail appointment reminders include a call to action to ask questions about your upcoming visit on Facebook, and new patients are invited by phone to “get to know us better before you come in by checking out our bios on our Facebook page.” These techniques lead to patients feeling more comfortable at their first visit, but they also lead to more likes.

So far, more than 1000 patients have liked Dr. Z on Facebook—which has lead to more than two dozen new patients. Even I had a Facebook friend who I don’t know that well send me the following message: “Saw you like Dr. Zuckerberg. Is he a good dentist?” To which I replied, “Yes!”

She became a patient the next week.

WHAT IF YOU DON’T CONVERT YOUR CURRENT CUSTOMERS?

There is a risk in focusing on converting your current customers to fans. Seasoned Internet marketers will argue that there’s no guaranteed ROI on generating likes from your consumers or prospects. They will also claim that by focusing on generating more likes on Facebook, you’re inherently decreasing your immediate sales. Every time someone clicks Like, they’ll say, that’s one less click on Buy Now. This may be true, and you may see an immediate dip in online conversions when you first shift some of your marketing strategy to gaining likes as compared to “buys,” but you don’t really have a choice. If you want to grow a social presence, you have to take the time and energy to attract the low-hanging fruit, your current customers, and other people who know you to support you. From there, you’ll gain other fans and followers who are likely to eventually buy from you. But you have to start with your current customers.

Uno E-mail from Uno Chicago Grill Leads to 100,000 Fans

Uno Chicago Grill is a large chain of family-friendly restaurants throughout the country but concentrated in the Northeast and the Midwest. Known best for their deep-dish pizza, Uno serves
up a wide variety of lunch and dinner foods to many thousands of people each week. Uno had been on Facebook for longer than a year, but up until September 2010, it had just 30,000 people who liked it on Facebook. That’s a decent number to be sure, but considering how many customers they serve and how many fans competitors like Chili’s and Applebee’s had, it was a number Uno Chicago Grill wanted to increase dramatically.

It had integrated a call to action to like Uno on its website and at the bottom of every weekly e-mail it sent out to a large subscriber list. But it believed that a dedicated e-mail with a strong value proposition to its customers would drive action much more significantly than simply requesting to be liked by current fans. It decided to offer a free appetizer to all fans if it reached 100,000 fans—more than tripling a number that had grown organically over the course of an entire year.

A weekly e-mail message, instead of offering a coupon or call to action to visit a location or book a group or make a reservation, told recipients only to do the following: “Like us on Facebook to earn a free appetizer and share this with your friends. When we hit 100,000 fans, everyone will win a free app on us.”

Within 24 hours of the e-mail message going out, Uno Chicago Grill gained more than 10,000 new fans, and within three months, it had reached its goal of 100,000. It didn’t get as many sales from that one e-mail as it usually did, but that didn’t matter for long. Many thousands of people enjoyed their free appetizer at Uno—and most of them stayed for dinner and dessert, far outpacing the sales lift that the e-mail message created. Uno e-mail, uno big return.

**ACTION ITEMS**

1. Work with your team to create your value proposition, not for a sale but for a like. Why should your customers like you on Facebook? What’s in it for them? How can you craft this value proposition into a short, catchy call to action? What value proposition will you offer employees, vendors, and partners?
2. Brainstorm all of the ways you can integrate this call to action into your current marketing and communications practices. Write down anything and everything. Then, determine which are actionable immediately and which may be actionable over time. Operationalize the like.

3. Create a 15-second elevator pitch to tell your customers and anyone you come into contact with why they should like you on Facebook and follow you on Twitter. Make sure it’s a reason that would resonate with you as a consumer.

---

**THE ROAD TO LIKEABLE SOCIAL MEDIA SUCCESS IS PAVED BY YOUR CURRENT CUSTOMERS**

Once your current customers have liked you, you can begin to earn momentum using content, ads, promotions, and the organic virality of the social graph. But until that happens, you’ll be listening and talking in a vacuum. Don’t just tell your customers to like you, tell them why they should like you. Make it about them, not about you, and you’ll get the likes and follows you’re craving to grow your social media network and sales overall.
Engage
Create True Dialogue with, and Between, Your Customers

Do you remember in college when you attended classes held in large lecture halls where professors talked at you for two hours at a time? You also likely had some classes that were a lot smaller and involved a workshop or discussion component. Which type of class did you find more valuable? Which one did you talk about at length, share with friends, and learn from more?

No matter how brilliant the professor of the large lecture, undoubtedly, there were people literally sleeping during the class. And no matter how uninspiring the teacher of the small discussion group (often, it was a graduate student or teaching assistant in charge), you couldn’t help but learn because you were actively engaged in thinking about, talking about, and discussing the subject matter at hand. In fact, you probably learned as much from fellow students and dialogue with others in your class as you did from those professors or instructors who supposedly “held the knowledge.”

Just as more engaging classes at a university provide more value to students, the companies and organizations that stand out are those which use social media to meaningfully engage
customers and foster dialogue, instead of those who rely on simply, and repeatedly, talking at consumers. Companies that can foster communication, not only between organization and consumer, but also between consumer and consumer, will reap the greatest benefits of the most connected world we’ve ever had.

**TALKING WITH YOUR CHILDREN INSTEAD OF TALKING TO YOUR BABIES**

The twenty-first century model of truly engaging customers publicly is quite different from marketing and communications models of the past.

Let’s say you’re a parent. Think about the way you would talk to your children when they are babies versus when they become older. When you speak to a baby, she can’t talk back, though she can give you nonverbal cues about how she feels. She won’t necessarily understand what you’re saying, so as the great parent you are, you’ll put on a show to elicit a reaction from the baby. You make funny faces, talk in loud or silly voices, and sing to her until you get a laugh or a smile or some other desired result. This situation is like the television commercial of the past (or even present, perhaps). The goal of the commercial is to grab the viewer’s attention and produce some sort of response, often using humor, outrageousness, surprise, or song.

When a child gets old enough to talk, as any parent knows, dynamics between the parent and child change. The good news, and bad news, is that the child can talk back to you. Now you get instant verbal feedback on everything you verbally express—you know exactly how well your children understand what you’re saying and typically whether they’re going to listen to you or not. Of course, sometimes parents don’t like what their children say, or how they say it, but as the parent, you have to respond. With the ability to understand what your children are trying to express to you comes greater responsibility and accountability for how you will continue to communicate in the future. Now, you’re not just talking to your children, you’re engaging with
them. You’re in the conversation for the rest or your life—that’s part of your job as a parent.

Consider how this analogy relates to the forms of marketing and advertising that are quickly becoming outdated with the advent of social media. The loudest, costliest advertising formats, such as TV commercials, don’t dominate the conversation anymore, because, in fact, they no longer own the conversation. The conversation exists on social networks. By engaging the audience directly, you will find that the smartest, most flexible listeners win over the audience. They help create and develop the conversation; they do not attempt to dictate it. Those companies that talk at their customers are less likely to create followers, while those who engage consumers find they will be part of the conversation for life—and that’s part of the job of a marketer.

**GROWING YOUR CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS**

So what does “being engaged” really mean?

To be engaged means to be genuinely interested in what your customers have to say. You have to want, even crave, feedback of all kinds because you know it gives you important data to build a better organization. Each individual at your company has to provide his or her full attention, mind, and energy with the customer or task at hand while maintaining the mission and core values of the organization. Anyone can send out an e-mail or a Facebook or Twitter message, but it takes commitment and focus to actually connect with people.

You simply can’t “be engaged” on the social Web because it’s “the thing to do” now, or you read about it in a book, or you think it will lead to increased sales. You have to authentically believe that being active in growing your social network will lead to deeper, stronger relationships with your customers. You have to be interested in your consumers and prospects, and the creation of a solid bond with them must be your goal.

When two people make a promise to one another that they are to be married, they are said to be “engaged.” Similarly, when a company chooses to be engaged with its customers, it com-
mits that it truly cares about what they say, think, and feel. For many organizations, this connection may be a fundamental shift in how they see and value customers. Instead of creating or outsourcing a customer service department, you want to directly know what customers think, how they feel, and what they are looking for from you.

**Get Back to Your Core Values**

Most companies, at least when they are first formed, have the best of intentions. Many times, entrepreneurs’ original motivation is to create a solution in an attempt to solve a problem. Companies don’t necessarily start off by seeing people as dollar signs or statistics. But as organizations grow, they get harder to manage. It becomes easy to lose the initial mindset of authentically wanting to be there, fully present, for your customers and even easier to drift away from your fundamentals and core values.

What is your organization like now? Are you the kind of company that truly cares about its customers and values feedback? Does the marketing arm of your organization act more like an old professor at a large university lecture or like a young, interested teaching assistant leading a group into discovery and learning together? It may be hard to honestly and accurately assess yourself and your company, but it’s imperative if you plan to survive in the social media age, in which a direct relationship with your customers is becoming the only way to succeed.

If your organization looks like the tired old professor, the good news is that you’re certainly not alone. The bad news is that it’s going to take a lot of work and a commitment from senior management in order to get the company seriously engaged with its constituents and return to the core values of simply being a business catering to the consumers’ wants, needs, and desires. You can certainly follow the rules to look more engaged, but until you are more engaged, you run the risk of being known as only feigning interest in your consumer base. Authenticity is necessary in creating long-lasting connections through the social Web.
Building Communities Around Trust and Loyalty

When you make the commitment to listen to and engage with your customers and prospects, it fosters a genuine sense of trust and loyalty between you and them, and *among them*. Think about the university analogy: In a large lecture, how comfortable would you feel disagreeing with the professor in front of the whole class? How would you feel being the *second* person to speak up, after someone with a dissenting opinion talks? You probably wouldn’t feel very comfortable speaking up at all, and neither would others, which is why day after day in that lecture, the professor talks, and students listen and take notes. This setup doesn’t really facilitate a valuable relationship or learning experience.

However, if in a smaller discussion class the instructor makes it clear on the first day that the atmosphere is one in which all opinions and comments are respected, where dialogue and dissent is welcomed and even encouraged, and where the teacher hopes to demonstrate that she wants to be as interested in what everyone has to say as they are interested in her, it fosters a community based around respect and trust. This teacher, whether she’s a TA, grad student, or full-time professor, is seeking to create a discussion, not just lecture at the audience. Students will feel much safer and more empowered to speak up. They may also continue the dialogue without the instructor and beyond class time.

That second class is building a community with value far beyond what the professor may have provided solely by way of imparting knowledge. If you can similarly build and engage an authentic community in this way, your community will bring your brand value beyond what you may see right now. Engaging your customers or prospects and getting them involved in your brand community will create a sense of trust and loyalty between you and your customers. An authentic, engaged brand community can live anywhere online—on a blog, through Twitter, or on YouTube, for instance. However, most brand communities are on Facebook pages, the predominant social media site. Brand communities are usually started by companies but, when run well, can take off, almost taking on a life of their own, when customers join the conversation. How well you talk to your
fans and stimulate conversation without pushing product will determine how large your community grows and how much they trust and value you.

**Customers Solving Customer Service Issues**

One example of the hard-to-foresee benefits of building an engaged community is that customers will help one another out. If you create a place on Facebook or Twitter for people to ask questions, share feedback, and interact with not only you but one another, you will engender trust and loyalty and help the community grow. Customers or prospects will take notice and appreciate when you answer questions on a timely basis and in an authentic way.

If you provide a place for consumers to connect and to gripe, to share information and to learn and to grow, people will realize you are committed to them and the community you are fostering, and they will return that commitment to you. So now when someone unfamiliar with your company comes to the community, a potentially huge new prospect, and posts a question, another member of the community might answer the prospect’s question before you have time to. Or when an unsatisfied customer comes to the Facebook page to complain, the community is likely to rally behind you without you even having to ask. How valuable might each of those things be to the bottom line? An engaged community grows your stakeholders in the company way beyond the staff and shareholders. These stakeholders will show support for you throughout their online social network and beyond. Your company’s reputation and visibility will grow, and in return, your online, and offline, community will flourish.

**ENGAGING: EASIER SAID THAN DONE**

Despite the vision of an engaged company, it is far easier to discuss than to actually implement. You will find that unless you are the leader of a small business or organization, the commitment to be engaged cannot happen immediately. Senior man-
agement needs to invest themselves fully in the change toward greater customer interaction and community building.

Is it devastating to your organization to not be fully engaged with its customers? The answer to that question is probably not, for a while at least. However, in an increasingly transparent and social world, by not being authentically involved and concerned about your consumers, you risk having one horrible customer experience totally erode your reputation, and eventually your bottom line, regardless of the size of your company. If your senior management isn’t sold on building an engaged community, tell them about “United Breaks Guitars.”

In July 2009, country singer Dave Carroll was on a United Airlines flight in which his guitar was broken. Dave put a claim into United, which not only refused to replace the guitar but also refused to apologize. So, he took to YouTube, quickly making the “United Breaks Guitars” video, criticizing the company for its lack of accountability. It was an instant hit. After one day, the video had more than 100,000 views. A United spokesperson called Carroll up and offered to pay for the guitar, though he refused it, suggesting they instead give to a charity in his name. United did not respond publicly on YouTube, Facebook, or Twitter. Within four days of the video being posted online, it had more than 1 million views and received national news coverage. By that time, United Airlines’ stock price had fallen 10 percent, costing stockholders about $180 million in value. A year and a half later, however, the video has more than 9 million views on YouTube, and United never did address the issue through social media. Their brand’s reputation remains damaged.

Do you think if United Airlines had engendered an engaged community through social media that the devastating fallout would have happened? If lots of United consumers felt loyal to United, they would have stood by the company when an online crisis developed.

There are countless other examples. Search online for “Motrin Moms” or “Comcast Technician Sleeping” for two great ones. There will certainly be more. You can avoid being forced to become engaged by proactively making the commitment to your consumers.
ENGAGEMENT FOR NONPROFITS AND GOVERNMENTS

As valuable as customer engagement is for companies, it is crucial for nonprofits and governments. Social media is tailor-made for such organizations, and the success of a nonprofit in fulfilling its mission, or a government organization in launching an initiative, is entirely dependent upon an engaged constituent base. Nonprofits and governments in the past had to create movements offline, without the luxury of a built-in online community ready to support one another and fulfill the mission. Now, a strong nonprofit or local government can build an engaged community using Facebook or Twitter, and raise money or effect positive change in faster, more efficient ways than ever before. How can your company replicate this effect? How can your company grow a movement online?

NYC Quits—and Gets Engaged by Accident

The New York City Department of Health (NYCDOH) is a government agency serving the people of New York City, one of largest cities in the world. The NYCDOH runs many public health initiatives funded by the government, but its largest initiative is the Quit Smoking program, through which the city provides free nicotine patches to aid tobacco smokers who are trying to quit. In order to get the free patch, New Yorkers have to call 311 (a number for nonemergency government services in New York City and other cities), at which time they answer a series of questions to make sure they qualify for the program and then get the patches mailed to their home address. For several years prior to working with us at Likeable, the department used a wide variety of traditional media to get the word out about the free patch program—including television advertisements, radio spots, subway posters, and online banner ads.

The original objective of the NYCDOH’s use of Facebook was to increase phone calls to 311 from New Yorkers requesting the free patch to quit smoking. DOH built a Facebook page for the program at Facebook.com/NYCquits and worked to create
and share daily content, listen to and respond to all questions and posts from New Yorkers, and build an engaged community. Phone calls went up from the previous year’s campaign, while the DOH spent fewer dollars on traditional media than it had spent in the past.

But far more important, something happened that the NYCDOH hadn’t expected: an online support group of people quitting smoking and supporting one another was born. Thousands of New Yorkers quit smoking and began to interact with the page—some on a weekly basis, some on a daily basis. People bonded over words of support and motivation, shared tips and tricks, and asked for and received help when they needed it. By accident, the DOH had built an engaged community of New Yorkers who were otherwise strangers to one another. These people truly felt respected and listened to and cared enough to support one another through the difficult task of quitting smoking.

The DOH monitors and responds to the community as necessary, keeping spam out and offering “official” advice and support whenever it was requested. But by and large, it is the community members themselves who do the work of supporting one another, getting the word out, and helping the department fulfill its mission. The community continues to grow and thrive, with minimal direction from the Department of Health.

**Stride Rite Creates an Engaged Mommy Movement**

Starting a movement is likely easier for a cause, a mission-related nonprofit group, or a government organization, but you should never underestimate the potential of any passionate community united around beliefs, commonalities, or shared interests. One such group online is moms, who, in general, love to share with one another.

Stride Rite is a leading shoe brand that makes and distributes footwear for babies and children across the United States. The company’s shoes are sold through retail locations as well as online, but in 2009 it decided it wanted to build a more engaged community on Facebook.
Stride Rite knew it already had a strong brand that many people were familiar with and loved. The bond between customers and the brand was good, but in order to build an engaged community, Stride Rite had to leverage stronger bonds: between mother and baby and between fellow moms. This required an initial shift in strategic thinking from the company, as it would have to make the community a lot less about its shoes and more about the kids wearing the shoes, and their moms, than they had ever originally planned.

The online conversation started strong in late 2009, and frankly, it hasn’t slowed down at the time of this writing. More than 70,000 fans have joined the community at Facebook.com/striderite, the vast majority of whom are young moms. If you visit the page on any given day, you’ll see customers talking with each other and with the brand—usually not even about shoes, but about their kids and babies. Thousands of moms have posted pictures and videos of their babies’ first steps, and Stride Rite always responds to comments, questions, and shared items. Moms also help each other out with lots of baby- and child-rearing questions that have nothing to do with walking or feet, and the company welcomes that, too. Moms feel empowered, engaged, and proud to be part of the Stride Rite community. In turn, the company provides opportunities to buy Stride Rite’s shoes. Online sales have increased steadily, week after week, since the program launched.

By putting an engaged community ahead of sales, Stride Rite was able to generate better long-term sales, along with 50,000 brand advocates.

**ACTION ITEMS**

1. Determine what resources you have to put toward a social media program through which your organization can become authentically engaged with its consumers. Based on the size of the company, it may take a long time to foster an online social community, time that will have to come from existing employees, new hires, or outside agencies. Determine who at your company can, and will, make the commitment to authentic
engagement, and get those people in a room together to start the conversation.

2. Hire an online community manager if you don’t yet have one. This person’s main role should be to build and grow an engaged community.

3. Write a list of five ways that your communications could be more engaging than they are right now. How can you be less like the old college lecturer and more like the enthusiastic workshop leader?

THE PROCESS OF GETTING ENGAGED HAS TO START WITH ONE ACTION

Whether your organization is already deeply engaged with its customers or is far from it, the process of becoming further involved starts with one person, and one action. Just because you’re not able to turn your company upside down doesn’t mean you can’t take positive steps toward using social media to foster better dialogue between your brand and customers and between your customers and one another. Now stop stalling, go buy that ring, and get engaged.
CHAPTER 6

Respond Quickly to All Bad Comments

You’ve worked hard for months with your team and a consulting firm on social media best practices and planned how to integrate social media into your business. You’ve built a Facebook page, a Twitter account, and a blog, and you’re excited to join the online conversation and foster a burgeoning community. Several coworkers have rallied behind you and the importance of engaging customers throughout every step of their relationship with your company. Then, the night before the big launch day, you receive a phone call from your frantic chief executive officer:

“Remind me, what the hell are we going to do if people write bad things about us on our Facebook page? We can delete those, right? Because if we can’t delete those negative comments, I don’t think we’re ready for Facebook.”

The answer is simple: if you’re not ready to respond to negative comments, then no, you’re not ready for Facebook yet. If your company is not prepared to embrace the good, the bad, and the ugly, then social media in general isn’t right for you now. If you are prepared to handle criticism and respond appropriately, however, then having your own social network commu-
nity where people post positive and negative comments will be a huge asset.

**EMBRACE WHAT YOU CAN’T CONTROL: SOCIAL MEDIA COMMENTS ARE THE NEW COMMENT CARDS**

Remember those comment cards every business used to have, with a box you could drop them in? Many small businesses and restaurants still have them today. Whether your company officially has comment cards or not, they exist in the form of Facebook, Twitter, blogs, and other online social outlets. The good news for the customer is that the today’s consumer base is the most empowered in history. If you have a negative experience with any company or professional, you can fill out “a comment card” from your smartphone that instant and immediately share your comment with not only hundreds of friends, but complete strangers throughout the world.

Of course, if you consider this situation from the standpoint of a company, this is a scary proposition. Just as the aforementioned CEO freaked out, so are marketers and public relations executives everywhere. For years, it’s been the role of communications professionals to control public perception of their companies, and now any kid with a Twitter account or Facebook profile can ruin it all. That said, as a marketer, once you accept and embrace the fact that you cannot control the posting of negative comments about your company online, you can begin to formulate a plan for what you’re going to do to respond to criticism.

You could try to ignore it, of course. There are still plenty of companies that refuse to accept the fact that people are talking negatively about them. You could also try to delete things online—sure, on your own Facebook page, you can delete whatever you want—and perhaps your company’s lawyers could write letters to every Web publisher who ever allows negative comments to be published about you, demanding that those comments come down.
But the truth is, there’s no way to entirely stop people from making negative posts about your company, whether you have an Official Facebook Page or not. So, why not prepare yourself and, instead of avoiding it, embrace negative feedback, comments, and criticism? Especially if you are the frantic CEO in our example, this idea might sound like a radical and potentially damaging one—take a deep breath, and brace yourself.

The Do-Not-Delete Rule

The do-not-delete (DND) rule states that unless a comment is obscene, profane, bigoted, or contains someone’s personal and private information, never delete it from a social network. It might be best to illustrate the DND rule by first playing out a scenario in which you don’t follow it.

Johnny Customer posts on Control Freak Inc’s Facebook page, “I just got a bill for $100 more than I was supposed to. You guys suck!” The frantic CEO insists that the comment is deleted right away so nobody else sees it; it is promptly removed from the page. Johnny Customer logs on later that day to find his comment deleted. He is infuriated that the company has censored his complaint and reacts by starting a new Facebook group called “I Hate Control Freak Inc! Boycott Them!” He also makes a YouTube video singing about his hatred for the company, detailing his bad experience, and starts a Twitter trend with hashtag #controlfreakincsucks.

As it turns out, Johnny Customer happens to be the captain of the football team at his school and a popular lead singer for a rock band in town. Within 24 hours, thousands of people are posting negative comments on Control Freak Inc’s wall, and worse yet, customers are canceling orders, and sales are down.

Sure, this is a dramatic rendition of the situation and may not be the most likely occurrence, but is it really worth taking the risk (remember “United Breaks Guitars” from the last chapter)? The point is, when you delete someone’s comment, it is the ultimate “Screw you.” It’s like collecting someone’s comment card, reading it in front of them, and then ripping it up in his or her face. You wouldn’t do that, would you? Plus, the Internet is infi-
nite. Anyone who feels wronged or not heard can turn elsewhere to gripe, finding more energy (and maybe more sympathizers) to vent than he had before.

**Not Responding at All Is a Response**

The second gut reaction of some executives after wanting to delete the negative comment is to ignore it. “Maybe by ignoring the problem, it will go away,” they might think. Or, “We don’t want to give this issue credence, as it might lead to more negativity from customers.”

If deleting a comment is the equivalent of ripping up a comment card in someone’s face, ignoring a negative comment is the equivalent of putting a caller on hold and never getting back on the line. No, it’s not a bad as hanging up on him, but he’ll still get the impression that you don’t care about him. Worse yet, everyone else who sees the comment and lack of response from the company will conclude that your organization just doesn’t care. By not responding, you’re actually sending out a strong message: the customer’s opinion doesn’t matter to you. This is a dangerous message to convey to your current consumers, prospects, and the general public, many of whom would interpret a lack of response in just this way. You don’t want to make matters worse, so what’s a company to do?

**THE SOLUTION: QUICK PUBLIC RESPONSE, THEN TAKE THE ISSUE PRIVATE**

In the situation just mentioned, Johnny Customer wants a reply to the apparent $100 discrepancy on his bill. What do you think of the following response?

First, one of your company’s representatives publicly posts, “I’m sorry you had an issue, Johnny. Please see the private message we sent you to resolve the matter.” Next, this post is followed immediately by a private message sent directly to Johnny, “Sorry you had a bad experience, Johnny. If you e-mail us with your account information to wecare@controlfreakinc.com, we’ll try to resolve the issue as quickly as possible.”
By responding quickly and publicly, you not only respond to someone’s complaint or concern, but you also send the message out to the world at large that you’re the kind of company that listens to its customers and fixes problems promptly. By taking the individual matter private, you avoid a public back-and-forth between company and customer, which wouldn’t help anyone involved and prolongs the negative situation. Refer to people by name, too, when you’re apologizing: it goes a long way toward helping someone feel heard and understood. We’re all human, and we all make mistakes. Even the angriest of customers will recognize this truth and will be quick to forgive you, but only if you apologize and fix the problem as soon as possible.

Depending on the size of your organization, you’ll need to make sure you have enough internal or external resources to handle complaints in a timely manner. You probably already have a sense of just how many complaints you typically receive, maybe from those traditional comment cards if you have them. Of course, comment cards used to get forwarded to a department, who read them, wrote back letters, and mailed the responses out a week later. In the online world, things happen a lot faster.

Put on your consumer cap. If you had a complaint or question about something, how quickly would you want to be, or expect to be, answered? Of course you’d like to receive a response almost immediately, so you should answer your customers right away as well. As a rule of thumb, make sure you have the resources in place to answer people’s negative comments within 24 hours or sooner if possible. Even if the immediate response is “I’m sorry. We’ll look into that and get back to you with a private message within 72 hours,” at least you’re immediately telling the customer you care, and you’re going to fix the problem as quickly as you can. After all, an angry customer is just like all of us: she wants to feel heard, and understood.

“I’m Sorry” Is Not an Admission of Guilt

Many legal departments are reticent in allowing marketers to say, “I’m sorry,” on Facebook and Twitter. It’s as though lawyers are convinced that apologizing is an admission of guilt and makes a company liable for damages. Some industries are more
highly regulated than others, and sometimes, it’s just not feasible to apologize. (For instance, as mentioned in Chapter 1, often pharmaceutical companies can’t legally apologize for online complaints made about their products.) But the words “I’m sorry” or “We’re sorry” can go a long way in helping a customer feel heard and diffusing a potentially hazardous situation. There are lots of ways to put an apology in writing without admitting any wrongdoing, too:

• “I’m sorry you had this experience.”
• “We’re sorry you feel this way.”
• “I’m so sorry you’ve had a problem.”
• “That sounds so frustrating. Sorry you felt like that.”

Responding with a short but genuine apology is a great start, but equally important, you’ve got to be able to fix the problem. For many companies, this means that the marketing and public relations departments have to work closely with the customer service team to resolve people’s complaints in a timely manner. Remember, customers don’t care what department you’re in—they care if you can solve their problem or not. There’s really no difference to customers between a public relations associate and a customer service rep.

Prioritize Your Response Based on Their Online Influence

It’s easy to say, “Respond to every customer who complains,” and though this should be the goal, it is not always possible. Some organizations are so vast they don’t yet have the resources to answer every single person’s complaint. Take online social networks, for instance, such as Facebook and Twitter, the companies themselves. Each has hundreds of millions of users but fewer than 2,000 employees. There’s simply no way they have the ability to answer every complaint made. In these situations, and perhaps for your company, you may consider prioritizing how quickly you respond based on the customer’s online influence.

Klout (Klout.com) and other services rank people online based on how many friends and followers they have. Just like
you’d probably respond a little faster to celebrities who filled out comment cards years ago, you might consider prioritizing your response time based on how influential the customer is. The harsh reality is that if Johnny Customer has 40,000 followers on Twitter, he can do far more damage to your reputation online than if he has four. Again, in an ideal world, you could respond to every Johnny Customer’s complaint, but you may not have the ideal resources to do so currently.

**FROM COMPLAINERS TO SUPPORTERS**

Depending on how efficiently and effectively you can solve a customer’s problem, you just might turn a hater into an admirer or even a major brand supporter. Consider if Johnny Customer, from our example, heard back from you immediately, and you were able to address his specific complaint with ease. His mind is likely to be changed about your company, and he might be so impressed and pleased that he recommends you to his peers. Consider the following real-life example of an unsatisfied Verizon customer.

**From Foe of FiOS to a Fan of FiOS**

Verizon FiOS is the television, Internet, and phone bundle offered by Fortune 500 company Verizon in select areas across the country. The Fans of FiOS Facebook page has been a marketing, promotions, and customer service asset for Verizon since 2008. When first launched, the page was designed to provide regional support for Verizon FiOS’s marketing and promotions initiatives. Customers, however, are typically more concerned about their own service problems than about the marketing and promotional material posted—and they’re not afraid to publicly share their issues. The FiOS team always attempts to quickly resolve such customer issues in conjunction with Verizon policies and procedures. My favorite interaction was with Ray Umstot-Einolf, who posted the following on the FiOS fan page on March 22, 2009:
Hey Verizon why won’t you give me my money back!!! I signed up for your Verizon Bundle Pack and I’m paying 300.00 a month and my service is supposed to cost about 120.00. We call you every month and the problem is never fixed. Funny thing is I know of about 10 other people you are doing this too. Telling them one price and billing them another and not refunding when you admit you are wrong. You guys Suck!!! And a lawsuit maybe in your near future. Have a great day you bunch of crooks!!!!

Members of the Verizon team breathed and quickly considered their options. There were admittedly a couple of individuals who suggested the dreaded “delete” tactic, in fear of giving credence to such a complaint. But cooler heads prevailed, and the do-not-delete rule won out. They responded this way:

So sorry you’ve had a problem, Ray. We’ve sent you a private message and someone from Verizon will be in touch with you shortly. —Devin, from the Fans of FiOS

Ray was put directly in touch with the customer support team. A few days passed, and Verizon worried the next post from Ray might be even worse than the first. Then, on March 26, 2009, Ray posted the following on the page:

I wanna thank Fans of Fios for fixing my billing Problem. Devin was awesome and I would like to thank her for her help. Had a Regional Manager call us today and went over the bill corrected our bill. Thank you!!!

And for the Record. I love the FIOS service and the Extreme Internet package makes me jump up and down everytime I download anything or play a game. Thank you Verizon FIOS. No more Crookcast for Us.

It was difficult to believe, looking at both posts, that Ray was the same person. And yet there they were, in front of Verizon and thousands of fans on the page. In 10 short days, Ray went from a raving hater to a full-on supporter with an audience of
thousands. In this situation, customer service and marketing were blurred together, resulting in a great promotion of the company and an incredibly satisfied consumer.

**CONSIDER RESPONDING WITH SURPRISE AND DELIGHT**

Responding with an apology and a quick solution to the problem is essential. But remember, unlike the comment card, which is a private matter, social media is of a public nature, so there’s more at stake here when replying. Is there a way you can go above and beyond to fix the problem—exceeding the unsatisfied customer’s original expectations? Maybe you send a bonus gift in the mail, or refund the customer’s invoice without telling her, or give her a deep discount on the next month’s service. Consider the options, get creative, and the customer’s next comment to all of her friends may be raving about the amazing company you are.

**1-800-Flowers.com Responds by Surprising**

1-800-Flowers.com is the world’s leading online and phone service providing and delivering floral and other gifts to customers across the country. It provides services all year long, but its two busiest weeks of the year, as you might expect, are around Valentine’s Day and Mother’s Day.

While the conversation in its online communities is usually quite positive, occasionally customers post complaints that we at Likeable respond to in conjunction with the customer care team. During the two key holidays, the stakes are raised, as many competitors are advertising in the market. The last thing we want is for complaints to go unanswered at this time. Any complaint could quickly snowball and have a major negative effect on sales.

1-800-Flowers.com decided to staff up its Facebook community 24/7 for key holidays in 2010 and committed to respond publicly within an hour of any complaint. Further, it resolved to not only fix customers’ problems but over-deliver, with larger bouquets and orders than they paid for. It was a risk, as cus-
Customers could potentially take advantage of the situation, and profit margins could easily slip. However, the results were great. There were just as many complaints as in the past, but they were responded to quickly, and when the orders did arrive, recipients (and senders!) were surprised and delighted. Many of them ended up posting online again, much more positively this second time. The added spending paid off in keeping the public brand reputation at a high during a critical time.

**ACTION ITEMS**

1. Determine how you will allocate resources to respond to negative comments posted on social networks. Is it the responsibility of the marketing department, the customer service department, an agency, or all three?
2. Develop a plan to respond swiftly and publicly. Work with your lawyers to develop language that is OK by them and is as customer-friendly as possible.
3. Make sure you have enough resources to manage negative comments in a timely manner. Have the resources to not only respond to comments but actually fix the problems efficiently.
4. Write a list of five ways you can respond to negative situations positively, turn around customer complaints, and use “surprise and delight” to leverage otherwise negative situations.

**ACCEPT THAT COMPLAINTS ARE UNAVOIDABLE, REACT QUICKLY, AND YOUR CUSTOMER WILL ACCEPT YOU**

No human is perfect, and therefore nor is any organization. Your company will surely make errors, and now, thanks to social networks, the whole world can easily find out about these mistakes. But you have the ability, also, to show the world how responsive a company you are. If you can respond quickly and authentically, with an apology and a solution, you can avoid any damage to your reputation. Further, if you provide an additional reward to your customers when tackling the issue, you can actually turn your response and customer care into a marketing asset.
"Excuse me, sir," a well-dressed woman says to you in the aisle of your department store, “But I just wanted to take a moment to thank you for everything you and your company have done for me throughout the years. I am a longtime, happy customer—and you’ve truly brought joy to my life. Thanks, and keep up the great work.” You stare at her with a blank expression on your face, then turn and quickly walk away in fear there may be a complaining customer that you need to attend to elsewhere in the store.

This situation is absurd, of course, and would never happen. You’d never reject a happy customer. Instead, you would welcome her with open arms and invite her to share more.

You likely embrace your happiest customers—they remind you of what you’re doing well and what your organization is all about. They’re also the best unplanned part of your marketing agenda. Word-of-mouth endorsements and conversation from satisfied customers remains the most potentially powerful marketing tool you have.

Yet each day, millions of positive comments to and about brands on social networks go unnoticed or are given no response.
Visit Facebook pages of most big organizations and you’ll find people sharing stories, asking questions, and praising products or services—almost always without a response. Do companies not have enough resources to address these posts? Are they too focused on maintaining a defensive posture in regards to all of the negative comments and therefore decide not to reply to any comments at all? Do companies not see value in responding to positive posts?

Whatever the reasons, they are making a mistake, possibly to your company’s advantage. If your organization begins to follow not only negative posts and comments, but positive ones, and takes action in responding, you are ahead of the game. In fact, if other companies aren’t doing a good job interacting with their customers or prospects through online social networking, your company looks even better to consumers when you take the initiative.

**ACKNOWLEDGEMENT ALONE GOES A LONG WAY—GET CREATIVE!**

Just as the two simple words “I’m sorry” go a long way when a customer complains, so do the words “Thank you” when a customer has something nice to say. “Thank you” says “You matter.” “Thank you” says “We’re listening.” “Thank you” says “We appreciate you.” It’s best to further personalize your response as well, sharing your brand personality a little bit.

**Develop Your Social Personality**

Brand personality is formed by imbuing your brand with human traits when presenting your company to the public. Your brand’s social personality sets you apart from other brands, giving your company unique features in an attempt to connect more directly, and more humanly, with your consumer. For example, the voice (or wording) you use to respond to posts helps shape your personality. Here are several different ways to say thanks to a positive comment, expressing the personality behind the brand:
• “Thanks a lot, Johnny. You rule!”
• “Thank you for taking the time to share.”
• “Thanks for liking us. We like you too. ☺”
• “Thanks for your feedback, Johnny. We’re listening.”
• “Thanks for your comment, and keep spreading the good word!”

Acknowledging your customer’s positive feedback is easier today than it has ever been before. With the advent of the social Web, connecting directly to your consumer while showing that, as a brand, you truly care about your public persona ingratiates your company to current and potential customers.

Responding in Your Brand’s Voice
Language is a major part of your brand identity. Would a bank talk to its customers face-to-face using the same language that a pizzeria would? Would a pediatrician discuss a medical condition with her patients using the same language an oncologist would with his? How about a major brand targeting its teenage customers using the same language as it does in an ad for adults? Just as you use different language to talk to different customers face-to-face, or in advertising and marketing, based upon who they are and what your organization is all about, so must you consider the language you use on social networks in your responses.

Chill Zone Sets the Tone
In fact, without the advantage you have in face-to-face conversation to inflect different emotions in your voice or use nonverbal communications, the tone of your written words on Facebook or Twitter is incredibly important. Think about the difference in perception when you read this:

“Thank you very much for your feedback, sir. We appreciate your support.”

compared to this:

“Thanks, man. You rule!”
What kind of brand does your organization have? Are you serious or fun? Friendly? Humorous? Outrageous? Warm? More important, what are your customers and prospects like? Are they young, adventurous adults, or cautious, serious seniors? Are they teens having fun, or nervous moms, or time-starved business professionals, or another category of people? Depending on the nature of your audience, your words and the way in which you respond, even to positive comments, are integral.

One Facebook page that takes its brand’s voice to heart is the Cumberland Farms Chill Zone page at Facebook.com/ChillZone. Cumberland Farms is a chain of 600 convenience stores across 11 states, mostly in the Northeast. Chill Zone is deemed by the company as “the only place in the world that lets you mix up any drink you can think of, frozen or fountain, for just 79 cents any size.” Chill Zone is aimed virtually exclusively at teenagers. The company maintains an irreverent image for the brand in all of its communications. So, when a customer posts on Facebook about his experience drinking a Chill Zone, you’re much more likely to see an official response from the company like the one in Figure 7.1 or “You rock, bro!” or “You go, girl!” than “Thanks for your feedback.”

**KEEP SPREADING THE GOOD WORD**

Facebook is the single most viral platform in marketing history. Most marketers are so concerned with squashing or limiting the spread of negative comments that they lose sight of the power of

---

**FIGURE 7.1 Chill Zone Response**

Ben Silver sometimes, I just lay under the faucet and chug chill zone until I pass out
November 1 at 3:43pm · Like · Comment

3 people like this.

Cumberland Farms Chill Zone Hahaha what a baller.
November 1 at 3:50pm · Like · 1 person · Flag
spreading the positive ones. The truth is, people are more likely to buy your products or services if they feel they know you, trust you, and like you (both in general and in an online context). They are therefore much more apt to want to see something positive than negative about your company. If you can authentically amplify and accelerate positive word of mouth about your organization, online social media provides the best tools for accomplishing this on a huge scale.

In the offline world, if a customer shares positive feedback with you, it’s the perfect time to ask for a referral—”Do you have any friends who would be appropriate for me to talk to?” or, more passively, “Thanks. Please let your friends know.”

On Facebook, when you receive a compliment, it’s the perfect time to say, “Thanks. Please suggest this page to your friends! (Click the link beneath our profile pic.)” As mentioned previously, the average person on Facebook has about 130 friends, but some people have as many as 5,000! It is likely that your happy customer has more than a few friends who might also be interested in your page and will show their endorsements as well, creating a cycle of approval.

The situation is similar with Twitter. On Twitter, if you receive positive feedback, reply and ask the user to retweet, or share you with the user’s followers. The average person on Twitter has 120 followers, and some have as many as 50,000. Again, one recommendation on Twitter can go a long way toward building a new follower base.

None of this can happen however, if you don’t recognize and thank your customers who actively follow and interact with you—each and every one of them.

**IT’S A CONVERSATION—KEEP TALKING**

In the days of comments cards, organizations responded to complaints, and most good organizations replied to every comment. But then, the communication likely ended there. With social networks, the conversation continues forever. Once you respond to the first comment, the customer can continue engaging with
you. Who knows where things might lead? Think of this process as an ongoing discussion rather than a set of comments to respond to. You want public conversations begun by happy customers to go on for as long as possible while maintaining high visibility. How can you keep the conversation going? How can you surprise and delight the _positive_ posters?

**From a Tweet to a Job**

Aimee Ertley of Sage North America provided an example of how to keep the conversation going with satisfied customers. Sage is a leading business management software and services group with offices throughout the United States. The Sage Peachtree Accounting product marketing team has an active presence on Facebook and Twitter, as well as an active online product community. Ertley told me the following:

Last fall, a student named Andrew Yellis tweeted about us in a class one day. Our social media team saw his tweet, responded, and sent him a goodie bag as a thank you, to help him with finals. He blogged about it and talked about how Sage is “hip to the funk,” as a result.

Earlier this year, we actually flew him to our offices for an internal meeting about the importance and power of social media for our employees. He mentioned while he was here that he was interested in getting an internship, and it went on from there. This summer, he interned with us and did a phenomenal job. So, from one tweet, Andrew got a fun package, an internship, and valuable experience. Sage got a fantastic summer intern and created a die-hard fan.

Of course, all of that didn’t really happen “from one tweet.” It happened from a company having a positive attitude about responding to all comments, then responding to a tweet, going the extra mile, and continuing the conversation. Who knows—your next key hire might be the customer who just posted on your Facebook page.
Every small business knows that handful of customers who are your die-hard fans—the people who swear by your service, are there all the time, or consistently refer others to your business. Big brands hopefully have even more of these people—folks I call “brand ambassadors.” Brand ambassadors are those customers who love your organization no matter what. They are happy to tell others about your company without any special incentive, and without you even asking them to. Still, they’ll be more likely to spread the word if you do ask, so why wouldn’t you?

Picture Rod Tidwell telling Jerry Maguire (in the movie of the same name): “Jerry Maguire, my agent. You’re my ambassador of quan.” Tidwell describes “quan” as “the entire package” made up of “love, respect, community, and the dollars, too.” Come the end of the day, this quality, quan, is what all companies are searching for: a community built of mutual respect resulting in financial growth for the business and satisfied, loyal customers. Brand ambassadors, or so-called “ambassadors of quan,” want to share the “special sauce” that you’ve got—all you have to do is tell them to. It helps that now, thanks to social networks and privacy settings, you can quickly tell how many online friends people have. Online influence varies greatly from one person to the next, and since all organizations have limited resources, you’ll want to find brand ambassadors who not only adore you but also have lots of friends, fans, or followers.

Once you’ve identified your brand ambassadors, you can do much more than just thank them for being customers. You can reward them with incentives, special perks, and exclusive content. For example, provide them with online tools or samples of your product so they can share with friends or hand the products out at parties they might host with your help. You can give them multimedia content such as pictures and videos and encourage them to create “mashups,” adding their own voice and interpretation to your material before passing it along to friends and followers. The goal is to activate your customers who love you enough to regularly share their passion for you publicly.
FULL DISCLOSURE

You’ll want to amplify your brand ambassadors’ voices as much as possible—just make sure you have them disclose their relationship with you. If you end up giving them anything of material value, the Federal Trade Commission requires that reviewers disclose they received something in exchange for posting a review or other comments. For instance, you can’t give someone a trip to your resort in exchange for them blogging or writing on Facebook about their experience, unless they clearly disclose that they received a free trip in exchange for the review. (More on transparency in Chapter 9.)

Word-of-mouth marketing has always been good business practice, but today, the ability to effectively and efficiently utilize it through social networks is unparalleled. In the past, if a celebrity visited your store, you’d certainly treat him exceptionally well and ask him to spread the word about his experience. Now, it is important to think of every customer as an online celebrity with followers, friends, and, above all, influence. Sure, not everyone who posts on your Facebook wall or tweets about you has as much sway or trend-setting ability as some “celebrities,” but they certainly can spread the word on your behalf—easily and quickly—especially if you thank and encourage them. (Some users probably have more online influence than so-called celebrities, too!)

VistaPrint’s “No Customer Left Behind”

VistaPrint is a global company based in Massachusetts, serving more than 9 million consumers and businesses a year with a wide range of graphic design work, Web services, and customized printed products. Since it is dealing with millions of orders throughout the world, and therefore lots of potential conversation both positive and negative, its motto as described to me by public relations manager Jeff Esposito is quite impressive:
Our team’s motto is “No customer left behind,” and unlike other companies who just say that, we mean it. Every post on our wall, good, bad, or ugly, gets a response. We have also used the medium to generate sales for the global company.

A look at VistaPrint’s Facebook page at Facebook.com/VistaPrint demonstrates Esposito’s brand promise in action. In fact, on any given day, dozens of people comment, sharing complaints, noting happiness with orders, posting pictures of what they received, or asking questions. Any queries are answered, and the complaints are responded to, but most important, every customer’s comment receives a reply. VistaPrint has gained a reputation online as a company that cares about its customers and everything they have to say. In fact, customers who have shared positive experiences and who are subsequently embraced and thanked by VistaPrint are often the first to post on the page when other customers post negative comments (see Figure 7.2).

Who is better to defend you against negative posters, you or your thousands of happy customers? What kind of company would you rather do business with as a consumer—a company that publicly answers every single customer, or one who seemingly ignores many customers?

**FIGURE 7.2 Customer Responds to Complaint on VistaPrint’s Facebook Wall**

Kathy Bennett DON’T DO BUSINESS WITH VISTA PRINT, THEY TOTALLY SCREWED UP MY ORDER, THEIR QUALITY IS POOR AND THEIR CUSTOMER SERVICE STAFF ARE HORRIBLE, I TRIED TO RESOLVE MY ISSUE WITH A SUPERVISOR AND EVEN THE SUPERVISOR WAS UNABLE TO HELP ME. PLEASE DO NOT ORDER THROUGH VISTAPRINT.

Martha Santamaria I love VISTAPRINT!

Jo Chambers I've only had one bum order by Vistaprint out of the MANY I have placed and I have to say that they were very quick to fix things for me – even though I am in Australia, had ordered from the US and communicated my problem via email. Very happy with my goods to date. We all have the odd bad experience after all – even companies are human!

ACTION ITEMS

1. Create a social brand bible for response. Determine what your brand’s voice should be like in its responses to customers on social networks. Fun? Serious? Personal? Professional? Write down several different specific ways, based on this brand voice, that you would say “Thank you” to a happy customer.

2. Determine the necessary resources to respond to every customer with a comment or question who posts on a social network, based on your understanding of the current number of customers, fans, and followers your organization has. How will your staff do this? Will you do it internally or use an outside vendor? What about nights and weekends?

3. Determine formal or informal ways you can reward your most loyal and influential customers in order to accelerate the positive word-of-mouth recommendations they have. What assets can you offer? What expectations will you have? How can you be assured that they are following the laws of the land and disclosing to their friends what they received from you?

TRULY VALUING ALL YOUR CUSTOMERS

Every company says it cares about its customers, but so many don’t actually back up this claim on social networks, let alone elsewhere. You wouldn’t hang up the phone on a customer, or walk away from one face-to-face, so don’t ignore them on Facebook, Twitter, or any other online social networking medium either. By valuing each customer at least enough to say, “Thanks,” you show the world that you are truly an organization that cares about its customers. By throwing in some surprise and delight and getting your biggest fans to further spread the word, your quan can travel a long way.
"Thank you for calling us. This is your customer care advocate, how can I be of service to you today?" you hear on the opposite end of the line.

“Great,” you think, “This sounds like someone who can help me.”

“I’d like to dispute part of my bill that I don’t understand,” you reply.

“Account number, please,” the customer care advocate responds. Though you entered that number into your phone keypad just moments ago when you first called, you proceed to give the representative the information anyhow.

“I’m sorry,” the customer care advocate replies. “There’s nothing I can do about that problem. You’ll have to speak with the billing department, and they’re only open Monday through Friday. Can I help you with anything else today?”

The employee is just doing his job, of course, but all his job entails is following a script. Not only does this interaction leave you frustrated at the company’s inability to help you with your problem, but it also may leave you scratching your head about the inauthenticity of considering a phone agent a “customer care advocate.” In no way does this employee’s job seem to involve caring or advocating for you, the customer.
How about “financial counselors”? Have you ever received assistance from a “financial counselor” who in fact is an insurance salesperson, concerned little, if at all, with helping you sort out your financial issues?

Not everybody with the job title of customer care advocate or financial counselor is inauthentic. There are likely lots of great folks doing those jobs. But the job titles themselves are misleading, intentionally or not. Of course, this inauthenticity does not apply only to job titles: brand promises from slogans, advertisements, and websites are often guilty of the same inaccuracies or false representations.

Many large companies have a hard time being authentic in their interactions with customers. As organizations get larger, it becomes difficult to manage higher volumes of staff and clients. To deal with this growth, managers develop models and processes, and customer service centers create scripts. These attempts at efficiency might cause some aspects of the organization to run smoothly, but in dealing with customers, they make it easy to miss the mark. Models, processes, and scripts will not help you connect with your consumer. Instead, such impersonal devices create a division between your service or product and customer with a loss of valuable human interaction.

Social media provides an opportunity to reverse this trend for larger organizations and to showcase authenticity for smaller ones. Your company can actually “be human” in dealing with its customers through current social networks. You’ll find that your customers will respond positively and appreciate your more personal attitude. Be warned, however, the opposite of this is true as well: if you try to deal with huge numbers of customers on social networks in an inauthentic, highly processed way, it can and will backfire.

Before going any further, I should point out specifically what I mean when I say that you have to be authentic on social networks. Overall, you have to be human and demonstrate a personality. No one wants to feel as if she is talking to a machine or dealing with someone who cannot empathize with her situation. The online social Web is all about human interaction—connecting with one another on some level. As a company, you
need to want to connect with your consumers or prospects in a personal or individual manner. You also have to be flexible and responsive, with the ability to cater to a customer's various or changing, needs, wants, opinions, and ideas. Become part of the online conversation and truly seek to understand your consumers and the role your product or service plays, or could play, in their actual life. While in the context of representing your brand, you, and anyone else connected with your organization, have to be the person you really are—you can't fake it anymore when it comes to dealing with the consumer.

Aaron Sorkin, who wrote the screenplay for the hit movie The Social Network, about the founding of Facebook and its early days, told Stephen Colbert in a television interview (aired September 30, 2010) that social networking is more of a performance than a reality. He so glaringly missed the point. On the contrary, social networking, done well, is authentic and real, unlike Sorkin’s scripts.

Others have speculated that social network users are narcissists, sharing their every move with the world (think when users post what kind of cereal they had for breakfast this morning). Yes, there are some people, and companies, who use social networks for such self-centered purposes and fail to see the true possibilities of harnessing the online social Web. Such users are short-sighted and in many ways tragic, as the promise of social network communication holds much greater potential. Facebook, for example, can in fact be a place for people to authentically connect with one another and for companies to build true and long-lasting relationships with customers and prospects.

**BE AN IMPROV SHOW, NOT A MUSICAL**

Musicals, plays, and operas are all wonderful, traditional forms of entertainment. Theatergoers attend, sit back, and relax, and the performers “put on a show.” Performances can be subtle and nuanced but are often loud, larger-than-life productions, especially musicals. Most musicals include lots of color and sound,
expensive scenery, props, and costumes in an attempt to dazzle the audience and leave a lasting impression. The same script is performed night after night, and with stellar writing, acting, singing, and directing, the show comes together and wins over the crowd.

Improvisation comedy shows, on the other hand, usually have little to no set and almost nothing scripted. Improv features several performers, who interact with the audience throughout each show by soliciting ideas for skits then basing their performances on audience suggestions each night. Unlike a musical, every show is different, but as long as the audience brings creative or interesting ideas and high energy, and the performers are talented, it makes for an incredible experience.

Your brand, company, or organization can create such an experience for your customers and prospects on social networks. Even better news is that this can be done without the huge budget of a Broadway show or a television commercial. It will, however, require a fundamental shift in the way you see media and marketing, now that social media has enabled a two-way conversation between the company and the consumer. You’ll have to think less about “putting on a show” and more about building an excellent team that is flexible, able to go with the flow, responsive, and engaged. And unlike in improv, in which performers are playing different parts every night, your team needs to rely on its own authenticity as unique, individual people.

DEVELOP AN AUTHENTIC VOICE

Advertising has traditionally been more like a Broadway musical than an improv show. The goal has been to create a brilliant distraction to get people’s attention, be noticeable, or generate buzz, even if the products or services offered often lack a sense of authenticity.

Consumers, however, have gotten used to talking to each other through social networks with a level of humanity they have come to expect from all users. Now, as an advertiser or company, you need to join in this conversation, and when you do so, your
organization must keep your consumers’ expectations in mind. You have to be an authentic human being in your interactions. Anything less and your consumer might consider your attempt at conversation nothing more than a marketing ploy, no better than if you repeated a bland corporate mantra. Consider what your brand or organization is really like. How can you convert your mission statement or the “About Us” page on your website into actual conversations you’ll facilitate and be involved in each day on Facebook and Twitter? You need to let the world know about your company’s, or brand’s, personality while showing that you truly care about your consumers and are willing to put the time in to make a connection with them.

**Regulating Discussions**

Hopefully, your organization already has protocols for how customer service reps interact with customers, how salespeople pitch prospects, or how public relations executives talk to traditional media reps. With the advent of social networking, all of that “talk” online is a matter of public record forever. There is a tendency, especially in large organizations, to carefully regulate that speech, making sure it meets corporate and legal guidelines and that nobody says the “wrong thing.” For example, corporate communications and legal departments may be concerned about their employees or representatives going “off-message,” making negative comments, or admitting liability through an apology.

*That attitude is a mistake on social networks and renders authentic communication nearly impossible.* The more you try to regulate brand conversations, the more impersonal you’ll make them, and the less customers will respond. Worse still, the less flexible and authentic you are, the more it will show, and the less you’ll be trusted. Remember, online, your trust and reputation with customers is everything.

So what can you do to keep the lawyers happy at your company but maintain that all-important authenticity? The best solution is to develop a set of guidelines for what tone of voice will be used and what you really can’t say. Then, make sure that trustworthy people are representing the organization on social
networks, whether it’s your own staff or an agency’s. You need to know that these representatives will make the right choices about what, or what not, to say during social network conversations. You can even put this new set of guidelines in a document and call it a “social media policy” (the lawyers will really love that).

Making Mistakes
Will representatives make mistakes when speaking with customers? Of course they will. People mess up at your organization every day in their dealings with customers and prospects—these mistakes are just not a matter of public record the way they are on social networks. The pace of social media is too fast to not make mistakes occasionally, and some are obviously bigger than others, too. Before social media, many screw-ups by employees were forgivable, and others cost people and agencies their jobs. The same is true in social media. Remember though, it’s a conversation. People are forgiving when you admit you were wrong and can quickly fix your mishap.

For example, if you make a typo in an update on Facebook or accidentally share a broken link on Twitter, just delete it, fix it, and then share it again along with a simple apology. These types of imperfection show vulnerability. This can bring your organization closer to customers and prospects because it helps show them that, hey, you’re human, too. Instead of attempting to perfectly manicure each status update and tweet you make, concentrate on authenticity in your voice, relationships, and overall presentation of your brand throughout the social web. People are drawn to what is real, not what is fake or scripted. Be real.

Behind the Curtain: Let People Know You
A great way to showcase your organization is to take pictures and video of your team and the space where you work and then share them online. Of course, your customers don’t care enough about you to want to see such material every day, but surely they’d appreciate an occasional window into the people and
culture at your company. You don’t have to hire a professional film crew or write a script. Instead, once a month, you can take a Sony flip cam to a new department, staff person, vendor, or executive, and ask them a few questions about themselves and their roles at the company on camera. (Sixty to ninety seconds is the sweet spot for videos on social networks. Try not to go too much longer because few people will care enough to watch the whole thing.)

You can also share pictures or video from an organization’s summer outing, the opening of a new location, or even an “insider’s view” of the chief executive officer or the company’s office. This slice-of-life video will be effective in humanizing your brand and letting customers get to know the people behind the company, hopefully building their trust in your organization. Just don’t go overboard. Remember, on social networks, it’s all about your customers—what they want to discuss, see, hear, learn, or understand—not about you.

**AUTHENTICITY BREEDS TRUST; INAUTHENTICITY BREEDS FEAR**

In relationships, with rare exception, we’re drawn to people who are able to share their feelings and their true selves, admit their flaws, and be honest and open, or authentic. We feel a connection with such people because we know we can trust in and rely on them.

It’s a huge turnoff when people are “fake”—putting on a show or holding something back. Nobody wants to continue getting to know someone if they think he’s being artificial. If you do not feel like there is some type of openness between you and the other person, it is unlikely the relationship will grow. Feelings of inauthenticity breed mistrust and potentially fear, fear that this person is not right for you or that there’s someone else out there with whom you would click on an immediate personal level.

The same dynamic takes place in social networks. When an organization shares and connects with customers in an authentic way, it breeds trust and allows customers to feel com-
comfortable deepening their relationships with the organization. Organizations sharing highly produced content or speaking in a scripted manner appear inauthentic and breed mistrust. Such situations won’t lead to the coveted likes, shares, and recommendations your company should be trying to attain.

Just as in a relationship between two people, openness and trust helps a connection grow. The goal for your company is to nurture these relationships so customers will have a better experience and even put their personal reputations on the line by sharing and recommending your product or service to friends.

B1Example Sets an Example in Authenticity

B1Example is a government agency project supported by the Boston Public Health Commission’s Division of Violence Prevention and Office of Communications. Its mission is to show positive actions and behaviors that prevent violence while actively influencing and empowering youth to redefine “street cred,” earn respect the right way, and feel proud of their communities.

The Boston Public Health Commission (BPHC) felt strongly that the government agency not be the voice on social networks for the project. They also thought that Likeable Media, even as the social media agency providing support, shouldn’t be that voice either. We agreed. To preserve authenticity and speak directly to the target audience, we instead recruited and carefully trained a team of ten Boston teenagers to run the Facebook page and YouTube channels for the project. These teens already had proven themselves as role models and were personally motivated to create an impact in the community. The nature of the objectives necessitated a total surrender of control about messaging—something many companies, and most government agencies, have an incredibly hard time doing. But what urban teenager would trust a local government official telling her to “stay in school” or “stay off the street”? For that matter, what urban teen would trust any adult, as compared to a peer, talking about such issues?

The BPHC paid little attention to the teens’ grammar and punctuation. It concentrated on helping them develop the
group’s voice and their individual voices and to build a process for creating, sharing, and inspiring content. Today, at Facebook.com/B1Example, you’ll see text updates that would frighten English teachers and public relations executives everywhere, who for years have taught that there’s a right and wrong way to write things and express yourself. But you’ll also see dozens of videos created by kids looking to make a difference and thousands of Boston teenagers interacting with one another in order to prevent youth violence. You’ll find kids talking to one another in a way marketers could never duplicate. You’ll see the power of authenticity on social networks in action.

**Omaha Steaks Reps on Twitter**

As discussed in Chapter 3, Omaha Steaks is the largest online purveyor of steaks and other prepared foods in the United States. With its understanding of the benefits of harnessing social media tools, it decided to create an online presence for themselves through Twitter. It wanted to make sure that each and every time someone shared content or answered a question on Twitter, authenticity was up front and center. Remember, every tweet, even from brands, comes from a person. Omaha Steaks decided to highlight the *people behind the brand* responding to and speaking with customers and prospects in an attempt to humanize every interaction.

After Omaha Steaks’ customer service team, public relations team, and marketing team were trained, they began tweeting. At the beginning of each person’s shift using the @OmahaSteaks Twitter account, the employee identified him/herself with a tweet, such as: “Hi everyone, Happy Sunday. My name is Paul, and I’m here to help.”

Obviously, it’s a lot easier to interact with “Paul” than with a nameless, faceless organization, and customers have actually responded better to the introductory tweets than to some tweets about the company in general or great deals on steaks. Many other brands have begun to adopt this personalized philosophy on Twitter, including Dunkin’ Donuts, JetBlue, and Comcast.
Social media provides a platform for celebrities, who typically have had to hire marketers or publicists to promote them, to speak directly with consumers and fans. Actors, musicians, athletes, politicians, authors, and other public figures all have excellent opportunities to grow their fan bases, shape public perception, and accomplish their objectives by harnessing online social networking. Authenticity must be a key part of their plan, though. Ideally, any public persona is Facebooking and tweeting for themselves, an authenticity that is impossible to top. Keep in mind that mobile phones allow anyone to share information on the run, opening a world of instant communication no matter where you are or what you are doing.

Of course there will be times when fan interaction may not be feasible, and it certainly is not possible for public figures to respond to each and every comment from admirers on their own. Agencies or staffers are commonly hired to help in this process, but still attempt to make the response as personal as possible, sometimes indicating when they, and not the celebrity, are responding by sharing the initials of in their name. Being up front as to who is actually responding on behalf of the public figure maintains authenticity.

A Likeable Actor: Vin Diesel

Of all the actors on the planet, can you guess who has more Facebook fans than any other? Is it the biggest movie star? Is he on one of today’s most popular television shows? Is it a major teen heartthrob? No, it’s none of the above. The most popular actor on Facebook, with more than 18 million fans and counting, is Vin Diesel, star of such movies as The Fast and the Furious and XXX. Why is Vin so popular on Facebook? In a word, it’s his authenticity. While many actors have publicists, managers, and agents trying to shape their image, Vin is real with people. He shares pictures, videos, and thoughts with fans, asking them questions and engaging himself with followers. If ever there were proof of the power of authenticity to drive connections, it’s Vin Diesel and his many millions of fans.
Authenticity on Twitter: Ashton Kutcher

By actor Ashton Kutcher’s own admission, he’s not a good speller, and he often doesn’t use proper grammar in his own tweets. Yet, with more than 6 million followers at Twitter.com/AplusK, he’s had one of the three leading Twitter accounts for three years, with more followers than @NYTimes and @CNN combined. The reason for this? Ashton’s authenticity, consistency, passion, and value.

Ashton tweets about causes he feels strongly about, such as ending human slavery, but he also tweets interesting and funny video content he discovers online. He’s open to tweeting behind-the-scenes footage of his life in Hollywood and with actress Demi Moore. Most important, he consistently shares and tweets his actual, authentic self.

A Likeable Athlete: Nick Swisher

Professional athletes, similar to actors, have traditionally lacked an easy channel with which to communicate with fans. Athletes are typically represented by agents or occasionally public relations firms. Social media changes this setup. For the first time, athletes now have the ability to directly talk to fans at scale.

Major League Baseball player Nick Swisher is a prime example of this new ability to connect with people. He might not be the best player, but with more than 1.3 million Twitter followers at Twitter.com/NickSwisher, he’s the top baseball player on Twitter by far. Why? Once again: authenticity. He not only shares photos and videos but also insights and thoughts directly from the dugout. His popularity comes from his ability to give fans behind-the-scenes access somewhere they’ve not been before.

Nick’s Twitter use is not just an exercise in ego, either. Building huge legions of fans and followers through social media allows athletes to earn better endorsement deals, sell their own merchandise, and eliminate the hiring of middlemen. In 2009, Swisher was in a neck and neck race with Kevin Youkilis for the last spot on the American League All-Star team—a spot selected by majority fan vote—and a few tweets to Swisher’s 1.3 million followers helped drive him to the top spot, making him an all-star!
ACTION ITEMS

1. If you’re a one-person operation or a very small business, write down five things you could say that would seem inauthentic or that sound like marketing-speak to a customer. Then write five examples of how you could say the same messages in a more authentic way on Facebook.

2. If you are part of a large organization, create a plan for how to represent yourself authentically. Recognize that authenticity won’t be easy but that it’s essential. Meet with key stakeholders and management at your organization to determine how you can make communication more authentic across all channels, especially on social networks.

3. If you already have a social media policy, examine it carefully to ensure that it encourages authentic communication, and tweak it if it doesn’t. If you don’t yet have a social media policy, draft one now.

4. If multiple people are responding on Twitter on behalf of your organization, have them sign tweets with their name or initials.

JUST BE REAL

Just as people can usually tell the difference between someone sincere and someone insincere at a cocktail party, they can tell the difference between authentic communication and marketing/PR-speak or legalese from your organization. If you are robotic or scripted in your social media interactions, despite the best of intentions, you will turn off customers and prospects. If you are real, authentic, and human in your interactions, customers and prospects will trust you, buy from you, and most important, share you with their friends.
Be Honest and Transparent

Several months ago, I was friended by a New York State senator on Facebook. I accepted, despite not knowing the politician personally, because I admired a public servant using social media to broaden his knowledge and reach. Also, I had nearly run for New York public office myself at one point, and I figured that since I already knew a number of other state senators from that experience, I might eventually run into him, in New York City, anyway. Who knows, maybe we’d become “real” friends then? So I was surprised, but not necessarily shocked, when one day while logged in on Facebook, a chat bubble popped up from the senator:

“Hey, Dave. What’s going on?”

“Not much, how are you, Senator?” I responded via Facebook’s live chat feature.

“I’m good. Hey can you contribute to my campaign please? Every donation counts, and the next filing deadline is tomorrow, so I could really use your help.”

“Maybe,” I replied somewhat suspiciously. “Wow, it’s great that you’re using social media for your own campaign.”

“Thanks a lot. We have an event next week too. It would be great if you could come out to support me.”
“Maybe,” I said once again. Then I thought to ask, “Hey, this is the senator, right? I mean, you’re not a staff person or volunteer impersonating the senator on Facebook in order to raise money, are you?”

Silence.

I continued, “As the CEO of a social media firm and a constituent, I’d really like you to level with me. If you don’t respond at all, I’m going to assume that you’re not really the senator.”

More silence.

Then, I received the first honest message of the conversation: “I’m the senator’s assistant, Dan. Sorry about that. The senator, he’s not actually on Facebook, so we use this account on his behalf.”

In such a situation, immediate and full disclosure is necessary—I shouldn’t have had to ask whether or not I was actually speaking with the senator. I’m not sure just how much money that state senator raised through actions such as the one I experienced. Each time the campaign engaged with people under such false pretenses, though, they took the chance of losing that election and tarnishing the reputation of the politician forever. Was it worth that risk just to solicit a few dollars from people on Facebook?

More recently, a Likeable Media employee had a bad experience with a major airline. After a flight full of complications, she finally arrived at her destination. Being a huge social media advocate, she posted an accurate but nonetheless damning account on the airline’s Facebook page of what had transpired. Shortly after, she got not one, but two private messages sent to her by users saying how much they love the airline. One user went so far as to say, “How dare you post that horrible comment on the page? What is wrong with you?”

She clicked on the profile of this sender, only to find that the user is an employee of the airline! In fact, the other private message was from another of the airline’s employees as well. While the actions were obviously not officially sanctioned by the airline, they reflected poorly on the company, and the lack of disclosure in the messages sent to my employee was foolish and
unethical at best and illegal and dangerous to the company's reputation at worst.

**BUILDING TRUST: TRANSPARENCY IS NO LONGER NEGOTIABLE**

Traditional marketers have worked for years at shaping people’s opinions about brands and organizations using advertising and other linear marketing tactics. While marketers may be tempted to stretch the truth on social networks in order to achieve similar objectives, I can’t stress this point any stronger: *You must be as honest and transparent as possible when using social media. Honesty and transparency build a direct relationship between you and the customer, and any deviation from these values can erode brand trust forever.*

In an age when it’s virtually impossible to hide the truth, don’t bother trying. If you’re not ready to face the facts about your products or organization and share them with consumers, don’t join the conversation yet. Once you’re committed to creating a presence in social media outlets, there’s no going back, and you really have no choice but to embrace transparency. If it seems intuitive to you to be honest, that’s terrific. But too many marketers have employed dishonest tactics in trying to reach the consumer, losing sight of the simple importance of telling the truth. With the advent of social media, consumers expect transparency from companies and organizations more than ever before.

**Disclosure and the WOMMA Ethics Code**

The Word of Mouth Marketing Association (WOMMA) is the leading trade organization for word-of-mouth marketing and social media. WOMMA has established an ethics code around what language and behavior is appropriate and inappropriate from organizations on social networks. The code is centered around honesty. From WOMMA’s website:
It’s all about the Honesty ROI. Ethical word of mouth marketers always strive for transparency and honesty in all communications with consumers, with advocates, and with those people who advocates speak to on behalf of a product.

- Honesty of Relationship—you say who you’re speaking for
- Honesty of Opinion—you say what you truly believe; you never shill
- Honesty of Identity—you say who you are; you never falsify your identity

It may seem intuitive, but think about how many marketers have broken this code through the years. They may have planted false reviews, pretended to be someone they weren’t, paid for positive reviews, or asked employees to write reviews without disclosing their relationship. All of these things not only violate the WOMMA code but are also generally unethical (and some of them may be illegal in the United States, according to the Federal Trade Commission’s 2009 Guidelines, available at Bit.ly//FTC2009). Even if you’re not caught by the FTC right away, which can impose tens of thousands of dollars of fines, the potential damage to your brand reputation is enough reason to never consider violating this code of ethics.

The Golden Rule
This concept is simple and intuitive (as are many areas of social media marketing): put on your consumer hat and do unto others, as a marketer, as you would want done unto you as a consumer. Would you want to be lied to, manipulated, or influenced by untruths? Of course not. So don’t even consider these tactics as a marketer. If there’s a gray area and you have to wonder whether something is ethical or not, it’s probably not—take the high road, and don’t do it.

Consider these four guidelines to maintain transparency and avoid potential ethical issues:
1. If you are being paid in product or other material value by a company or client, make note of it in your Facebook messages or tweets when writing about or supporting the company.

2. It’s OK to ask customers to spread the word about your company, but if you’re offering them free products in exchange for their support, you must insist they disclose what they received in any reviews or other material they post about you.

3. If your company or organization is doing something you don’t want people to know about, don’t think you can cover it up on social networks. Instead, fix the problem.

4. When in doubt, disclose.

Remember, the world is so transparent now that you have to be honest and open from the very start of building your social media platform.

---

**WHEN YOU DON’T KNOW THE ANSWER TO A QUESTION**

Sometime between childhood and now, you were trained to try to answer people’s questions honestly. But if you didn’t know the answer, or sometimes out of sheer social grace, you may have learned to reply to people’s questions with the response you thought they wanted to hear. When utilizing social media, don’t tell people simply what they expect in an effort to please them. Instead, if you don’t know an answer, just say, “I don’t know—but I’ll get back to you.” People find honesty so refreshing (don’t you?) that they may be happier to hear “I don’t know” than anything else, especially a faulty response.

---

**Transparent Banking: Educational Employees Credit Union**

Educational Employees Credit Union (EECU) is a medium-sized credit union with several dozen branches located in Fresno, California. In the highly regulated (and traditionally non-transparent!) financial industry, many institutions are struggling with how to best engage with customers using social media. For big
banks using social media, the focus is not on banking itself but on the company’s charitable giving or other service initiatives.

EECU wanted to stand out as a financial institution that really “got” social media and was willing to have an open conversation with its customers. After all, a credit union is by definition owned by its members. They, too, thought the focus of the conversation was better off being based around more interesting topics than banking—therefore much of the conversation on their Facebook and Twitter pages (Facebook.com/myEECU and Twitter.com/myEECU) focused on the Fresno area and exploring the culture and businesses nearby.

However, EECU never shied away from open and honest conversation about rates, customer service experiences, and activities with credit union staff. Take a look at the Facebook discussion in Figure 9.1.

The only topics EECU won’t discuss publicly concern the personal financial information of individual customers—information that obviously requires security over transparency. At a time when most financial institutions of all sizes have been unable to create transparent communities for their customers, EECU has established itself as a market leader. Its members are
more loyal to a bank they can trust online, and their policies have paid off in increased word of mouth and membership.

JUST LIKE DATING: THE MORE OPEN YOU ARE, THE BETTER . . . TO A POINT

Anyone who has ever dated knows that openness and honesty are key factors in establishing a relationship. When one person has trouble opening up to the other, the potential relationship is threatened—wouldn’t you think someone had something to hide if they were not completely candid with you? The same situation applies to your company: if you have nothing to hide, only positive outcomes will result from increased transparency.

If a date completely opened up to you the first time you went out and shared her innermost secrets in the spirit of transparency, however, it would probably be uncomfortable and strange. Similarly, as a company, just because you’re supposed to be transparent doesn’t mean you have to share trade secrets, profit margins, or insider information with all of your customers. In fact, a lot of that information would be off-putting, even to the most curious customer.

In general, though, when you share insights into your company’s values and culture and encourage an honest discussion of the decisions you’ve made, your customers will trust you more, feel closer to you, and want to strengthen their relationships with you—just like in dating. Being transparent doesn’t mean you have to share everything about your organization, but the more honest insight you provide, the better.

PUBLIC FIGURES, GOVERNMENT, AND DISCLOSURE

In no sector is transparency more important than in government. You, the taxpayers and voters, fund politicians, programs, and agencies. Therefore, they have an obligation to
provide public access to honest information. Just as many big companies have been slow to adapt to the social media revolution, governments large and small have taken their time in building a platform or creating any social networking initiatives. But unlike many companies, whose first allegiance must be to shareholders, the government’s first allegiance must be to constituents.

The example I began this chapter with is disturbing because the senator’s staff person basically impersonated the senator in order to accomplish an objective. The correct way for public figures, such as politicians, actors, authors, and artists, to work with social media is for them to personally use the tools. However, if they think they’re too busy to use Facebook and tweet and instead hire people to represent them, it’s best to disclose who is (or isn’t) responding to questions, starting conversations, and making posts on the person’s behalf. Entertainer Britney Spears (Twitter.com/BritneySpears) does a great job of transparently letting the world know whether it’s her or someone from the staff tweeting by signing each tweet with the actual tweeter’s initials. On the political front, from Washington State, Congressman Jay Inslee’s staff discloses who is tweeting on the representative’s behalf by doing the same thing at Twitter.com/RepInsleeNews.

While it’s not necessary for brands and organizations to sign or initial every social media update, it does help build trust for followers to feel like they’re communicating with an actual person behind the brand and not just a faceless organization. Ideally, your CEO feels comfortable using social media herself to connect with customers and prospects as well. The CEO is, after all, both a public figure and the top marketer at your organization.

**A Transparent Politician: Cory Booker**

President Barack Obama set the gold standard for using social media to help win the 2008 election—but it wasn’t actually him tweeting and Facebooking his way to the top. While most peo-
ple understood when it was revealed that Obama wasn’t using social media himself, there was a discomfort level among some people due to the lack of complete transparency in the initial stages of his campaign. Cory Booker, the mayor of Newark, New Jersey, on the other hand, has set the platinum standard for politicians’ honest use of social media.

Despite the many duties of running the largest city in New Jersey, and one plagued by crime, unemployment, and a failing education system when he began as mayor, Booker has done a remarkable job using social media to connect to constituents, the media, and donors. His Twitter account, Twitter.com/CoryBooker, has amassed an amazing one million followers. In addition, he has set up city agencies with social media tools so that they too can connect to Newark residents openly. Though he began the friendship at a conference offline with Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg, it was the continued connection online, through Facebook, that culminated in Zuckerberg giving the Newark schools a gift of more than 100 million dollars in September 2010, one of the largest private financial gifts ever made to a city.

However, no story better illustrates the power of elected officials to connect directly to constituents than what happened on December 31, 2009. Newark resident Ravie Rave tweeted during a New Year’s Eve snowstorm that she was worried about her 65-year-old dad getting snowed in. Mayor Booker saw the tweet and tweeted back: “Please @BigSixxRaven don’t worry bout ur dad. Just talked 2 him & I’ll get his Driveway by noon. I’ve got salt, shovels & great volunteers.”

He showed up at her dad’s house an hour later and shoveled the snow. Note that Booker didn’t care about proper grammar in his tweet. He was too busy listening, engaging, and responding to his constituents.

Booker continues to be an avid Twitter user and proponent of the open Web. We’ve come a long way since letter-writing campaigns and petitions were the only way to get the attention of elected officials, and many believe Booker is ushering in a new level of much-needed transparency for future politicians.
ACTION ITEMS

1. Create a social media policy that insists on honesty and transparency as the default expectation. Review with other key stakeholders in your organization what company information, if any, is off-limits and how you can better embrace openness and transparency while still keeping this in mind.

2. If you work at a large organization, determine whether your chief executive officer can effectively use social media tools such as Twitter and Facebook herself to be the ultimate transparent representative of your brand.

3. Closely examine your social media policy to make sure it is aligned with the values of honesty and transparency at its core. If it is not, consider what you could add to help instill these values. Include references to the Word of Mouth Marketing Association’s code of ethics.

4. Write down three ways you could respond to questions and comments on social networks in a more transparent way in order to further build trust with your customers.

APPLY THE GOLDEN RULE AND LET YOUR CUSTOMERS FALL IN LOVE WITH YOU

In an age of corporate secrets, a little honesty and transparency goes a long way toward building trust with your prospects and long-term commitment from your customers. When in doubt, always disclose your objectives and who you are. Insist that anyone who you paid for what they’re saying online is open and honest and fully discloses the situation.

Just as we fall in love with people who can listen to us and we can trust, we fall in love with companies that can do the same. Wouldn’t it be nice if your customers fell in love with your transparent brand?
CHAPTER 10

Should You Ask a Lot of Questions?

Entenmann’s is a baked goods company that started in Brooklyn, New York, around the turn of the twentieth century. The company has since grown to become a national brand and has created and discontinued tons of products over the years. It has a passionate fan base, whose loyalties sometimes lie with a specific tasty treat over the brand itself.

Recently, an Entenmann’s fan asked, “Why won’t you bring back the Banana Crumb Cake?” on the Entenmann’s Facebook wall. He posted this same question three times in one day. He was so distressed about the Banana Crumb Cake being discontinued, he actually began to rally fans to boycott his previously beloved Entenmann’s brand. He wrote letters, created a petition, and posted all over the Facebook wall—where oh where had the Banana Crumb Cake gone?

Entenmann’s is a forward-thinking company when it comes to social media, and it realizes that its customers are its most valued asset. Yet, the Banana Crumb Cake had not been selling in great enough volume to continue production, and Entenmann’s had to give it the axe. So what’s a brand to do? Management at
Entenmann’s determined that it would, in fact, resume production, if *sales warranted the return* of the Banana Crumb Cake.

They placed a call to the disgruntled fan and let him know that they would be posting a poll on Entenmann’s Facebook page so that fans could vote on whether or not to restart production of the cake. If 1,000 or more people voted to “bring back Banana Crumb,” well then, he would have his way. This proposal empowered the customer and consumers everywhere, providing them with a stake in Entenmann’s product line.

The next day, Entenmann’s posted the question on its Facebook page “Should we bring back Banana Crumb Cake?” The fan (and anyone else who wanted to) had ample time to rally friends around answering the question. Not only did this provide [Entenmann’s]’s brand team with free insight into their current customers, but it also ended up exposing many new people to the brand and their Facebook page.

Wondering what the results of the poll were? It turns out the Banana Crumb Cake fan was fairly alone in his love for the product. Still, the poll was transparent, and it gave the fan the opportunity to be heard. It would be pretty hard to stay mad at the company after its actions catering directly to the one customer. While the Banana Crumb Cake remained a discontinued product, the man continued to be a vocal fan of Entenmann’s and enjoy their other products. One public question turned a disgruntled fan into one of the company’s most positive and vocal fans on its social network pages today.

**WHY ASK A LOT OF QUESTIONS?**

People responsible for social media at organizations often lament, “Nobody’s responding to our posts on Facebook and Twitter.” Especially if you don’t have a large organization with many thousands of fans, receiving responses to, or comments on, your content can be challenging. To combat this issue, start with the basics. Consider whether *you* would be more likely to respond to a question or a statement in a conversation. Think about your reaction to the following two sentences:
• This book has provided valuable insight to you so far.
• Has this book provided valuable insight to you so far?

The first statement is likely to elicit a nod, a shake of your head, or the thought to yourself, “Eh? It’s alright so far, let me keep reading.” No matter what, it’s a light response, if any. The sentence also probably leads you to believe the author is a bit cocky and presumptuous for telling you what he wants you to think.

The second sentence, the question, is likely to yield a more definite response, such as, “Yes, I love it!” or “No, there’s nothing here I didn’t know already.” Furthermore, the question sends the impression that the author is genuinely interested in learning the answer and doesn’t presume to know it.

In a traditional advertising and marketing setting, marketers have limited time and space to get their message out there. They have to tell customers what they want them to think. They can’t afford to use that time and space to ask questions. In a social media setting, however, the opposite is true. You can’t afford to tell people what you want them to think as they will not respond positively. Now, since you have unlimited time and space to help shape their perception, you can cater directly to them, learn about what they are looking for in a product or service, and understand what they like, dislike, want, and expect from your company. The solution to meet this goal is to ask lots of questions—genuine ones, of course—and actually listen to the answers.

---

FIVE QUESTIONS YOU CAN ASK YOUR COMMUNITY ANYTIME

1. What would you like to see more of in this community?
2. Who are you inspired by most?
3. Where is the most interesting place you’ve used our product?
4. When did you first use our service?
5. Why do you like this page?
What Is the Marketing Value of Questions?

Put on your consumer caps and think about what companies say to you across marketing channels and how it makes you feel. Advertisers have always sought to make an emotional connection with their customers. Consider what better builds an emotional connection: when advertisers tell you about their companies or when they ask you your opinions about them. Asking questions creates marketing value in these four ways:

1. Helping you guide the social media conversation without appearing forceful.
2. Allowing you to become consumer-centric marketers rather than brand-centered marketers.
3. Demonstrating that you value openness, honesty, and feedback (three values customers and prospects universally hold in high regard).
4. Showing that you care about what your customers have to say.

Questions build an emotional connection between you and the consumer, and they generate conversations about your customers’ pain points, problems, and needs. As customers have discussions with each other, and with you, you’ll gain mindshare, increasing the likelihood that they’ll turn to you for your products and services when needed.

What Is the Insight Value of Questions?

Questions on social networks lead to conversations that clearly have marketing value. But even if they didn’t have such value, the insight you can glean alone from them is immense. Companies’ research and development departments, commonly known as R&D, routinely spend many thousands or even millions of dollars on programs, such as focus groups, surveys, and customer marketing research, to gain insight into their customers or prospects. Yet, once you’ve built up a following on Facebook, Twitter, or both, you can tap into these communities on a regular basis without spending a dime! These online networks are living,
breathing focus groups. You can ask your community questions about your products and services, their perceptions and attitudes, their opinions, their knowledge of competitors, and an infinite number of other topics. Try asking simple questions such as the following to start:

- “What can we do better?”
- “What was your best and worst experience with us?”
- “What do you think of our recent advertisement?”

Eventually you can also cut or limit the traditional focus group and research activity you do offline, saving money and providing you with a direct, real-time audience whose responses to your questions are almost instant.

In an age of growing transparency, asking questions publicly to gather insight is best. But what if you want to gather insights privately? Even in that case, you can create a private survey online and then solicit people to participate through your social communities. And when you solicit people, in order to generate a better response rate, ask a question! “Who’d like to participate in a survey about us?” will yield a better response than “Click here to participate in a survey about us” every time. Remember, questions have a natural tendency to elicit answers; statements do not.

**WHAT DID LIKEABLE MEDIA’S RESEARCH FIND ABOUT QUESTIONS AND FACEBOOK ENGAGEMENT?**

Our team at Likeable Media did a study in 2009 on what makes an update worthy of causing someone to *like* a page on Facebook and the kinds of posts that generate the highest engagement rates. To find these answers, we looked at a month’s worth of status updates across ten of our client’s Facebook pages of varying type and size, from independently owned Internet startups to national restaurant chains.
In nine out of ten cases, the interaction rate for status updates that posed a question directly to fans was above the average rate for informational posts. In 100 percent of cases, engagement rates for posts that talked exclusively about the company without posing a question were below the overall average. In terms of actual numbers, posts that posed a question or otherwise requested immediate feedback were up to six times more engaging than straight informational posts. Those posts asking fans to like the update were up to 5.5 times more engaging. On one page, we actually found a “like this” update that was 26.6 times more engaging than the page’s informational posts.

Of course, if you simply post random questions, having nothing to do with your customers or products, they won’t have much conversational staying power or engagement over the long term. The challenge is to find questions that encourage thought from your fan base. Though daunting, try asking customers what they think of a new product. Even more direct, pose questions inquiring about things consumers don’t like about your latest products or services—you might get some real feedback you can use, or you still might get people sharing the coveted “I love everything about you” comment.

Ask people to like statuses if they agree with a point your brand is stressing. Finally, phrase updates in a way that’s relevant to the values of your organization, and don’t forget to help facilitate the conversation in a way that is not too sales-heavy!

WHAT IS THE POWER OF CROWDSOURCING?

Crowdsourcing is the act of outsourcing tasks, traditionally performed by employees at an organization, to a large group of people or community (a crowd) through an open call.

The beauty of crowdsourcing is threefold:

• First, you find great solutions to problems from the people who know you the best, your customers.
• Second, you tap into the wisdom of the crowd—as the saying goes, many heads are often better than one.
Finally, most important, you get vested interest in the outcomes from a potentially huge group of people who are all waiting to potentially become your newest customers.

Crowdsourcing is the ultimate question—it’s saying to your community, “We have a challenge—can you help?”

**Vitamin Water: Is It Possible to Crowdsource a New Flavor?**

In October of 2009, Vitamin Water, the flavored beverage from Glacéau, crowdsourced a new flavor and a new package design, all through social media. It began with a simple question to its customers and fans, “What should our next flavor of Vitamin Water be?” Over the course of several weeks, tens of thousands of Facebook fans voted on their favorite flavors through an application they shared through Twitter and blogs. Hundreds of people submitted designs for packaging, ultimately leading to one woman earning a $5,000 prize and the company launching a new flavor in early 2010.

The money Glacéau spent was far less than R&D would have cost, and since so many customers were involved throughout the process, when the new flavor launched, “Connect,” as it ended up being called, had a built-in audience of more than 100,000 people who had participated in the process to create it. Who wouldn’t want to launch a new product that 100,000 people already felt they connected to before it even hit the shelves? A year-to-year sales increase of more than 10 percent for Vitamin Water showed the unquestionable results of crowdsourcing.

**What Made Stride Rite’s Use of Crowdsourcing so Engaging?**

As discussed in Chapter 5 on engaging your audience, children’s shoe brand Stride Rite has built itself a strong community of moms and admirers at Facebook.com/striderite. The conversations led by the company on Facebook are ordinarily about moms and children, not necessarily shoes. So when Stride Rite attempted to shift the conversations’ focus toward shoes, they
decided to make it interesting and enjoyable by asking moms to design their own footwear.

Since most of the 40,000-plus fans in the community aren’t designers, for this promotion, in the summer of 2010, Stride Rite created an application that made it easy to “design” the ultimate children’s sneaker. Dozens of designs were submitted, and thousands of people voted. The winning design, a sneaker labeled “Rock On,” was selected, produced, and began selling to a highly anticipating audience eager to purchase their own community’s self-selected winner in early 2011.

Not only did thousands of women feel empowered, enabled, and cared about, but Stride Rite effectively designed a new shoe with a guaranteed built-in audience, at little to no cost. They accomplished all of this just by asking, “What kind of shoe would you like us to make?” Consider what your company can crowdsource. How can you give your community a true voice in your products and services?

**HOW SHOULD YOU ASK DISCUSSION-GENERATING QUESTIONS?**

Crowdsourcing might work well when you have the right project and enough of an existing community to make it work, but asking questions through social media outlets on a regular basis can also keep fans interested, engaged, and having fun. It’s important to stay creative, innovative even, to keep your customers interested and returning to your Facebook page or following your tweets regularly. You need to utilize your customers’ growing mindshare and get them involved by posing intriguing questions that can create a full-on discussion.

**What Talk Happens at Omaha Steaks’ Table?**

Omaha Steaks wanted to keep people talking by asking questions of its online community at Facebook.com/OmahaSteaks. However, after just a few weeks, asking questions about steaks,
and even food, got repetitive fairly quickly. Omaha Steaks wanted a way to stimulate interesting conversation without making it irrelevant.

We determined that with any great meal, there’s good conversation around the table, whether at a restaurant, at home with an Omaha Steaks product, or around the “virtual table” that is social media. They therefore designed “Table Talk.” “Table Talk” is a weekly feature through which Omaha Steaks asks its fans a question that is likely to stimulate discussion, whether at the dinner table or online. The topics are occasionally about food, sometimes steaks, but they are most often about other topics likely to elicit interesting, lively conversation. The questions are often relevant to the time of year or holiday season and aim to always be interesting to the Omaha Steaks core audience.

Here are a few examples of questions asked at Table Talk, pulled right from its Facebook page:

Table Talk time! Some of us are seasoned Halloween veterans while others are still lacking ideas. So, what’s the best Halloween costume that you or someone you know has ever worn?

Time for Table Talk! It’s officially premiere time for the Fall TV lineups! What new or returning shows are you looking forward to the most?

Time for some Table Talk! Did you know that New York City was once temporarily the United States capital? Have you ever visited the Big Apple? Did you catch any shows or just see the sights? Share here!

None of these questions are about the brand or what they do, but all of these questions stimulate conversation, creating hundreds of comments in discussions at times. Why bother, if you’re Omaha Steaks? Remember, more likes or comments on any Facebook content drive that content to the top of people’s news feeds, leading to more impressions, and more top-of-mind awareness for Omaha Steaks for thousands of fans.
What are the concrete results of the Table Talk feature? Even without explicitly selling steaks to new customers, Table Talk has led to a higher frequency of annual purchases from the average customer.

**ACTION ITEMS**

1. Write down a list of the topics of conversation your customers typically talk about. Remember, when you brainstorm, nothing’s wrong—try to write about topics that have something to do with your brand or organization, and also some that have nothing to do with your brand. What do your customers like to talk about? What can they have a spirited discussion about?

2. Based upon the topics your customers discuss, write a list of questions you could ask them publicly on Facebook or Twitter to stimulate interesting discussion.

3. What questions could you ask your fans to glean insight into what they want from you, and how you could do a better job serving your customers? If your organization has done marketing research, surveying, or focus-group testing in the past, consider how you might translate some of that work to a social media landscape.

4. Do you have any projects that might be well served by crowdsourcing? Determine whether you have any upcoming design updates, new products or packaging, or other opportunities you could ask your customers and fans to help you with publicly.

**WHY SHOULD YOU ASK A LOT OF QUESTIONS, AGAIN?**

If social media is a conversation, you can’t possibly be an active participant without asking questions. Asking your customers, prospects, and fans questions will get people talking and keep them talking, creating actual dialogue. And, ideally, they’ll be talking about you in a positive light.
Asking questions on Facebook and other social networks can help you gain valuable insights about your organization, cut R&D costs, and gain access to ideas you may not have had from the people who know you best—your customers and prospects. Crowdsourcing allows you to ask the ultimate question of your community—”How can you help us?”—and builds a massive number of stakeholders in your success while providing your community with a valuable and often fun activity. Questions demonstrate your organization’s fundamental openness to hearing answers, whether you like the answers or not. Can you think of any better way to engage your customers in dialogue online than asking questions?
"Excuse, me, Dave, we’ve never met, but I wanted to introduce myself,” Michael said confidently, as he stopped me at a large social media conference in New York. “I just wanted to thank you for all of the great value you and your company provide,” he continued. “I mean, all of the links, resources, and tips your social media agency has shared, all of the articles you’ve written over the past year, they’ve just been so helpful that I’ve recently started my own social media agency with everything I’ve learned from you. Thanks again, Dave. Keep up the good work, I’ll be watching!”

I felt devastated at first. I had always intuitively believed that providing value for free on Facebook and elsewhere online was the way to demonstrate expertise and credibility, to build a reputation, and become a “thought leader.” But here, someone had the nerve (or transparency, at least) to tell me the value Likeable and I had provided for him, for free, was enough for him to start his own business doing what we did. It just seemed so unfair. I questioned my basic assumption that giving away a lot of what we sold built credibility and trust and provided the marketplace with the opportunity to organically spread the word about us. Maybe I had been wrong all along and was just a bad businessperson.
Luckily, only three days after the conference, I received a phone call that helped reaffirm our core beliefs about giving away valuable content online. The call came in from a key decision maker at one of the leading party and tent companies in the country. She was straightforward and to the point:

Hello, Dave. You don’t know me, but I’ve been following you guys on Facebook, Twitter, and your blog for several months now. I just read another excellent blog article from your staff, and it reminded me I’ve been meaning to call you. We need a social media strategy and plan, and we could do an RFP (request for proposal), but honestly, I know we want to work with you, because I’ve seen how you guys think in all these articles you’ve written and shared over the last few months. I have 200,000 dollars in our budget. When can we can started?

The free value we had provided for months may have allowed competitors to learn from us—heck, it even spawned new competitors. But that same shared content helped build our reputation and credibility over time so that we are able to attract *inbound* leads and grow exponentially without any outbound sales force. Had we not given away information for free, the $200,000 caller wouldn’t even have known about us and certainly wouldn’t have contacted us.

**PROVIDING FREE VALUE BUILDS TRUST, REPUTATION, AND EVEN SALES**

The more valuable content you can share with your fans and followers, the greater the trust and reputation you’ll build with them. Share your expertise without expectation or marketing-speak, and you’ll create an even better name for yourself.

For example, if you represent an accounting firm, write a blog article, such as “Top 10 Tax-Saving Strategies for the Year Ahead” and share it on Facebook and Twitter. While it might be tempting to end the article by saying, “For more tax-saving help,
call us,” it’s better to showcase your expertise without asking for anything in return. If a prospect wants more help, she can quickly figure out how to contact you from your website, I promise. If you’re worried about not having enough to write about, you can always write shorter, more pointed articles instead. A “top 10” post could just as easily be a ten-part series in which you dive a little deeper into each of the top-ten strategies, examples, or reasons as well.

You don’t need to write articles to showcase your expertise, either. In fact, writing articles can be time consuming and unnecessary. Simply finding helpful articles online and sharing them with your community provides value that current and prospective customers appreciate. The material doesn’t have to be from you—just credit the source when you share it.

**Provide Enough Value to Help People, Without Giving Away the Farm**

Even if we did give away enough content to inspire others to start their own social media agencies, it’s rare that you could ever give away so much information that people could afford to do everything on their own. Accountants can share general tax advice, law firms can present information about the impact of new laws, consultants can describe best practices, and doctors can provide health news and tips. Eventually, however, no matter how valuable people might find your research, tips, and articles, they are not experts, and they’ll never know your content areas as well as you do. So when they need help, chances are they’ll need your products or services—and that’s when you can profit from all of the free value you’ve provided.

By consistently providing great content over time, you won’t need to advertise how wonderful you are—your community will already know based on what you’ve shared. And when they’re ready to buy your product or service, they won’t need to respond to ads telling them whom to turn to. They won’t even need to search Google to find for what they’re looking for. They’ll already feel like they know you—they trust you and like you—so they’ll turn to you to solve their problem.
Every Brand Is a Publisher Now

Articles are no longer solely written and shared by professional services firms. Now, every company and brand can post articles they have written in-house or found to their blogs and Facebook pages. They can tweet and retweet valuable information throughout their entire community simultaneously. You are essentially able to publish any amount of valuable information with the click of a button that has the potential to be seen by millions of users.

Venture capitalist Fred Wilson and many others have said that links are the economy of the social Web. Once you are connected through such links, your audience grows exponentially. Writing and sharing great articles can provide your community with valuable information, no matter what you’re responsible for marketing. If it’s a food product or restaurant, you can share great recipes. If you’re marketing a clothing brand, you can share articles about the latest fashions. If it’s a hotel or airline, you can share articles about travel tips. The most important thing is to think about your target audience and provide articles they will find valuable. What would you find useful if you were on the receiving end of a status update? What would you like to see from your company?

Keep in mind, no matter what your organization sells, you’re not selling that here. Instead, you’re selling your expertise. You’re selling your reputation. You’re selling your credibility. And, of course, you’re not actually trading this content directly for something in return: you’re giving it away. But is it worth it to become a thought leader in whatever space you’re in? Is it worth it if in the future you never have to sell anything because people consider you the top expert in your niche, and they come to you to buy your product or service before searching elsewhere?

Beyond Articles: Other Ways to Provide Value

Though articles are an effective way to disseminate a plethora of information, other tactics are equally, if not more, helpful. For B2B organizations, for example, perhaps you want to write
a white paper or share a research study. For consumer brands, you might want to create a fun game to play, a comic that makes people laugh, or a free mobile or Facebook application, all of which can provide entertainment and practical value. Be warned, however, that the cost of developing your own online game or application can be huge and therefore is riskier than writing up a quick article.

Another way to provide valuable content is through videos. You may find it easier to create 60- to 120-second-long videos talking about how to do things yourself, top-five tips, or any other content you might have traditionally written in an online post or article. For many, filming videos is easier than writing, and videos also have the added benefit of better showcasing your organization’s personality than the written word might be able to. Here are a few quick guidelines for creating video content:

1. **Use a flip cam.** There’s usually no reason to waste money on more expensive equipment.
2. **Keep it short and sweet.** People’s attention spans online are short—no longer than two minutes.
3. **Share the videos everywhere.** Share on YouTube and Facebook and consider using a service such as TubeMogul, which allows you to share your videos on dozens of different platforms.
4. **Have fun with it.** This shows in your final product. (It also shows if the person on camera is uncomfortable or anxious.)

No matter what medium you decide to use, content and value can be as simple or complex as you want. The main criterion, however, is that you deliver something useful to your customers or communities and truly ask for nothing in return.

**THE IMPORTANCE OF CONSISTENCY**

Creating and sharing valuable content will provide you with a great reputation and return—but only over time and through consistent effort and commitment. Think about it: The first
time you come into contact with a new organization or author do you trust him or her immediately? No, it takes time and repeated contact for him or her to gain your trust. The same is true on the social Web. Unfortunately, many organizations try to create valuable content, but when there isn’t an immediate return on their investment, they give up. Organizations that make a long-term commitment to regularly delivering value to their communities will succeed; those that put in minimal time and effort will fail.

FIVE PERCENT OFF IS INSULTING:
COUPONS, AND THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN VALUE AND MARKETING

Perhaps because marketers have for years used phrases such as “valuable coupons” and “valuable offers inside,” we’ve grown to associate the words coupons and discounts with value. Indeed, e-mail marketing as a channel relies heavily on sending discounts on products and services to customers in hopes that the offers arrive in people’s in-boxes at the moment they want or need whatever the companies are selling. The question is whether or not such e-mails offer value or are simply marketing ploys. Make no mistake: There is a difference between a valuable offer and a marketing offer.

Ten percent off is not really a value, it’s a marketing offer. Five percent off is insulting. Fifteen percent off may or may not be perceived as valuable—it depends on your audience and product. It’s of course OK to offer 5 or 10 percent off—just be aware that you’re not really providing much value in the eyes of most consumers.

Can coupons provide real value? Free is always best, of course. No one can argue with the value of a free white paper download, game, sample, or gift with purchase. If you don’t ever want to be perceived as a “value” or “discount” brand, a free gift with a purchase is the best compromise. Otherwise, 50 percent off, or greater, tells consumers that you are providing something of actual worth. While many companies won’t want to offer any of their products or services at 50 percent off, an increasing
number of them are using this model to attract new customers, reward loyal ones, and create buzz on social networks.

Groupon, LivingSocial, and a slew of other “group social coupon” companies have made it simple to offer customers a 50 percent off or better deal that triggers only when a minimum number of people commit to buy. The idea is to give up profit margin in exchange for a larger volume of sales.

For instance, say it costs you $9 to create a widget that you normally sell for $20 at a profit margin of $11. If you discount the widget 10 percent, you can sell it for $18 at a healthy $9 profit margin, and perhaps sell a few more than usual. But if you discount the widget $50, only if 100 people agree to buy it in advance, you can still make a small profit on each widget, plus gain increased awareness as people share the “deal” with their friends across social networks. It’s an appealing model, as truly all parties involved win.

Every organization should be providing its fans and followers with valuable content on the social Web, and many are already. The following examples are a few ways companies are providing value on a consistent basis.

**Applebee’s: Video Recipes**
The popular restaurant chain’s team of chefs shares weekly videos outlining how to make your favorite dishes at the restaurant. The videos bring the recipes to life, as if the chefs, and you at home, were starring in their own cooking television shows. Years ago, many restaurants would have shuddered at the prospect of sharing proprietary recipes, but Applebee’s and many others do this now on a regular basis. Do upstart restaurants steal the recipes and compete? Of course not. On the contrary, people feel more connected to the restaurant and excited to try the recipes on their own at home. Then they bring their families into Applebee’s to compare how they did.

**Essential Design and Real Estate: The Latest News and Laws**
Essential Design and Real Estate is an interior design firm and real estate development company based in New York City. Far
from a mass market company, Essential looks for a specific niche audience of high-net-worth New York homeowners and those inside the condo and cooperative real estate industry in the city.

Essential builds value by sharing the latest news articles about the real estate industry, as well as legal changes and legal analysis about laws that may affect wealthy New Yorkers and real estate developers. Could people in its target audience take the information and use it without hiring or even contacting Essential? Could competitors take the articles and repurpose them for their own use? Of course they could, and some probably do. However, even just a handful of prospects appreciating the information enough to contact the firm have provided Essential with a huge return on its investments—in the form of millions of dollars worth of business.

**Blendtec: Truly Entertaining Videos**

If you haven’t seen a Blendtec video yet and you’re by your computer, it’s worth putting the book down for a moment and visiting YouTube.com/Blendtec. Blendtec is the maker and distributor of the world’s most powerful blenders and sells to restaurants, offices, and homes.

Blendtec isn’t just great at blenders, though—they’re great at entertainment. Each short video they produce asks the question, “Will it blend?” and features an attempt at blending something you’d never think of—iPods, iPhones, and golf clubs are only a few. The videos don’t try to sell blenders, and they don’t try to provide any value to viewers beyond harmless humor and entertainment.

But that harmless entertainment has led to Blendtec, a small blender company, having one of the most popular corporate YouTube channels of all time. Millions of people have viewed their hilarious videos, and many thousands of them have purchased blenders after viewing. A note of caution: 99.9 percent of companies who aren’t entertainers and try to create viral videos will fail. If you can truly entertain, that’s prefect. If not, figure out another way you can provide value to your community.
Raymour & Flanigan: Home Design Ideas and Inspiration

Raymour & Flanigan is a regional furniture store with dozens of store locations throughout the northeast United States. They’ve spent massive resources to create content around interior design for the home. Every week, Raymour & Flanigan shares pictures and videos talking about ways to decorate spaces and rooms of various sizes in urban areas like New York and Boston as well as suburban areas throughout its footprint. It doesn’t actively try to sell its furniture, it just shares ideas at Facebook.com/RaymourandFlanigan. Could their videos and pictures inspire people to redo their living rooms with furniture from other furniture stores? The answer is yes: Raymour & Flanigan isn’t the cheapest furniture store around, so lots of people are likely to think, “I could do that, but cheaper, by buying elsewhere.” But for everyone who takes the company’s ideas and inspiration and uses it to shop elsewhere, there are those who see gorgeous rooms in pictures and videos and think, “I want that. Exactly that!” They end up purchasing directly from Raymour & Flanigan.

Likeable: A Daily Blog

Soon after we started our company back in 2007, we wanted to write a blog to share expertise and our point of view and to create and share valuable content about social media and online marketing. Much to the dismay of our small staff, I insisted that the blog was titled “Buzz Marketing Daily.” People argued internally, “If you write ‘daily’ in the title of the blog, you’re suggesting we’ll have new content daily. What if we can’t keep up?”

“We’re not a newspaper, we’re a marketing firm,” one person argued.

Three years later, the title has changed to “Likeable Content Daily,” but we’ve been able to keep to the promise of a new article each weekday. More important, the blog has become one of the thousand most widely read and shared blogs on social media marketing in the world and is a consistent source of new business prospects.
ACTION ITEMS

1. Brainstorm and write down all the ways in which you can provide value to your target audience without focusing on marketing yourself or selling your company to them at all. What will help your customers the most—information, entertainment, functionality, or a combination of these?

2. Write down the format or formats your organization is more capable of using to provide your audience with valuable content on the social Web. Will it be through blog articles you write, videos you create, or a game or application? Or will you comb the Web looking for interesting and useful content based around a particular set of topics and share your findings?

3. Create several pieces of content you think your customers would find valuable. Before you share the content on Facebook or another social network, share it with a friend or two to test it. Do they find it worthwhile? Equally important, do they see it as pure value or an advertisement for your organization?

4. Determine whether your organization may be a fit for the Groupon-like model of deeply discounting a product or service, with a guarantee of increased sales through group offers. It’s not for everyone but can be a way to provide value to customers while insuring a profitable return for your company.

GIVE, AND YOU SHALL RECEIVE

Companies have always sought to provide value for their customers and prospects. They just wanted an immediate return in the form of sales. The challenge on the social Web is to figure out how you can provide valuable content—information, entertainment, and/or applications—without expecting anything back right away. When you give content away for free, there will invariably be people who don't become your customers—but who knows if they would have become your customers anyway. Other prospects will appreciate what you have to offer, share it with their friends, and become customers themselves.
"I had a client," Matthew Weiss, founder and CEO of New York traffic ticket fighting law firm 888 RED LIGHT told me, “Let’s call him Jack, as in Jack Rabbit, who was charged with going 140 mph in a 55 zone on the Ocean Parkway near Long Beach, New York. He was driving a Porsche Turbo Carrera late at night when he was pulled over by a Nassau County Highway Patrol Officer.” He continued:

When we first discussed the case, I told him to bring his toothbrush with him to court. He asked why, and I explained that he could be checking in to the Nassau County Correctional Facility. You see, in New York, a traffic court can impose up to 30 days of jail time for excessive speeding. At our first court appearance, it was readily apparent that this was no ordinary ticket. The Nassau County Traffic Violations and Parking Agency handles 300-plus cases a day, many of which are speeding tickets. But, it is a rare occurrence to have such a high speed. One jaded court officer whistled in disbelief when he saw what Jack was charged with.
We had no choice but to take this case to trial, as this court does not plea bargain speeding cases 31 mph or more above the limit (let alone ones like Jack’s . . . 85 mph over the limit). In preparation of the trial, Jack started to explain to me the details of his case. He adamantly insisted that he wasn’t going 140 mph. The following colloquy ensued:

**Jack:** I was definitely not going 140 mph.
**Me:** Are you sure?
**Jack:** Yes, there is no way I was going that speed!
**Me:** But, the officer is going to testify that you were going that speed.
**Jack:** He is 100 percent wrong!
**Me:** Well, how do you know he is wrong?
**Jack:** Because I was actually going 160 mph!

Without hesitation, I responded that I will *not* be allowing you to testify at the trial.

Fortunately, an eloquent plea and reasonable judge allowed Jack to escape with just a fine and points (keeping his liberty intact). Clearly though, Jack’s explanation of going 160 mph (not 140 mph) qualifies as one of the funniest ‘defenses’ to a traffic ticket I’ve ever seen.

Weiss’s entertaining story wasn’t just told to me, it was told to thousands of people through his blog, *Confessions of a Traffic Lawyer*. The blog, updated weekly since 2009, is, according to Weiss, “the best storytelling tool I’ve got.” Storytelling, through Weiss’s blog, Facebook, and Twitter use, are what he attributes to a 22 percent increase in business year to year.

**WHAT’S YOUR ORGANIZATION’S STORY?**

I was sitting in a diner one day in late 2005 with my then-recent fiancé, Carrie, when we began talking about our wedding. I wanted a large one—huge in fact, as I’ve always been a public guy and hoped to share my big day with as many people as possible. But New York weddings are highly expensive. We both
had extensive experience working in marketing and promotions, however, and Carrie came up with a genius idea: we decided to create a promotion around our wedding.

We’re both big baseball fans, so we called up the Minor League Mets affiliate team, the Brooklyn Cyclones, and pitched them the idea of getting married at home plate following a game. We’d secure sponsors to cover the costs of the wedding, and each sponsor would have a part in the promotion before and during the game. Sponsors, and the Cyclones, would likely benefit from the amount of buzz that was sure to surround a wedding with 5,000 guests at a baseball game.

The Cyclones loved the proposal and gave us a shot. The florist 1-800-Flowers.com loved it too, and gave us flowers for the event. Then Smirnoff got on board, as did David’s Bridal and a dozen other companies. In July 2006, I married my wife at an amazing wedding in front of nearly 500 friends and family and 5,000 strangers (see Figure 12.1). We raised $100,000 from sponsors to cover costs and a $20,000 contribution to the Multiple Sclerosis Society.
The event generated a lot of buzz. Our sponsors and we were featured in the *New York Times*, on CNBC, CBS’s “Early Show,” and ABC’s “World News Tonight,” and hundreds of other linear and new media outlets. We ended up with not only a dream wedding, but a dream promotion.

A few weeks after the event, we began getting calls from our wedding vendors, thanking us for all the promotion and buzz they received and asking what we were going to do next. Since we couldn’t get married again, we decided to start a company around the concepts of word-of-mouth marketing, theKbuzz, now known as Likeable Media, was born.

### STORIES BRING YOUR COMPANY TO LIFE

When you hear the story of how a company was born, or one about the impact an organization has had on a customer’s life, or about the unique experience of a group’s staff member or partner, you feel an emotional connection with that company. Social media, especially blogs and online video, allow you to share your stories with your customers, prospects, and the world, further building powerful connections. In the past, storytelling to the masses was expensive and could only be accomplished through television advertising or a public relations executive pitching a major newspaper. Now, storytelling is free, or near-free, through social media.

Said attorney, entrepreneur, and blogger Matt Weiss, “People love hearing stories. It goes back to primitive tribal times when we used to sit around the campfire. With social media, consumers are in full control the whole time. If you’re not captivating, you can lose them at any time. I use storytelling as a vehicle to get people to pay attention and then keep paying attention.”

Every company has at least one story to tell, and most companies have lots of them. Ask yourself the following questions to generate some ideas:

- How did your company get started?
- How did you survive the toughest of times?
• Who are some key customers you’ve had?
• What kinds of funny or interesting things have happened involving customers or staff over the years?
• What employees’ lives have been changed as a result of working for you?
• What charitable organizations has your company or its staff supported?

Stories humanize brands and make them talk-able, online and offline. Stories can be told with text but are often best told through pictures and videos. They can be told by customers, employees, or management—they just need to be authentic.

How You Started
No matter how large your company is today, when it started, it was just your founder or founders with a dream and a plan. Every organization has humble beginnings, and by reminding people of this, you connect with your customers and keep them from considering your group as faceless, a giant, or too “corporate.”

You can spend millions of advertising dollars to buy television commercials to tell the story of how you got started or produce gorgeous full color brochures and mail them out to the world. Or you can tell this story online, using your website, blog, or any social channels, for little to no cost.

What You Do for Your Customers
If you share stories less about you and more about your customers and the emotional experiences they have with your brand, you will create big wins. Consider how your customers have benefited from using your company. How have they grown, and what have you meant to them? How does your product make them feel? Remember, it’s not about you, it’s about your customers.

At a Word of Mouth Marketing Association conference I attended two years ago, the topic of discussion was creating buzz-worthy, talk-able customer experiences. One woman stood
up and said, “My company is a storage company. We’re totally boring.” A man raised his hand, and replied, “Quite honestly, storage has kept my marriage going strong. You see, I keep everything, and my wife usually throws everything out. If it weren’t for storage and my ability to keep all of my old baseball cards and Garbage Pail Kids out of sight and mind, things would be a lot tougher for us.”

Everyone laughed but took it to heart as well: what’s boring to one person might be deeply meaningful to another. Any successful company has lots of stories of happy, inspired customers to share, no matter what they do. Whatever your company does or sells, it solves people’s problems somehow. You just have to think about what emotional connections your customers make around these problems and how your products or services have truly helped them. By the way, that storage company, Extra Space, now has more than 10,000 fans on Facebook.

Your Key Staff

The third source of great stories is the staff at your company. Maybe it’s a senior executive, or maybe it’s someone in the mailroom. It could be someone who worked her way up while going back to school and raising a family. Someone who works for you overcame adversity in his personal life to become a productive member of your team. A staff person who always has a smile on her face when serving customers is a story in itself as well. Maybe it’s all of the above.

Your organization, no matter what you sell or what service you offer, has people behind it, and each person has a story to tell. You need to find the compelling stories and share them—through social media. In August 2009, a Facebook fan group popped up entitled “I Love Mary @ McDonalds/Chandler” (see Figure 12.2).

The group featured the description “Mary works at McDonald’s and is the sweetest ever!” and a picture of Mary. Dozens of wall posts and more than 1,400 fans later, the group is still going strong, with comments such as, “I just met Mary today! Yep, she is every-
thing everyone says. She complimented my eyes. What a woman. I wish everyone was like her.”

**A PICTURE IS WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS, AND A VIDEO IS WORTH EVEN MORE**

You’ve heard the saying “A picture’s worth a thousand words.” When telling stories online, pictures and photographs are incredibly powerful tools. A huge reason for Facebook’s explosive growth over the past five years is their addictive Photos product—as people naturally love to view and share photos that have been “tagged” to include themselves and their friends.

As an organization, you should harness this feature on Facebook by tagging and sharing photos of customers, staff, and management. Many Facebook pages recognize a “Fan of
the Week,” for instance, through which one customer’s picture is featured on the page, and his or her story is told. In addition to making the fan of the week feel special, many selected fans choose to share the news with their friends, thereby increasing the organic virality of the page.

As valuable as pictures are, there is no better storytelling tool than video. Online videos ranging from 30 seconds to two minutes can captivate audiences in ways that only television advertising could in the past. Start by using a flip cam to film short clips of staff, customers, and senior management sharing their stories. If you capture 30 seconds of video from five people in each of those three categories, you’ll quickly have at least a few usable videos to share on Facebook, YouTube, and your blog.

One unique feature of Facebook videos that are shared by company pages is the ability to click inside the video to like the page that originally produced it. When you encounter a great video telling a story you want to share, you do so with your Facebook friends, who then have the opportunity to connect to the company who created the video at any point while watching by clicking Like.

**CREATING A STORY WHEN THERE ISN’T A NATURAL FIT**

Drawing from the three categories of how you started, staff experiences, and customer experiences, you should have lots of great stories to share. However, if you’re in a highly regulated industry, such as financial or pharmaceutical, or if for whatever reason you can’t find stories that you think will build an emotional connection with consumers, you can always create new stories to tell through your activities and partnerships. Charitable partnerships, giveaways, and promotions are all great ways to create new social stories. Just keep in mind, if they’re not core to the customer experience, they’re not as valuable.

JP Morgan Chase was the first major corporation to create its own charitable story on Facebook, in 2009. In a program called
“Chase Community Giving: You Decide What Matters,” it gave Facebook users the chance to support their local charities by voting for them and encouraging their network of Facebook friends to do the same. Users got to choose from the bank’s list of more than 500,000 charitable organizations that work on an operational budget of less than $10 million. These nonprofits could make a huge impact in their respective communities performing the good work they do but don’t have the resources to go around lobbying for grants.

The program was a huge success, garnering millions of supporters on Facebook and sparking hundreds of thousands of conversations about Chase. Since that program several other major brands have followed suit with charitable voting programs to create stories that drive social buzz. It’s a safer way for the brands to go because it creates positive stories worth talking about with little to no risk of anyone saying anything bad about the brands. However, there may be less long-term impact as well, as the conversation is not central to a customer’s experience with the company. In other words, a bank giving away millions of dollars on Facebook won’t make up for practices such as excess fees, poor responsiveness, and bad customer service.

**NO MATTER YOUR COMPANY’S SIZE, YOU HAVE STORIES TO TELL**

No matter if your company is large or small, new or old, well established or barely known, using stories through the social Web will help garner attention for your organization. Even if your brand has been essentially telling the same story for years, bringing this story online and into the social media conversation breathes new life into it. And if your brand is, well, brand-new, creating a fresh story around your company attracts customers and can invite them to be a part of this narrative. Consider the following two examples.
Mrs. Pinkelmeyer Creates a Story from the Start

How are newcomers on Facebook introduced to the Mrs. Pinkelmeyer character?

Greeeetings! My name is Mrs. Pinkelmeyer. I was just a simple lady living in Poppingham, England, with my dog Moopus McGlinden, when something very unusual happened.

One night the phone rang as I was making a delicious rrrrump rrrroast. It was a young woman calling allll the way from New York City! Can you imagine that? Poor dear—she was so distraught. She was taking care of her nephew, Henry, while his parents were on vacation. I could hear the boy crying in the background. The young woman told me he was sad because he missed his parents.

He sounded like such a sweet boy that I decided right then and there that I would do my very best to cheer him up, even though Moopus McGlinden was nipping at my heels. I told him about the delicious rrrrump rrrroast I was cooking for Moopus and me and asked him if he liked rrrrump rrrroast. He laughed and giggled and sounded just so delightful that I couldn't help myself and sang him my favorite song, “Mrs. Pinkelmeyer sends, all her love across the land, change your frown into a grin, she’ll make you happy.”

It made me so happy to make young Henry smile that I decided to cross the pond and spread more cheer to all the children in America. I can’t wait to get started! Moopus and I will give big hugs and lots of love, teach the Pinkelmeyer Dance and “make you happy.” Now if I could just keep my stockings from falling down and Moopus from getting into trouble.

This story, silly as it may be to adults without kids, is what you see when you first visit Mrs. Pinkelmeyer’s Facebook page. The small but growing brand features books, dolls, toys, and music for kids and their parents. The story brings the charac-
ters to life when people encounter Mrs. Pinkelmeyer for the first time—so much that hundreds of people have liked the page. The stories continue through daily updates from Mrs. Pinkelmeyer on Facebook and her blog. Fans have responded, ordering products and helping a small business create sales at MrsPinkelmeyer.com without any outside spending on marketing or advertising.

Guinness Continues Its Legendary Storytelling on Facebook

Guinness is far from a small business, but it has always been a company that has excelled in storytelling, which is why you likely know the story of Sir Arthur Guinness brewing his first beer in Dublin, Ireland, 250 years ago. The stories of the history of Guinness have been told throughout the years through legendary (if expensive) television advertising, word of mouth, in-person ambassador events, and many other marketing activities.

Today, those stories are told through Facebook, using online videos, and the recent creation of Facebook events such as “Sir Arthur Guinness Day,” which has been celebrated for the past two years on September 23 by more than 100,000 fans around the world. Guinness’s stories continue to be shared with consumers everywhere—only now they don’t have to spend the television ad dollars. They’ve been able to reduce marketing costs to generate the same, if not better, results.

ACTION ITEMS

1. Write down your company’s founding story. How much do you know offhand about how your organization began? How can you package that story for easy consumption to share on social networks?

2. Research other stories your organization has that would be of interest to your audience. Develop a list of customer experiences, unique staff members, and community involvement that you think the world at large would want to hear.
3. Determine how you will best share your stories. Will you use a blog or online video, for instance? Will you focus on Facebook and Twitter? Is there a niche social network where your stories would be better received?

4. Decide how you can create new stories for your organization. What partnerships or charitable initiatives can you create that will help to drive them?

SO, WHAT’S YOUR STORY?

Do you have a story well-articulated yet? You’ll need to determine and polish interesting and enjoyable stories about your company. Then, you’ll need to figure out the most effective ways to present your stories on the social Web so that others will digest, enjoy, and share them with their friends. If you use a compelling format to share stories and connect with your customers, you can expect your company’s story on social networks to have a very happy ending.
CHAPTER 13

Inspire Your Customers to Share Stories

It was November 16, 2008. A tweet from @MeshugAvi led to a phone call, and suddenly, my wife and I were being pitched on participating in a social media fundraiser that was about to launch. The plan was still pretty loosely defined at the time, but it seemed awfully exciting: people would be asked to share on Twitter what they were thankful for around Thanksgiving and would have the opportunity to give a donation to the nonprofit behind the event, Epic Change. The nonprofit seemed great. Its mission is to use storytelling to support projects dealing with people in need through loans. In this Thanksgiving program, their hope was to use money raised to support Mama Lucy, a chicken farmer in Tanzania who had started a school.

But moreover, the project, and its leader, Epic Change cofounder Stacey Monk, were oozing with inspiration. So we volunteered to help with word-of-mouth and social media marketing and began to figure out the details with Stacey for what we were planning to call “TweetsGiving.” Epic Change’s plan was to launch and execute the program over the 48-hour period leading up to Thanksgiving Day in the United States, which was
just seven days from our first discussion with organizers Stacey Monk and Avi Kaplan. They scrambled to get a website together and planned to get the word out to influential people on Twitter and Facebook, who would hopefully be as excited about the project as we had been, and not only share their stories of gratitude, but also spread the word to their online friends and followers.

TweetsGiving came quickly and became one of the first successful social-media-based fundraisers. Over that 48-hour period in 2008, thousands of people learned of Mama Lucy’s story and shared their own stories of thanks through tweets, Facebook messages, blogs, and videos. Participants expressed gratitude for their friends and family, their colleagues and staff, their students and teachers, and anyone and everyone important to them. It was amazing to see so many people share stories in just 140 characters in tweets such as “Thanks for all you have done for me & given me, mom. RIP, greatest mama ever. #tweetsgiving.”

Hundreds of people also donated between $1 and $100 to an organization that, prior to that week, none of them had even heard of. In just 48 hours, TweetsGiving raised more than $11,000 in online donations. For an organization with no previous database of donors, contacts, or prospects to speak of and for a campaign that was put together from start to finish in seven days, this was an incredible accomplishment.

TweetsGiving 2009, with a little bit more time to plan, raised $35,000 in just 48 hours, and the event in 2010 raised even more money. The enormous success of the project demonstrated the vast power of social media to spread the word quickly about causes, but it also showed the unquestionable power of using social media to inspire people to share their own stories.

**THERE’S NOTHING NEW ABOUT THE POWER OF INSPIRATION EXCEPT THE CHANNEL**

The only thing that’s better than sharing your company’s stories on social networks is inspiring your customers and fans to share
tours. TweetsGiving wasn’t powerful because of its own story, incredible as it was, but because of the thousands of stories it elicited. Inspiring your customers to share their stories is nothing new or unique to social media. In fact, this idea has always been a key component of word-of-mouth marketing. Social media just allows those stories to spread faster and farther than ever before.

Even five years ago, if you wanted to tell your friends about an experience you had with a company, you would call one or two of them on the phone and chat with them. Maybe, if you were particularly inspired, you’d share your experience with as many as five or six friends. Today, if you want to tell others about an experience you had with a company or product, you can update your Facebook status, and with one click, share a story or information with dozens or even hundreds of friends. Essentially, not much has changed from five years ago, but in terms of the speed and size of audience you can disseminate information to, the ante has been upped. A lot.

BUILD WORD OF MOUTH INTO YOUR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

The most effective way of inspiring your customers to tell others about you is to have buzz-worthy, talk-able products and services in the first place. These products or features are the types that truly make you go, “Wow!” as a customer or in their very nature create passionate users. Take Facebook itself, for instance. They’ve grown from several hundred users to several hundred million users in just five years, not because of any clever marketing whatsoever but simply because they’ve built amazing products that people love and continue to spread the word about. In fact, when Facebook hit 500 million users in 2010, it celebrated by launching Facebook Stories (Stories.Facebook.com), which allows people to share ways in which they’ve used Facebook to reconnect to long-lost friends, reunite with a high school sweetheart, or start a political movement, among many others.

Even if you’re not into Apple products yourself, surely you know a bunch of people who are Apple addicts. They talk about
Apple, they write about Apple, they share about Apple, and some of them might even sing about Apple. Again, these fans and followers praise the company not because of any marketing initiatives but because its products and features inspire passionate, loyal customers.

It’s not always about the products, either. Take Zappos.com, for instance. It sells shoes. But anyone who has ever ordered from Zappos.com knows that it doesn’t really sell shoes—it sells amazing customer service. It sells surprising overnight delivery and free returns. It sells happiness. And it inspires people to share their stories directly or indirectly about Zappos.com every single day.

Do you have a “wow” factor for any of your company’s products and services? Is there any aspect of an experience with your company that really knocks your customers’ socks off and moves them to tell a friend, or 130 Facebook friends, about you? If not, what little can you do to increase the likelihood of creating “wow” moments? What about you is talk-able right now?

**FIND THE CUSTOMERS YOU INSPIRE THE MOST AND GIVE THEM THE TOOLS TO SHARE**

Although most people would argue that it’s worth doing, not every company is actually able to inspire all of its customers the way organizations like Facebook, Apple, and Zappos.com do. The challenge, then, is to find which of your customers are most inspired by you and what you have to offer them. Then you need to give them the tools and opportunities to share their stories. The social networks themselves allow the stories to take off.

**The Fiskateers: A Crafty Use of Social Media for Sharing**

Remember, the importance of inspiring stories didn’t just start with social media. A favorite pre-Facebook example of this is the Fiskateers. Fiskars, most famous for making scissors, wanted to inspire word-of-mouth marketing opportunities. With the
help of their excellent word-of-mouth agency, Brains on Fire, it identified crafters as their most passionate users and “talkers.” In 2005, they created a crafting community called the Fiskateers. The company gathered the women most passionate about crafting and scrapbooking together, offline, and gave them tools to connect with one another. Of course, the company never told them to promote Fiskars scissors, but as the community grew from year to year, passionate Fiskateers also became passionate Fiskars advocates. Today, the community exists both offline and online, and there are now thousands of people in the Fiskateers community (Fiskateers.com). Many of the members build relationships with one another and share stories through Facebook, while still others bond over crafting at various online and offline events.

**Who Are Your Crafters?**

Who are your most passionate customers? Is it teenagers perhaps? Or moms? How about hockey fans? Or CEOs? Maybe music-loving baby boomers? Whatever your customer base, there’s a subset of them that includes your raving fans. If you can find these fans, connect them, and inspire them, you have the potential to start a powerful word-of-mouth movement. If you haven’t found them yet, fortunately, social media provides you with tools and opportunities that were previously unavailable to do so. All you really need to do is listen to your customers, ask them questions, and get them involved. You can even use Facebook to find your strongest, most vocal supporters.

Keep in mind that you’re not trying to find the largest subset of your customers, but the most passionate. For every company, these supporters exist, even if they are as specific as male college seniors, female golfers, young mountain bikers in Texas, or chief technology officers.

Once you’ve identified your most passionate subset of customers, you’ll want to give them as many tools and opportunities as possible to share their stories about you on social networks. A little recognition or encouragement of these cus-
customers can go a long way, and once people start seeing other customers posting their stories, it'll remind them of their own experiences that they might want to share. You may also want to consider the influence of this subset of customers and who among them is most influential. The reality is that someone with 4,000 Facebook friends sharing a story about you is likely much more valuable to you than someone with 40 friends sharing a similar story about you.

**RECOGNITION INSPIRES STORIES**

People love rewards and recognition, even when they’re not monetary in nature. On Facebook, for instance, we’ve implemented a lot of “Fans of the Week” or month for clients, based on who shares the best story, picture, or video. For example, the Franklin Baseball page (Facebook.com/FranklinSports) selected fans of the week based on people uploading pictures of their kids playing Little League baseball or softball.

Uno Chicago Grill selected fans of the week based on pictures or videos uploaded from restaurant experiences (see Figure 13.1). One Purrfect Place, makers of custom cat boxes, asks fans to post photos of their cats and features photos and stories about other people’s cats. Dunkin’ Donuts has steep competition for its “Fan of the Week,” which is broadcast to its million-plus fans.

In general, “fans of the week” get their profile pictures added to the brands’ official pages, which is not only nice recognition for the fan but often leads to that fan sharing the news with his or her friends. With the average number of Facebook friends per user at 130, and often more active users with even more friends than that, you can imagine how quickly communities can grow around this simple form of recognition.

**Prizes Can Inspire Stories, Too**

Recognition is great, but prizes, including cash, really get people talking. If you can reward your customers with cool, out-of-the
box prizes, you will draw out your most enthusiastic customers to share their experiences. Think “a year’s supply of . . .,” or, better yet, “a lifetime supply of . . .,” in exchange for the best poem, video, or picture that showcases how someone is using your product.

Unlike contests of old, of course, for which submissions were private and you could only showcase top entries by using them in your advertising campaigns, now, through online social channels, all submissions are public and shareable. If someone uploads an unbelievable or entirely unique video submission to a contest on YouTube, chances are it’s going to get a lot of views, and if someone shares a hysterical photo submission on Facebook, it’s probably going to generate lots of likes and comments.
For big brands looking to give away lots of cash, charitabe contests can inspire people to share their stories. PepsiCo diverted a huge chunk of its marketing and advertising budget in 2010 toward Pepsi Refresh, a global giving initiative hosted at PepsiRefresh.com, for instance, asking people to nominate causes they believe in and share their experiences and stories related to these causes. Pepsi gave away millions of dollars to community groups throughout the year through Refresh, built a huge community of supporters, and created an army of people who associate Pepsi with the idea of not just refreshing your thirst but refreshing the world’s neediest and most deserving.

**Chill Zone Inspires Really Cool Stories**

As discussed in Chapter 7, regional convenience store Cumberland Farms believed it had a die-hard, passionate teenage fan base for its 79 cent flavored frozen beverage product, the Chill Zone. But it had never done any specific marketing initiatives for the product until it launched a Facebook fan page to test its theory. The page took off quickly, adding tens of thousands of fans.

It wasn’t until Cumberland Farms launched a contest to find Chill Zone’s biggest fans, however, that stories began pouring in. Cumberland Farms offered ten fans who shared a picture or video demonstrating their love for the product “free Chill Zone for a year”—a prize that might sound amazing to a teenage fanatic but in fact was valued at about $300. Dozens of videos and hundreds of pictures poured in (see Figure 13.2). Videos of chase scenes, bathroom scenes, and hospital scenes brought to life how passionate people are about Chill Zone.

Some fans even wrote songs dedicated to their passion such as “Chill Zone, You Take Me to the Ozone.” (Words truly can’t describe some of the video content, but you’re invited to view it at your leisure at Facebook.com/ChillZone.) The page has grown to have more than 140,000 likes and to this day receives photos and videos from die-hard fans on a daily basis.
Uno Chicago Grill Makes a Happy Birthday for One Fan and Inspires Her to Share Her Story

As discussed in Chapter 4, Uno Chicago Grill is probably best known for its Chicago Deep Dish Pizza but features a full lunch and dinner menu that can be found at 160 Uno locations across 24 states, the District of Columbia, and several other countries. Uno does, however, have just one location in Southern California, which made the following individual experience a lot easier to pull off successfully.

Kimberley Boynton, Uno’s marketing director, ensures that the all of the hundreds of monthly comments from more than 100,000 fans are responded to promptly and positively. She looks for interesting stories about customers’ experiences and sees on a daily basis how people feel about Uno’s services, food, and even online presence and social Web community. When a fan posted that she loved Uno so much that she was driving two hours to the nearest Uno location in California to celebrate her birthday.
with family, in addition to responding to the customer with a typical, “Thanks for all the Uno love. Have a Happy birthday!” Kim decided to take the opportunity to further reward the customer for sharing her strong passion with an attempt at surprise and delight.

One phone call to the restaurant and two hours later, when the customer arrived at the Uno’s location with her family, the staff surprised them upon entering the restaurant with a song and cake.

“How in the world? . . .” the woman asked.

“You posted on Facebook,” the manager replied with a smile.

“Happy birthday.”

Said Boynton, “You can’t always give a cake and song to everyone who posts on Facebook. But if you listen carefully, and respond to everyone, and take advantage of opportunities that come up along the way, it can go miles toward building a brand’s reputation.”

That night, the family shared their story through pictures of their experience at Uno with friends on Facebook through their mobile phones. But in the weeks that followed, the return on investment for this small action really began to take form, as the family actively posted on Uno’s Facebook page, shared a video, and continued to promote the brand. Others were inspired to share their positive experiences and stories as well.

**ACTION ITEMS**

1. Define your “wow” factor. What aspect of your products or services is truly worth talking about? If there isn’t a wow factor, what steps can you take to begin to build the wow factor into your products, services, or processes?

2. Define your most passionate subset of customers. Who are they, what social networks(s) are they on, how can you reach them, and what tools and opportunities can you give them to encourage them to share their stories?

3. Determine what incentives, if any, might be helpful in order to inspire and accelerate more word of mouth. Will recognition and rewards encourage your customers to share? Will contests, promotions, or giveaways help drive people to share? How about the occasional individual, direct offline interaction?
EMOTIONS GET YOUR CUSTOMERS TO SHARE THEIR STORIES

If you can connect with your customers on a deeper, more emotional level, you’ll be much more likely to inspire them to share their stories about you with their friends, family, and their own fans. Consider your target audience and consumers’ tastes. Identify your most passionate subset of followers or customers; then recognize them and provide them with some type of incentive. What will make them want to become the most vocal supporter of your organization? How can you make them really happy, or thankful, or appreciative, or excited? How can you make them say, “Wow!”? How can you be a part of their stories?
CHAPTER 14

Integrate Social Media into the Entire Customer Experience

I was walking to work one day from Penn Station, checking my BlackBerry, when I noticed an exciting promotion available through foursquare, the location-based social network. The promotion inside my foursquare application read, “Check in at the Marc Jacobs counter at Macy’s Herald Square and receive a Marc Jacobs silver tote bag with shower gel and other gifts. Value: $250.” Now I don’t know much about fashion, but this seemed like an amazing deal, so I texted my office to meet me at Macy’s thinking that everyone could enjoy all the cool free stuff, thanks to this social media promotion.

When ten of us got to the Marc Jacobs counter at Macy’s, however, the clerk there had no idea what we were talking about. We then showed several additional staff members our smartphones featuring the foursquare promotion, and again, they literally had no clue. One staffer said, “I don’t know anything about a text message.” A couple of others rudely accused us of making up the promotion in order to get free stuff. A full 45
minutes later and two managers into waiting, they apologized and said, “Sorry, we were told that promotion was supposed to be the other day.” They gave us fragrance samples to make up for the miscommunication. The Macy’s manager took my phone number and e-mail address and said someone from Marc Jacobs would be in touch shortly to apologize.

Nobody called or e-mailed. The experience was disappointing and frustrating for so many reasons. But what was most upsetting was that Macy’s and Marc Jacobs went from having an interesting, buzz-worthy social media promotion to creating a memorable, negative customer-service experience. Their staff wasn’t communicating internally, and they weren’t on the same page about a social media promotion that someone within the organization had obviously planned.

**SOCIAL MEDIA IS NOT JUST MARKETING**

Social media leveraging is not just marketing or public relations. There is no way to successfully use social media as an organization if you simply silo it to marketing or advertising. In order to optimize the results from your social-media use, you have to integrate understanding and practice across a diverse group of functions and departments in your organization.

Of course social media provides outlets for marketing, public relations, and advertising, but it also involves customer service, customer relationship management, sales, operations, human resources, and research and development. Ideally, *everyone at your company who ever may come into contact with a customer should be trained on the fundamentals of “likeable” social media:* listening, transparency, responsiveness, and engagement. Furthermore, there are numerous opportunities throughout the customer experience for integration of social networks and social media best practices. The more open and transparent you are with customers throughout the entire customer life cycle, the more comfortable they’ll feel about continuing to buy your stuff, hire you, like you and your pages, and recommend you to friends.
Put on your consumer caps again, and imagine the following experience. You’re at home, logged into Facebook, where you see an ad for a local restaurant your friend has liked. You decide to visit for lunch. When you arrive, a sign at the counter tells you to text “like DavesGrill” to “FBOOK” to like the restaurant’s page and receive a free appetizer. You follow the directions and end up with the free appetizer as promised. You enjoy a meal, and your server, along with your printed receipt, encourages you to share feedback about your experience, good or bad, on the restaurant’s Facebook page. You post a mostly favorable review that night but mention that the dessert was a little disappointing. A manager immediately responds to your post, saying, “I’m sorry,” and offers you a gift certificate to come back soon.

Social Media Across All Customer-Facing Departments

This type of teamwork, across different roles and departments, is what made the experience so satisfying for you, not social media. Yet everyone you came into contact with had to understand Facebook and be social-media-fluent in order for that teamwork to actually function, unlike my team’s experience with Macy’s. If you have a very small operation, you’re used to handling many tasks on your own. But assuming you’re part of a larger organization, let’s review various departments and consider how each one might integrate and encourage social media in order to optimize the customer experience at every corner:

- **Advertising**: Include social media links and value proposition(s) to customers in all paid linear media. For example, television, radio, print, e-mail, websites, and direct mail should all include social media links, text-to-connect opportunities, or both. The advertising department may also handle social network ads themselves, a growing part of most ad budgets.
- **Marketing**: Determine, create, execute, and measure promotions, contests, giveaways, other marketing programs, and content to be run on Facebook and other social networks. Marketing is where social media typically lives right now, even though it should have a home in each department.
• **Public relations**: Listen to customer comments on social networks and blogs and respond in a swift manner. Determine the most influential bloggers and other key customers online and reach out to them to pitch them on participating in programs.

• **Customer service**: Listen to customer complaints and requests across social networks and respond. Encourage customers who reach out via traditional channels to share their feedback publicly on social networks.

• **Operations**: Create and implement social media policy. Ensure that all staff are fluent in understanding company social media links and practices and that signage, receipts, and any other customer touch points include opportunities to interact and share.

• **Sales**: Listen carefully to prospects online as well as major potential partners and distributors. Leverage listening to create best value propositions. Use LinkedIn and individual Facebook profiles to meet and engage prospects.

• **Research and development**: Listen to your customer sentiment and competitors’ customer sentiment in order to design new products. Leverage social networks to survey and ask key questions of your customer base.

• **Senior management/CEO**: Serve as online spokespeople for the brand through Twitter, video, and blog. Interact publicly with key partners, stakeholders, and media.

• **Information technology**: Ensure that your website is up to date with social links, content, plugins, and applications. Ensure that social media data is secure. Manage Facebook applications and any other social media and mobile applications.

**Customers Don’t Care What Department You’re In**

When should a customer’s comment on Facebook be answered by customer service versus sales, versus public relations, versus marketing, versus your agency? That’s all up to you. The truth is, the key challenge isn’t making sure you know exactly who should answer what kind of comment and when. Instead, the issue is making sure that as many people as possible are fluent in social media, are part of the team, and are treating every customer well!
Customers don’t care about your job title or what department you’re in. If they have problems, then they want solutions. When you’re looking for something specific in a supermarket and you find a staff person and ask for help, a good supermarket will have that staff person trained to walk you to the correct aisle. The employee will help you, with a smile, whether he or she happens to be the butcher, the baker, a cashier, or a janitor. The situation applies to the use of social media, too. Try thinking of every post on Facebook, Twitter, or your blog as one that could have been written by the most important celebrity customer you’ve ever had, and you’ll be more likely to treat every customer and every post with great care, no matter your official department or role.

DO YOU NEED A WEBSITE ANYMORE?

As crazy as this may sound, there will definitely be companies and organizations in 2011 and 2012 whose only “official website” will be their Facebook page, Twitter profile, and blog. You already can do just about anything with Facebook that you’d want to do with a traditional website, whether you need order forms, sales carts, secure data, or utilize any other Web content or functionality. With Facebook, however, you have the added advantage of performing all of these processes in a place where 750 million or so of your customers are hanging out. It’s the idea of fishing where the fish are, rather than expecting fish to come to your boat, or in this case, visit your website.

Skittles, the popular candy brand, briefly redirected all traffic from Skittles.com to its Facebook and Twitter presences in 2009. This transfer was short-lasting, and more of a publicity stunt than an attempt at real engagement. But it proved a point: brands no longer have any control of the Web content people see about their companies. So rather than try to show people a prepackaged view of what you think they should see about your company (on a website that nobody will trust anyway), you might consider a total surrender of control and respond to what people are saying, where and when they’re saying it. In the meantime, though, you likely do have a website, and it’s essential therefore
that the website is as integrated with social media as possible. If you have only a tiny link at the bottom of your website to “Join us on Facebook and follow us on Twitter,” you’re not leveraging the opportunity to connect to people.

Facebook’s social plugins, including the Like button and other assorted interactive elements such as “Share” and “Recommend,” are imperative to smoothly and deeply integrating Facebook into your Web presence.

Imagine if, for instance, instead of trying to sell people your product or service, whatever it may be, on your website, all you did was try to convince people to like your website’s content. As discussed previously, you’d get fewer sales at first, of course, but over time, more and more visitors to your website would see how many people liked you. More important, you’d increase the likelihood that one of the site’s next visitors sees that her friend has already given your site, services, products, or content personal approval. 

Is there any sales or promotional content anywhere on the Web more valuable than the honest words, “Your friend likes this”?

**HOW CAN YOU MAKE YOUR CONTENT, PRODUCTS, AND SERVICES AS AVAILABLE AS MOBILE FOOD TRUCKS?**

New technologies have made it easier than ever for consumers to access what they want. People don’t need to go to bookstores to get books, flower stores to get flowers, or shoe stores to get shoes. People also don’t need to buy newspapers or magazines to read articles. Thanks to the growth of mobile food trucks, you don’t even need to go to restaurants to buy meals anymore in many cities. Now is the best time ever to be a consumer. Just remember, as a marketer, it is necessary that you make it as easy and efficient as possible for people to access your products, services, or content. How can you bring it to them, wherever they are on the Web?

Where in the marketing and communications process can you remind people to engage with you on the social Web? You
can integrate your social links and value proposition on your website, in your e-mails, in your linear media, and on your packaging. You can have salespeople, receptionists, customer service people, and the mailroom all finish their phone calls with, “Ask us questions or leave feedback anytime on our Facebook page.” Right now, when you call up any big company and wait on hold, you're told to visit its website. But a website is too often a static environment, so why not direct people to an interactive environment where they can quickly get the help they need?

**THE IMPORTANCE OF LIKEABLE CUSTOMER SERVICE; THE IMPORTANCE OF LIKEABLE EVERYTHING**

It doesn’t matter how good your marketing is if your customer service doesn’t make people smile. It doesn’t matter how much you spend on advertising to acquire Facebook *likes* if you don’t respond to people’s questions or comments. The bigger and more complicated the world gets, the simpler and more connected and transparent it gets as well. So *before* you spend lots of time and money on likeable social media, you’ve got to make sure you have likeable customer service, likeable salespeople, likeable products, and likeable processes. Whether you do or not, your customers will notice and share their experiences with others. It is worth training every staff person at your organization now and in the future on your social media presence and best practices for communicating with customers and prospects.

Tragically, many companies still don’t even allow computer access to Facebook for employees at work. This is disappointing for two major reasons. First, the reality is that most people can access Facebook and Twitter now from their mobile phones, so the idea that limiting computer access to social networking sites will keep productivity up simply isn't practical. More important, not allowing employees to talk to customers through social networks is like telling all of the staff at a supermarket, “You’re not allowed to talk to customers walking around looking for help. Unless you’re in the marketing department, of course.”
Executive Express Chiropractic: A Back Doctor Not Waiting in the Back

Executive Express Chiropractic is a chiropractor practice in San Francisco, founded and run by Dr. Eben Davis. Its motto is, “You wait in line, wait for calls, and wait for just about everything else. But when it comes to pain, waiting is simply out of the question.” And its unique business model is to provide walk-in treatment for pain, with no appointment necessary.

This is a great business practice in and of itself, but Dr. Davis and his team go well above the typical chiropractor to integrate social media in making their customers’ experience even more pleasant. Dr. Davis’s team consistently shares lots of valuable articles and resources for people online, through their blog, Facebook, and Twitter presence. You can book an appointment time online with them, through Facebook or through a mobile application. When you arrive at the front door of the office, you can check in not just physically, but check in through your Facebook account, then “like” and “share” your experience with your friends. And customers are rewarded for their sharing with increased discounts and benefits.

All of the staff, from doctors to assistants to receptionists to Dr. Davis himself, answer people’s questions on Facebook and Twitter and provide 24/7 support to people online with comments or concerns. Executive Express Chiropractic’s practices have quickly created hundreds of customers, most of whom are also raving Facebook fans.

Oreo: A Likeable Brand

Everybody knows the popular Oreo cookie from Nabisco. But what you may not know is just how many resources Nabisco has devoted toward building the brand through social media. For more than a year, Oreo has committed major website real estate to promoting its Facebook page. It has also dedicated a great amount of time and space in its linear advertising, including television, to growing its Facebook likes, seeing the page as a strong long-term asset for the brand. Finally, Oreo was one
of the first brands to include its Facebook link on its individual packaging. This has undoubtedly led many people to like Oreos on Facebook literally while they are enjoying Oreos in real life.

When you arrive at Facebook.com/Oreo, you’re treated to a variety of activities and games, and you can share and connect with other fans. The team from Nabisco also shares a fan photo of the week in its profile picture. The community has grown to become one of the largest Facebook communities in the world, with more than 17 million fans! How those 17 million fans will translate into sales is to be determined still, but Oreo has clearly established itself as one of the most likeable brands in the world.

**ACTION ITEMS**

1. Determine who else besides you at your organization can have a role in using social media to interact with customers. Form a cross-departmental task force to better integrate social media into all of your business practices and operations.

2. Closely examine all your available inventory, assets, time, and space you have to promote your Facebook presence. As you grow your Facebook presence, where can you remind people to join the conversation? Where can you share your value proposition for liking your company and following you? Have you integrated social media links into your traditional advertising, packaging, and website yet?

3. Integrate Facebook’s Like button into as many products and objects on your website as make sense. The easier you make it to “be likeable,” the more likeable you’ll become.

**EVERYONE AND EVERYTHING IS WORD-OF-MOUTH MARKETING**

An argument can be made that every single person at your company who ever talks to a customer has an opportunity to create a word-of-mouth marketing experience, for better or for worse.
And every moment that a customer spends looking at any of your materials online or offline is an opportunity to either “be likeable” or “unlikeable.” Create as many advocates for social media at your organization as you can, and get help integrating a social-media-friendly culture throughout your company. Ensure that you are using social media as fully and as deeply as possible, and you’ll also be as likeable as possible.
Use Social Network Ads for Greater Impact

You’re relaxing one night at home after work, on the couch, watching some television. Your favorite show cuts to commercial, and you’re about to hit Fast Forward on your DVR to skip the down time, as you usually do, when you notice something strange. On the upper-right corner of your television screen, you see your friend’s name! You hold off on fast-forwarding, examine closer, and read the words, “Your friend Megan Miller likes this ad.”

“Wow,” you think. “How crazy.” You watch the ad and actually find it pretty entertaining. You’re glad you paid attention to your friend Megan’s approval and didn’t skip the commercial.

The next morning, on your way to work, you’re listening to the radio, and just before the DJ goes to the commercial break, you hear, “Three of your friends, including Megan Miller, like this next company you’ll hear an ad from.” Since three of your friends like the company, the ad must be worth paying attention to, so you decide to listen.

You arrive at work, and since you’re in charge of scanning the local newspaper for articles of importance to your company,
you open up the first page and begin reading. You can’t help but notice an advertisement on page 3, because right underneath this ad is printed: “Five of your friends, including Megan Miller, like this company.”

None of these advertising examples are possible through traditional, linear media, of course. In fact, they probably seem downright absurd. But can you imagine how incredible it would be if they were possible? The ability to build word-of-mouth endorsements from your friends into personalized advertising units is more powerful than any form of linear advertising ever created, and it’s currently possible using Facebook’s ad unit.

Because social ads relate people to their own friends and to other real people, they’re inherently more powerful than non-social ads. In the past, advertisements were about product features and benefits. Today, a social network advertisement can be content personalized to have the greatest impact on each user. What copy do you think would have a greater effect—"Our widgets are the best because they’re fastest," or "Your friends Johnny and Susie like our widgets."

**FACEBOOK ADVERTISING**

Furthermore, the targeting criteria that’s available to marketers through Facebook is so much greater than any previous model, you can literally eliminate all waste. Remember, Facebook has *lots* of data, shared by hundreds of millions of users, so you can target *exactly* who you want to reach.

**The Amazing “Friends of Connections” Ad**

Once you have customers who have *liked* your page on Facebook, the best way to grow your fan base and to leverage the organic power of word of mouth is to use Facebook ads that target “Friends of Connections” among your targeting criteria. Done right, you essentially use these ads to market your company through your existing customers’ and fans’ connections and
likes, gaining their friends’ attention instead of simply marketing to a mass audience or untargeted group of people. As noted previously, the average person on Facebook has 130 friends. So even if you just have 100 people who like your page to begin with, an ad seen only by friends of connections has a target audience of roughly 13,000 people. If you have 1,000 fans, that’s an average target audience of 130,000 people. The numbers can be astounding, but much more compelling is the fact that every ad served is personalized to tell your prospects which of his or her friends already like you inside the ad itself. You cannot receive a better endorsement!

It’s great targeting friends of existing likers, and chances are many of your customers’ friends have a lot in common with your customers. But remember, you can choose exactly what targeting criteria you want to apply to each ad you take out on Facebook. Not all of these will necessarily apply to you, but they’re all worth a look. Here’s a review of each:

- **Location**: Target people by country, state, city, or town. For local businesses, you can target people in your town, or within a 10-, 25-, or 50-mile radius.
- **Demographics**: This is where you input age and gender. Ideally, you have an understanding of who your customers are, so that you can target specifically here, as in 23- to 25-year-old women, or 56- to 65-year-old men, or 14-year-olds.
- **Likes and interests**: Arguably the most important category of ad targeting, this is where you can identify people by their interests, such as cooking, biking, running, jazz, going to church, or reading fiction. There are nearly one million possible likes and interests to choose from! You can also target by job titles, which is incredibly valuable in the business-to-business space. Reach only CEOs, marketing directors, purchasing managers, or real estate agents, for instance.
- **Birthday**: Self-explanatory. It’s nice to wish people “happy birthday” on a day they almost always log in to Facebook.
- **Relationship status**: Target just singles, married people, people in relationships, or engaged people here. For obvious reasons, this
category is particularly valuable to companies in the wedding industry or dating industry.

- **Language**: Target people who are using Facebook in a specific language. There are more than 200 different languages spoken on Facebook.

- **Education and work**: Target people by their education status or their company. Again, in the business-to-business space, this is particularly valuable. Perhaps you want to reach people at five specific companies in your town or land a new client from one particular company or industry. Maybe you want to get someone’s attention to land a new job.

The more specific your target audience, the better. Personalized ads based on these criteria will go so much further in promoting your organization than any traditional mass-media outlet. Use your current fans to create ads that apply to their friends and will therefore attract new customers.

**Eight Cool Things You Can Do with Facebook Ads**

Just to get you thinking about all of the potential that’s out there, consider these seven possibilities for using Facebook ads:

1. **Target people on their birthdays!** Reach your customers or prospects on their birthday, while they’re checking out all of their friends’ birthday wishes on their wall. You can offer them a discount or a special prize or simply surprise them by saying “Happy birthday” from your company.

2. **Target your fans with reminders about cool events and promotions, or just to say thank you.** Once you generate *likers*, you can talk to them for free through the information stream on Facebook. But if you have a particular message or offer you want to reinforce to people who you know already *like* you, this is a great, inexpensive way to guarantee that message will be seen.

3. **Target your employees!** Has it been a tough week? Congratulate them for getting through it, or thank them for
their hard work! You can do this using the “Companies” targeting feature, or use job titles combined with companies to target individual departments at your company.

4. **Introduce yourself to a new company.** Just landed a job as a social media specialist at a new firm? Show them just how cool and social-media nerdy you are by introducing yourself to your new coworkers in an ad.

5. **Target your significant other.** You already know everything about this audience. Just input all of the criteria, and you’ll get an ad built exclusively for him or her, literally advertising your love. Take a look at the example in Figure 15.1.

6. **Build potential relationships with key partners.** Target people with “CEO” or “president” and other similar job titles in their profiles at the companies you’re interested in building relationships with.

---

**FIGURE 15.1** Targeted Love Ad

![Targeted Love Ad](https://via.placeholder.com/150)
7. Target linear media. Get connected with employees of the *New York Times*, the *Wall Street Journal*, your local television station, or an international publication.

8. Use sponsored stories. Facebook’s newest ad unit allows you to prominently display on the home page when your fans interact with your page, bringing great social context to the advertisement.

All eight of these practices will help you further build relationships with your customers, prospects, coworkers, employees, and partners online and offline, but these are just a start. What other ways could you target your specific audience through Facebook ads?

**Make the Ad Likeable**

Once you’ve selected all of the targeting criteria, you get to actually create the ad, using a headline, a few lines of copy, and a picture. The picture is by far the most important element of a Facebook ad, so you’ll want to select a bright, size-optimized image that gets people’s attention. You can run an unlimited number of ads under the same budget, so you’ll have the opportunity to test out dozens or more of different images, headlines, and copy to see what’s most effective in driving *likes*. You’ll need to set a daily budget, which can be as low as $5 and as high as you’d like. You can buy ads through PPC (pay per click) or PPM (pay per impression). With PPM, your ad may appear many thousands of times, but if nobody clicks on the ad, you’ll have nothing necessarily to show for your money. That’s why Facebook charges for every thousand impressions. With PPC, you only pay when people click on your ads and visit your page—so you’re therefore only paying for results. PPC is recommended in order to guarantee how many actions you’ll get for your money.

**Keep Your Social Ads Social**

A lot of companies have failed at using Facebook ads to drive direct sales because people spend time on Facebook to socialize
and connect with others, not to buy stuff. The formula for ad success is not to link ads to your website or shopping cart but to link to your fan page. Connecting users to your page encourages them to engage with you. They might enter a contest or ask you some questions about products, services, or your industry. They have the opportunity to connect with other people in your community. Remember Chapter 5: the object is to engage with your customers or prospects. You’ll have ample time to make a great impression on them later—you’ve just got to get them to like you first.

For bigger brands with larger budgets ($25,000 minimum), you can purchase Facebook’s “Homepage Engagement Ads,” which add greater interactivity and functionality to the incredible targeting options available. For instance, you can use an advertisement to post a poll, play a video, solicit RSVPs for an event, or even create a sampling program (distributing samples of your product to those people who express interest and share their addresses).

OTHER SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKING ADS

Facebook advertisements are the most used and most effective form of social network ad, but they are not the only kind. Both LinkedIn and Twitter, for example, provide direct advertising opportunities as well, with the abilities to target specific audiences and help companies continue to build their online social Web and presence.

Use LinkedIn Ads to Reach Professionals

LinkedIn includes more than 80 million user profiles, often more business-focused than Facebook’s users. While not as specific as Facebook’s, LinkedIn offers good targeting criteria to reach professionals, including industry, job title, seniority, age, gender, and location. It also offers PPC and PPM models and allows for ad budgets as small as $10.

However, the coolest social aspect of LinkedIn ads is, underneath each ad is a link to the person’s profile who took out the
ad. It’s not as strong of an endorsement as a Facebook “Friends of Connections” ad, but it’s a compelling feature. This transparency and subtle invitation to connect is refreshing. Instead of an advertisement coming from a giant faceless organization, it’s literally shown as coming from one individual, who’s on LinkedIn, just like the person who is viewing the ad. Can you imagine if every ad you saw on television or read in a newspaper had the personal information of the person who took out the ad? That would lead to greater transparency and accountability and likely to better ads being made.

Twitter Ads Allow You to Join the Stream

Twitter has tinkered with a number of different advertising models, but at the moment, “Promoted Tweets,” “Promoted Trends,” and “Promoted Twitter Accounts” all allow advertisers to get their company’s most recent tweets in front of people who are using particular keywords on Twitter. This process is most similar to Google’s “Adwords” model, wherein people who search on Google using specific keywords find sponsored listings from advertisers who have preselected (and bought) those keywords. With Twitter, though, it’s about the conversation more than the search. For instance, try searching on Twitter for doctors in Brooklyn to see what people are saying about their doctors in that area. If a doctor in Brooklyn has purchased specific keywords (such as “Brooklyn,” “doctor,” “patient,” “care,” etc.), her last tweet will show up at the top of your stream.

Facebook includes ads on the right-hand side of each page it serves online and underneath each page it serves on mobile phones. However, it doesn’t allow paid ads inside people’s news feeds, or streams, as they’re called. Twitter, however, has experimented with allowing ads inside people’s Twitter streams. Of importance to Twitter is that the ads are relevant and that they resonate with people. Executives at Twitter have said in order to maintain an optimal experience for users that if ads aren’t resonating, (i.e., driving clicks and retweets), they’ll disappear, even if that means a short-term revenue loss for the company.
WHAT IS THE LIFETIME VALUE OF A SOCIAL NETWORK AD?

Advertisements have traditionally sought to raise awareness, to increase purchase intent, and to convert passive recipients into customers. At the end of a linear ad, the recipient has become more aware and has either decided to purchase something or not. Where social network ads differ and can actually be much more valuable, however, is in starting the conversation. All that an ad on Facebook or Twitter really needs to do is generate a “like” or a follower respectively for your company. After that point, you have the ability to talk to (and engage with, and eventually sell to!) those fans or followers for the rest of their lives, without any additional advertising expense. Of course, if you become marketing- or sales-heavy in your social network messaging, people can and will “unlike” you or “unfollow” you. To a great extent, that situation has happened with e-mail marketing—e-mail mailing lists aren’t usually used to engage or provide value, they’re used to sell—and consequently, people who were once fans of a company, often grow to be annoyed by, or even hate, that same company and eventually unsubscribe from their e-mail lists.

You have an amazing opportunity to target your ideal customer, and for the price of one click (this can range from $.50 to $3.00, depending on your targeting criteria), convert someone to like you and join the conversation. Once he’s in your community, you can have his attention literally for the rest of his life, so long as you engage appropriately. What is the lifetime value, then, of that initial ad, like, follow, or click?

Likeable’s Ads Stumble but Then Build a Business

At Likeable Media, we’ve purchased Facebook ads for more than three hundred clients and used the targeting criteria and “friends of connections” opportunities to grow many communities. But the number one example I’d like to share of how to use Facebook ads comes from our own firm’s experience. Facebook ads are the only form of paid advertising we’ve used, resulting
in the growth of a company from literally nothing to a multi-million dollar firm in three years. We didn’t target correctly at first, but we learned our lesson. And we’ve only spent about $30 per day to do it.

Here’s what we did first: we targeted keywords in the “Interests category,” such as “marketing,” “promotions,” and “social media.” While this generated a lot of fans who were interested in these areas, they may not have been our actual prospects, as they likely included students and other people who were interested in those topics but had no decision-making authority at companies. So we shifted gears.

We knew that the decision to hire a marketing agency is made by multiple people at a company, and we could reasonably identify most of them by job title. So, we consistently created ads targeting those people: chief marketing officers, vice presidents of marketing, marketing directors, and brand managers. We didn’t ask people to call us or even check out our website in ads, but only to connect to our page on Facebook and join our community. Then, every day, we share the best content we find and write about social media and provide advice about how to best leverage it. The ultimate pull-marketing model eventually worked, and today, dozens of those people have called or e-mailed us asking for our help. Out of the 15,000 fans in our Facebook community, more will certainly reach out. But they’ll reach out when they’re ready to buy, not when we’re ready to sell.

**Neutrogena Uses Facebook Ads to Find the Right Fans**

Neutrogena is a huge brand. It doesn’t have an awareness problem at all. But its skiniD is an acne solution that not everyone might want to publicly endorse because of what it says about their own skin issues. For that reason, the value of generating those recommendations from teenagers is even greater.

In utilizing Facebook ads, Neutrogena began by targeting teenagers who listed “skin care,” “skin health,” and similar keywords as interests in their profiles. Once these ads generated several thousand fans, Neutrogena used “friends of connections”
ads targeted to the entire U.S. teenage population. Every teenager on Facebook who saw an ad also saw the name of one of their friends who had already liked skiniD. Out of all groups of people, teenagers are probably the most influenced by what their friends say. The ability for teens to see their friends supporting the product led to many thousands more people liking the page, and today, the community stands at more than 80,000 people who have publicly endorsed a solution to acne.

**Starbucks Ads on Facebook Drive Sales**

Starbucks, the leading coffee retailer, has admittedly spent millions of dollars on Facebook advertising to grow its massive fan community of more than 18 million people. However, one thing Starbucks has done with its ads and fans that other brands haven’t done as well yet is driven them to in-store locations.

Through Facebook’s “Events” feature, Starbucks has successfully created and executed more than a dozen promotions, such as “Free Pastry Day,” “Frappuccino Happy Hour,” and “New VIA Sampling Celebration.” These events have collectively driven more than two million people to Starbucks locations.

---

**ACTION ITEMS**

1. Define your perfect target audience using Facebook’s advertising categories to guide you. Determine exactly how big your audience is on Facebook once you’ve inputted all of the demographic and interests criteria.

2. Test out various different creative ideas in advertising. Start with a very small budget and with several different pictures and headlines to determine what works best. (You can begin as low as $5, a budget that anyone can afford.) Link ads to your Facebook page, not to your website.

3. Determine whether your organization could benefit from LinkedIn ads or Twitter ads. It’s probably not worth it if your organization doesn’t yet have a presence on Twitter or LinkedIn. But arguably you should, and it’s likely worth testing.
CREATE LIKEABLE SOCIAL ADS

In a world dominated today by disruptive and unwanted advertising in so many forms, social media ads allow you to be more likeable, literally and figuratively. These ads provide the ability to find and connect to your perfect target audience and to leverage built-in word-of-mouth endorsements. Instead of creating transaction opportunities, these ads establish lifetime connections with potential customers—and their friends. In a challenging economy, when it’s worth considering cutting back on your traditional advertisements (which may or may not be effective), it’s time to look closely at social ads to boost your fan base and generate new customers.
Admit When You Screw Up, Then Leverage Your Mistakes

On June 3, 2010, Loft, a clothing brand owned by Ann Taylor Inc., posted pictures of a tall, blonde catalog model in the brand’s new silk cargo pants on its Facebook page with a click-to-buy link in the caption.

Nothing about the post was uncommon in social media and certainly not uncommon in the fashion industry. But for whatever reason, fans responded particularly negatively to this post. While many fans acknowledged that the pants looked good on the model, they complained that the pants were “not universally flattering” and would “look great if you’re 5’10” and a stick like the model in the photo.” Fans on the page began demanding that Loft show the pants on “real women.”

Many companies, if not most companies, would have done nothing in response to the fans. The entire fashion industry essentially has been built upon images of super-thin models rather than real women, and few protests have changed anything through the years.

But two days later, Loft posted an “I’m sorry” on their Facebook page along with pictures of “real women” wearing the pants that had been modeled on the page just days earlier. In
fact, the female staff of Ann Taylor posted pictures of *themselves* wearing the pants (see Figure 16.1).

The Facebook community rejoiced. Better yet, word spread quickly about what it had done, and Loft ended up receiving lots of well-earned media attention from the fashion industry and the online world. Months later, a look at the page still shows pictures of skinny models wearing Loft clothing, but it also shows quick responses from Loft staff to all comments and questions from fans—the good, the bad, and the ugly. The page also highlights a community that’s grown a great deal since June of ‘10—up to more than 170,000 fans today.

What did Loft do? Quite simply, they admitted a mistake quickly and fixed it. By sharing pictures on Facebook of themselves, in different shapes and sizes, staff showed they were willing to open themselves up to vulnerability and “be real” with their customers and audience. Not only did Loft make up for its mistake almost immediately, but it was able to connect on a personal
level to those customers it had offended. It was even able to seize an opportunity the mistake gave it to stand out in a good way.

TWO SIMPLE WORDS GO A LONG WAY

Being able to say “I’m sorry” when you make a mistake goes a long way toward making up for your error. Companies are made up of people, and everyone makes mistakes sometimes, so it’s inevitable that companies are bound to do something to upset or otherwise anger their customers occasionally. The issue, and what’s particularly frustrating, is when companies don’t apologize and take care of the problem with speed.

Any guy who’s ever dated someone knows that after listening, being able to say “I’m sorry” is the most important ability in a relationship—it’s the same thing for companies. Especially when companies become large, are publicly traded, or have big legal teams, it can be difficult to have someone simply say “I’m sorry.” But it’s always the right thing to do.

HOW TO SAY YOU’RE SORRY

The best way to tell your consumers you’re sorry is to have the highest ranking person at your organization, i.e., your chief executive officer, say it through online video in a short film, which addresses the problem and how it’s going to be fixed. Having the CEO, or whoever else is your organization’s leader, speak tells customers that your company is taking the matter seriously. Responding on video humanizes your company in a way that no press release or letter ever could. And keeping it short and sweet is respectful of your customers’ time. Your CEO should be prepared to be as humble and natural as possible.

If your CEO is not good on camera, consider having another high-rankring leader do the video apology instead. This person should still be someone in senior management, and he or she needs to speak on behalf of your whole team. Also, your CEO could write a note, though this is likely to be less effective. Still, if
a note is the best option considering your business leaders’ “on-air personalities,” then the letter should be as friendly and genuinely written as possible—try to keep the legalese and corporate speak out of it.

**PLAN FOR THE UNPLANNED**

You know your company will make mistakes, but you don’t know when they will come, what they will be, and who they will offend. The best thing to do now, then, is to plan for the unplanned. For many years, companies have had public relations firms or internal PR teams develop crisis communications plans. The major difference now is that word spreads much faster online than ever before. The longer it takes your company to respond to an issue, the worse a problem can skyrocket, too. So, before you make the mistakes that you’re sure to make, create a cross-departmental team of people who will be able to swiftly handle whatever situation comes up and determine the appropriate social media response.

**Teach the Lawyers How to Be Human**

Lawyers and corporate communications executives have an uncanny ability to take the words “I’m sorry” and ruin them. And the worst time to argue with your attorneys is in the midst of a crisis. So it’s important now that your company plans out what kind of language you will and won’t be able to use when a crisis comes. Simple, direct language is almost always better than corporate-speak, *especially* in a social media setting. More relaxed language allows you to be seen as real, vulnerable, and human—and it’s way more difficult for customers to be angry at actual vulnerable, real human beings than at an “evil corporation” (as they’d likely see you, even if only at the time of crisis). Just let your lawyers know you’ll want to say, “We’re sorry. We screwed up,” in such a situation, and this alone will make you way more prepared than most companies.
Have Fire Drills

Just like you had fire drills at school so that in the event of a fire emergency people would be know what to do, the only way to prepare for inevitable crises is to have your own drills. Imagine the craziest of challenges. For example, a customer dies while eating at your restaurant, or an employee pulls out a rifle at your store’s counter (the crazier or more unlikely, the better). Of course, hopefully nothing like this will actually happen, but something else you haven’t imagined will.

So what’s the plan? Who meets from different teams—and how quickly? What happens if the crisis occurs on a Friday night? What if the vice president of communications is on vacation at the time? Social media is 24/7/365—you’ll need a plan to respond quickly, no matter what. How will you communicate with your customers? What about with your employees, partners, and vendors?

It may seem silly to prepare for something that may never happen, but if you don’t prepare for a social media crisis, and you’re very slow to respond, or simply respond poorly, when one does occur, serious damage can be caused to your brand. Think about British Petroleum’s response to the 2010 Gulf Oil Spill for instance. If BP had responded faster, more seriously, and more genuinely on Facebook and Twitter, it may have much better protected its reputation—and its stock price.

**DON’T STOP AT I’M SORRY**

Saying you’re sorry is just the beginning of how you’ll deal with a crisis. More important than ever before is the ability to listen and respond to what people are saying on social networks. Hopefully, you’ll have integrated this process into your regular business practices by the time a serious issue occurs, but if for whatever reason you haven’t, you’ll need a plan to allocate more resources to online community management, as your communities on Facebook and Twitter will surely see more traffic during a time of crisis.
Whenever possible, apologize individually to each person’s complaint and continue to follow up. By swiftly responding and showing you care, you can actually take a serious mistake and end up with an even stronger reputation than you had before it happened. Mistakes and crises will come in different shapes and sizes as well—and you’ll want to have different levels of responses. But the most important thing to do, no matter what, is to genuinely care, show you care, apologize quickly, and then fix the problem.

**JetBlue Messes Up Royally—but Says It’s Sorry**

Airlines are among the most hated companies in the United States. Air travel is more often challenging than not, and airlines’ brands bear the brunt of customers’ frustrations. JetBlue, however, has a strong brand; one that is well regarded and highly rated by its customers. In February 2007, the company experienced a major crisis when a set of storms and a wide variety of internal challenges over the course of one week saw hundreds of flights canceled and thousands of passengers stranded.

What could have been a total disaster for JetBlue’s reputation was saved by its fast, appropriate online response. CEO and founder David Neeleman filmed a three-minute YouTube video in which he apologized and made a commitment to customers that nothing like this would ever happen again. The video was shared on Facebook and Twitter, and hundreds of thousands of people saw it. Neeleman followed up the recorded video with traditional media appearances, even including one on the “Late Show with David Letterman.” He was humble and showed that he was committed to fixing things.

Despite one of the worst weeks in any airline’s history, this potentially devastating blow to the brand has long been forgotten, and JetBlue quickly was restored as a market leader in customer satisfaction. Over the past few years, as social media has grown, JetBlue has remained one of the top airlines to use tools such as Facebook and Twitter to engage customers.
The Domino’s Brand Is Rescued from the Brink of Disaster

In April 2009, two employees of a Domino’s Pizza in North Carolina inexplicably filmed a video they shared on YouTube in which they did disgusting things with food they were preparing for customers, including wiping the food against different parts of their bodies. The video had a train-wreck quality to it: since it was so filthy, most people found it hard to eat anything for a while after viewing the footage. Yet hundreds of thousands of people did view the video, and parts of it appeared on national television broadcasts as well.

Domino’s responded immediately with a letter on its website apologizing. They fired the employees and committed to prosecute them to the fullest extent allowed under the law. U.S. Domino’s president Patrick Doyle also issued a video apology, although it came a full week after the initial incident. But what else is a brand to do to respond to such a literally filthy crisis? As a quick-serve restaurant, its reputation for food quality wasn’t the best to begin with, and this was as horrible a situation as the company and its customers could imagine.

What Domino’s ended up doing was starting over, launching an ad campaign, supported by a three-minute-long YouTube and Facebook video, in which it showcased customers talking about how little they liked the taste of Domino’s. The video actually quoted people saying they thought the crust tasted like cardboard, along with other highly critical comments. Then the video showcased their staff working together to create a brand-new, better-tasting pizza (see Figure 16.2).

The campaign actually made people feel like Domino’s, a corporate giant, was an underdog listening to its customers and trying to become a better company. That’s probably because it really was.

The three-minute-long video, too long for television advertising but perfect for YouTube, didn’t garner as many views as the disgusting video, of course, but at more than 700,000, it came close. Moreover, it humanized the brand and connected it to customers at a time when it was most needed.
When Companies Don’t Respond Fast: Motrin Moms

On a Saturday in November 2008, an online ad for the pain reliever appeared on Motrin’s website with the following voiceover:

Wearing your baby seems to be in fashion. I mean, in theory, it’s a great idea. There’s the front baby carrier, sling, schwing, wrap, pouch. And who knows what else they’ve come up with. Wear your baby on your side, your front, go hands free. Supposedly, it’s a real bonding experience. They say that babies carried close to the body tend to cry less than others. But what about me? Do moms that wear their babies cry more than those who don’t. I sure do! These things put a ton of strain on your back, your neck, your shoulders. Did I mention your back? I mean, I’ll put up with the pain because it’s
a good kind of pain; it’s for my kid. Plus, it totally makes me look like an official mom. And so if I look tired and crazy, people will understand why.

The ad offended a lot of moms, and the vocal mommy blogger online community erupted. Within hours, it was the most talked about topic on Twitter in the world. A nine-minute YouTube video showcasing moms’ reactions had been posted and had already received tens of thousands of views. It was a Saturday though, so nobody from the company or its ad agency responded. By Monday, when they did reply, the offending ad had already gotten the attention of thousands more moms, many of whom expressed their disapproval. The company pulled the ad and “issued an apology,” but the immediate damage had already been done.

As discussed earlier in the chapter, being prepared for anything is necessary in the world of nearly instantaneous information-sharing capabilities. If someone disapproves of one of your ads or marketing efforts over the weekend, who is there, ready to reply? If Motrin covered all its bases initially, they could have avoided the additional thousands of moms’ negative feedback and apologized quickly.

A Likeable Screw-Up: The Gap

In October 2010, clothing retailer the Gap unveiled a new logo. The logo was immediately and almost universally hated by vocal customers across several social media channels. Thousands of people called it ugly, protested the logo, and even created fake Twitter accounts poking fun at the Gap.

Despite obviously having spent millions of dollars to create printed materials with the new logo, the Gap quickly realized its mistake and, within a few days, posted a note on its Facebook page:

Ok. We’ve heard loud and clear that you don’t like the new logo. We’ve learned a lot from the feedback. We only want what’s best for the brand and our customers. So instead of crowdsourcing, we’re bringing back the Blue Box tonight.
The informal, humble tone of its message told customers that the Gap was listening to them and cared about what they had to say. The quick decision might not have been possible from a less flexible, more traditional executive team. But in times of crisis, quick decisions are more essential than ever. The whole incident, while costly, improved the Gap’s overall reputation and likely saved it from an even costlier mess.

**ACTION ITEMS**

1. Create a social media crisis plan. What will you do if a customer shares a negative experience on YouTube, or a promotion goes awry, or a planned communication doesn’t go as hoped? Who will respond publicly and how? Who will be ultimately accountable for decisions?

2. Work with your legal team and corporate communications team now to establish some guidelines so that if and when a situation arises, you can quickly respond using humble, personal language.

3. Once you have a plan established, conduct a fire drill or two to see how well your organization responds.

4. Make sure you are listening in closely and keeping watch on the online conversation about your company—even on weekends and holidays.

**AS LONG AS YOU PLAN FOR THE UNEXPECTED, AND CAN SAY YOU’RE SORRY . . .**

Humans have an amazing ability to forgive one another for mistakes, and even forgive companies, too (especially when they’re reminded that compassionate, understanding, and reasonable people are behind the company in question). The challenge as an organization comes only when you’re not prepared or are inflexible in your ability to respond when mistakes and crises do emerge. As long as you create a plan in advance, and as long as you’re able to publicly, quickly, and authentically say you’re sorry, you can maintain a strong brand reputation in the face of any social media challenge.
Consistently Deliver Excitement, Surprise, and Delight

I was at a business conference a few months ago, tweeting some of the things I was learning throughout, as I always do. One of the speakers recommended the book *Built to Last*, by Jim Collins, as a must-read. I had heard of it before, and I wanted to remember to buy it while also sharing some of the speaker’s wisdom, so I tweeted, “Recommended Biz Book: Built to Last. Anyone read it?”

I got a few responses, but my favorite was from Jesse Landry, someone who was following me on Twitter, who I’d never met, who responded, “I’d be happy to overnight my copy to you if you do not have a copy already.”

Not “great book, Dave, you should check it out,” or even “I’d be happy to loan that to you.” He offered to overnight it to me. I was immediately wowed. I responded that I certainly didn’t need it sent overnight, but that sure, thanks, I would take it, and I gave him my address. Of course, he still overnighted it to me. *Double wow.*
I looked at Jesse’s profile and found out he was a consultant for Administaff, a company that provides human resources support for small- to medium-sized businesses. Jesse didn’t pitch me on ever working with him. If he had, I probably would have said, “Thanks, but no thanks,” and assumed that he over-nighted the book in order to win my business. Instead, I got excited to see what he did for a living, investigate his company, and determine if he could provide services that I might need some day.

Jesse sent me the book “just because” and received nothing directly in return. As it turns out, of course, now, months later, I am exploring the potential of outsourcing Likeable Media’s human resources. Naturally, I’ve turned to Jesse and Administaff to perhaps help solve my problem. But Jesse had no way of knowing I would consider using his services when he sent me the book. *He just sent it.*

If you can figure out ways to do little things for your customers and your online communities, to surprise and delight them, to provide unexpected value, or to add a smile to an individual consumer’s face, you will always stand out, be remembered, and win the community’s business. If it was important to be remarkable before the age of online social media, it’s essential to stand out today, when word can spread lightning-fast. How can you be remarkable on social networks?

**YOU ARE ALREADY AHEAD OF THE COMPETITION**

The good news is, simply by doing the basics of *likeable* social media, such as listening and responding with transparency to everyone’s comments about you on Facebook, you’re way ahead of so many companies that still maintain a broadcast mentality when using social networks. But eventually the world, and your competition, will catch up and understand social media best practices. On Facebook now, you’re not just competing with your real-life competitors for attention, you’re competing with all
of your customer’s friends and the brands that they are already attached and connected to.

So it’s your job to figure out not how you can be better but how you can be different. Everything you’ve read in this book up until now has been about meeting the standards for excellence on social networks. But how do you exceed expectations? How can you do the little things (and the big things) to stand out from your competition? How can you use social networks to be different, to truly create as many “wow” moments as possible? How can you operationalize “surprise and delight”?

The Little Things Matter

Many times it’s the little extra things that matter the most. In this chapter’s opening story, Jesse definitely didn’t need to overnight the book to me—in fact, I hope he got a good deal on it, because the shipment may have been more expensive than the book itself. But this action stood out. What little things can you do to separate your company from the pack and have consumers and prospects take notice? The truth is, a lot will depend on the specific nature of your business and your online communities.

One thing you can do is “listen” to conversations that are not necessarily about your company and respond to questions that aren’t directly aimed at you. Become part of these conversations and get involved in the community related to your company or industry, but don’t try to push your organization or a sales pitch onto consumers. This practice is particularly easy to do on Twitter, where conversation with strangers is the norm. So if you’re a real estate agent, for example, you could listen for people asking questions about getting bank loans for down payments in your town and answer these questions with links to helpful online articles. Or if you’re a local bed and breakfast, you might listen for people asking questions about great vacation spots and recommend a few colleagues in exotic locations that you met at a trade show.

If you can provide unexpected value to people on Twitter and Facebook and expect nothing in return, you can create “wow”
moments that collectively will have impact on your business. Those vacation spots you recommended to others on Twitter will eventually have an opportunity to recommend you to their followers, for instance. Or if the articles you’ve supplied about loans are extremely helpful, these potential buyers may seek your assistance when purchasing a home.

Best Buy was the first large company to begin delivering unexpected value on Twitter in the form of answering people’s questions. It developed the “Twelpforce,” a group of nearly 1,000 employees who were trained to respond to people’s questions on Twitter about electronics products. When one of these hundreds of staff people aren’t on the store floor helping an in-person customer, he or she is helping online customers or prospects—and answering any questions about electronics products, including products not sold at Best Buy.

The Big Things Matter, Too

Especially for larger organizations, big things such as contests and sweepstakes can create “wow” moments, as well, if only for participants and winners. If you can create contests that bring people closer to your brand or strengthen that emotional connection, then they’re more likely to have long-lasting impact.

Franklin Sports, a leading sporting equipment company, is best known as the official batting-glove provider of Major League Baseball (MLB). While its batting gloves and other baseball gear are used by millions of Americans, its fan page was off to a poor start, with only 1,900 fans through its first five months on Facebook.

In September 2010, Franklin leveraged its relationship with MLB and stepped up its efforts with a fan challenge: if it could get to 10,000 fans in the next two weeks, Franklin would give away two Playoff tickets to one lucky fan. While this wasn’t a prize that everyone would be able to enjoy, it was a prize worth working for, especially for the baseball-crazed fans in the community. Hundreds of fans began suggesting the page to their friends, and within two weeks, Franklin has increased its likes more than five-
fold, to top 10,000. It gave away the Playoff tickets to one excited fan, and it built an energized community in the process.

Cisco, the worldwide leader in networking, is a huge technology company, but it realizes the importance of delighting customers through social media. It’s managing to find ways to integrate social media into all of its business practices. I talked with Petra Neiger, social media marketing manager at Cisco, who told me this:

We believe engagement needs to happen on multiple levels; from sharing information to conversing, and finding ways to excite, inspire, and nurture our customers and partners. Each approach has its purpose. For example, excitement through special offers and sweepstakes can increase virality, lead to more sales, or increase engagement with your brand. Our Facebook sweepstakes are great examples. Nurturing, if done right, can help take customer and influencer relationships to the next level where they become your ambassadors or ideation team. Our ambassadors are our loyal advocates who, amongst other things, help spread the word, initiate and participate in conversations pertaining to Cisco, correct incorrect information, or even bring important information to our attention. Our engagement efforts so far have also enabled us to tap into the collective wisdom of our target audience and create new opportunities for Cisco.

Cisco understands the need to incorporate both large and small tactics in its social media platform, always focusing on cultivating relationships with customers and partners by standing out and providing something extra. It also does one thing differently from any company I’ve seen on social networks: for their Cisco Networking Academy fan page on Facebook (Facebook.com/CiscoNetworkingAcademy), they actually let select customers become the administrators of the page, essentially giving them control of the content that goes out to over 175,000 fans along with Cisco’s brand reputation. While this move was an extremely risky one, especially for a company of Cisco’s size,
it has paid off so far. Not only has the company delighted the group of customers it’s trusted with its brand’s reputation, but it’s found resources from an unlikely source (customers!) to scale the work of community management.

**WHEN EVERYONE WINS SOMETHING, YOU WIN EVERYTHING: SHARED PRIZES FOR COMMUNITY GROWTH**

Contests and sweepstakes definitely create excitement, but nothing generates more excitement than opportunities for everyone in an audience to win something. Shared opportunity can drive an entire fan page to work together in promoting the growth of their community. The first time we at Likeable Media saw this was with the Cumberland Farms Chill Zone page we discussed in Chapters 7 and 13. Cumberland Farms wanted to capture some of the passion they knew teenagers throughout New England had for their Chill Zone product. Using Facebook social ads, group outreach, and weekly Chill Zone giveaways, the Chill Zone page on Facebook soared to more than 10,000 fans in its first month. To incentivize fans to spread the word and share the fan page with others, it presented a challenge: help us reach 50,000 fans by August 21, 2009, and we’ll hold a “Free Chill Zone Day” (see Figure 17.1).

Less than three months after launch, the fan base surpassed this goal by more than 20,000 additional fans.

The results were incredible in terms of numbers of fans joining the community, but the sentiment of people in the community was even more incredible. People posted things like, “I’ve invited my whole school to become fans,” and “I won’t rest until we have 50,000 fans. Chill Zone rules!”

The sales results were excellent as well: The first Free Chill Zone Day on June 5, 2009, led to redemptions of 27,000 more units over previous years. The second Free Chill Zone Day as a result of the Free Chill Zone Day Challenge in August increased sales by 23 percent from the previous Friday, and 50 percent of the total sales were attributed directly to Facebook.
As valuable as it is to have tools to manage large groups of likers, followers, and conversation, there is no replacement for the human, personalized element of social media. Social network promotions, contests, giveaways, and sweepstakes can entertain and delight thousands or even millions of people at once. But wouldn't a personal, unique response from a real person at a big company really “wow” you a lot more than even the coolest contest ever?

**Unique Words Have Unique Impact**

Sometimes, just recognizing people publicly is enough surprise and delight to make someone’s day. *Social Media Examiner*, a
leading blog about social media for small business, has grown its fan base to more than 25,000 *likes* in less than a year without any paid advertising. Their staff does all of the basics, such as responding to any questions or comments, and sharing valuable content. But one way it’s different than other companies is by publicly recognizing and thanking someone every 1,000 fans. So when they hit 5,000 fans, they announced their five thousandth fan to the rest of the community—then again at 6,000, and they’re still celebrating these milestones as they approach 30,000 people. It’s similar to the millionth-customer promotion at a store—except the fan doesn’t get anything except recognition, a personal thank you. Still, it’s nice to be recognized among thousands of your peers, and it always serves as a subtle reminder of the growth of the community to the rest of the fans.

Crowdrise, the online donation community founded by actor and philanthropist Edward Norton, uses Twitter to thank people for their posts, donations, and participation. But it also randomly gives away hats, posters, and t-shirts all day long to donors. It says thanks in pointedly different ways than what most people are used to. Give a donation to a worthy cause, and you’ll get a tweet from it such as, “Have an amazing day,” or “Hope you’re having the best day ever.” No matter what kind of day you’re having, you’re sure to smile if you’re on the receiving end of such a tweet. And you’ll probably tell a few friends. Imagine if an accountant always tweeted to new followers, “Hope your day isn’t too taxing,” or an attorney thanked new LinkedIn connections by sharing, “May the law be with you.” What can you say that’s even a little different, and remarkable?

**Surprise Conversations with Condoms—for Better or for Worse**

The New York City Department of Health wanted to create buzz around its “NYC Condom” campaign in late 2009. The NYC Condom is the first municipally branded condom in the United States. The government program gives away more than
10 million free condoms per year in efforts to promote safer sex throughout New York.

The department wanted to use Twitter to surprise New Yorkers, and make them take pause before acting foolishly. So, it created a Twitter account (Twitter.com/NYCcondom) that actually tweeted *in the voice of the condom itself.* It began conducting nightly searches on Twitter for people who were talking about going out partying, and New Yorkers who, based on their conversations, were likely to need a condom—searching keywords such as “getting laid,” “looking to hook up,” and “partying all night.”

Then, it would respond to people each night with funny tweets from the condom, such as:

“Pick me up, I’ll keep you covered.”

“Don’t leave home without me.”

“If you need me, make sure to wear me tonight.”

“Going out in NYC? Pick me up, I’m easy.”

People weren’t just surprised, they were shocked. Most people responded, surprised but happy to have had an unexpected “direct conversation” with a condom. Some users actually indicated that they would be picking up an NYC Condom and thanked the condom for the reminder. Others shared the health department’s wit and wisdom by retweeting @NYCcondom.

A few people also felt surprised in a bad way. Conversation on Twitter is public, but when a government agency operating a Twitter account tweeted back, it reminded them they had been talking online to actual individuals about planning to have sex, and that probably led to a feeling of discomfort. Still, the campaign definitely led to increased buzz, surprised a lot of New Yorkers in the health department’s target audience, and affected some people’s behaviors. The tweeting condom may have even saved some lives.
ACTION ITEMS

1. Develop a strategy for how you can exceed customer’s expectations on social networks to surprise and delight them. To start, write down five ways you, as a consumer, could be surprised, in a good way, by your company’s actions.

2. Determine what budget you have for dedicated promotions, contests, giveaways, and sweepstakes on Facebook and Twitter. Depending upon your products and services, decide what you can give away to everyone who likes you or what you can give away to all of your likers if you achieve certain milestones.

3. Create a social network communications plan that includes unique language about talking to your customers and prospects. No matter what your budget, a unique catchphrase can differentiate you, make people smile—and make people spread the word.

OPERATIONALIZE SURPRISE, FOR A RISE

How can you build systems and processes around making people smile, while generating surprise? How can you encourage a culture of conversation that differentiates you from the growing number of competitors on social networks? If you can truly reward all of your fans and followers, you’ll be able to energize a huge group of online advocates. Consistently up the ante for what it means to bring value and delight to your customers and prospects, and not only will they remember you when they need you, they’ll recommend you when others need you, too.
It was early December 2009, and my wife and I were cuddled up on the couch, laptops in hand, as any other social-media-happy couple might be. Carrie was logged in to Facebook, checking out all the latest updates from her friends and pages she liked, when she saw one about a new scarf from the Limited “as seen on Oprah.” She thought the update was interesting enough to click, and when she did, the seemingly typical “shopping cart” appeared, with options to purchase the scarf in a wide variety of colors.

One thing that was quite different, though, from other online shopping carts she or I had clicked on before was that the cart was inside the Facebook news feed, not on the Limited’s website. Out of curiosity alone (though the scarf was nice, and it had in fact appeared on “Oprah”), she clicked through the entire shopping process, eventually entering her credit card securely and purchasing the scarf without leaving Facebook. The scarf arrived at our doorstep two days later, but not before my wife had shared
with hundreds of Facebook friends how easy it had been to purchase the beautiful scarf.

Carrie bought that scarf from the Limited, but it wasn’t aggressively sold to her. In one of the first business transactions involving physical items within the Facebook platform, the Limited made the process straightforward and attractive to its thousands of fans. The Limited created an application through which customers could browse and buy merchandise without ever leaving Facebook, had built up trust in its fan base over several months, and had the credibility of a recent mention on “The Oprah Winfrey Show.” All of those aspects added up, providing the Limited with the opportunity to temporarily turn a social channel into a sales channel, resulting in many thousands of dollars worth of immediate revenue.

"SALES" IS NOT A DIRTY WORD, BUT MAKE IT SIMPLE AND EASY (AND EASY DOES IT)

Facebook and other social networks have grown immensely in a few short years, and, by definition, they are primarily social channels, not sales channels. However, that doesn’t mean you can’t use Facebook to directly sell, market, or grow your business. It does mean that the expectation most people have when they’re on Facebook or another social network is that they are there to socialize and connect with others, not to shop. In order to effectively change a social network into a sales channel, you have to make the buying process as effortless and satisfying as possible. You also have to tread carefully: if you push too hard to market or sell, you will erode the all-important trust and likeability you’ve worked hard to achieve.

The big question on every marketer’s mind is how to make money using social media. What is the real return on investment of all the time and money spent in the space? ROI comes in many forms, of course: brand reputation and credibility, increased loyalty and frequency of purchase, increased recommendations, and decreased need for advertising, to name a few. But what about
direct sales? The answer is, if you follow all of the strategies presented in Chapters 1 through 17 of this book, it’s OK, even advisable, to sell to people on Facebook. Make the sales process as easy, fun, and shareable as possible, and never get too pushy.

Think about the situation like this: if you engage your prospects online, have a great product or service targeted toward the right people, and make it painless and compelling to buy whatever you’re offering, then you don’t really have to do any selling at all. Selling and marketing are usually disruptive, unwanted experiences, while buying is normally considered a fun, rewarding, and sometimes even exciting experience. So how can you create social buying opportunities instead of social sales and marketing opportunities?

Mind the Apps

Most important, you need to focus on the technology around the buying process. The smoother it is to buy from you, the greater the percentage of your fans, followers, and users will become customers. Create or personalize a simple but highly functional Facebook, iPhone, or mobile application. Better yet, create all three. Make sure you have an easy-to-use shopping cart on your Facebook page or website. Or, for those of you who don’t have the inclination or the ability to go high tech (e.g., doctors, lawyers, and accountants are unlikely to ever have a “shopping cart” service), simply make sure you have the best, most engaging, and friendly employees answering phones or greeting people at doors. The more seamless the buying process, the more completed sales you’ll generate, and the more buzz you’ll create for future sales opportunities.

There are a number of ways to directly sell your products or services through your social media networks and pages. Here are a few examples of Facebook applications that will help you set up shop!
TABLE 18.1 Five Facebook Apps to Sell Your Stuff

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APP</th>
<th>WEBSITE</th>
<th>PROS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8thBridge</td>
<td>8thBridge.com</td>
<td>Portable, personal, and participatory: create your e-commerce platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payvment</td>
<td>Payvment.com/facebook</td>
<td>Launch an enterprise-grade storefront on your Facebook page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shop Tab</td>
<td>ShopTab.net</td>
<td>Set up shop on Facebook easily, quickly, and inexpensively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoutlet</td>
<td>Shoutlet.com</td>
<td>Build, engage, and measure your social media marketing communication in one platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show &amp; Sell</td>
<td>NorthSocial.com/store/show-sell/</td>
<td>Turn your Facebook page into a store</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TWEET Doesn’t Include Selling—or Does It?

At Likeable Media, we suggest our clients follow a brief set of guidelines when using Twitter, based around an acronym we came up with for “TWEET”:

- **T**rust-building: Build relationships
- **W**isdom: Learn from industry leaders and your customers
- **E**ars open: Listen to the conversation
- **E**stablish your brand: Create a strong presence
- **T**each the world about what you do

Of course, there’s nothing in this mnemonic device about selling. There’s nothing even there about marketing. But if you do a great job listening, learning, and building trust with the right people, if you establish your brand with the right fan base, and if you share what it is you and your organization does, you won’t have to sell. People will already know your product and service, and they will come to you when they are ready to buy. The less friction in the buying process, the better, and the clearer and simpler the checkout or order process, the more likely your customer will be satisfied.
Ultimately, you still have to make sure your fans and followers know what you do or sell and give the customer a buying opportunity. You could be the most engaging, transparent, responsive, and attentive company in the world, but if you never actually educate people about what you sell and, without hitting them over the head, tell them how to buy, you won’t be optimizing your social network presence.

THE FACEBOOK SALES FUNNEL DOES INCLUDE SALES

The traditional sales funnel includes awareness, intent, trigger, and then purchase. The Facebook or social media sales funnel still includes purchase—it’s just a longer path to get there (see Figure 18.1). First, you must generate awareness, and a like. Then, you’ll take the prospects through a series of interactions, engag-

FIGURE 18.1 Facebook Sales Funnel
ing them and providing them with interesting, educational, or valuable content. When the customer is ready to buy, as long as you have given him or her a clear, simple path to purchase, the sale can be triggered.

But the best part of the Facebook sales funnel, as compared to the traditional sales funnel, is that it doesn’t end in one sale. As discussed previously, the customer, still a liker, is eternally connected to you, unless he or she “unlikes” you. So after the sale, you can still engage with the customer, giving him or her value outside of directly purchasing your product. Staying connected with your customers on social networks after an initial sale also gives you a huge new advantage—the power of leveraging your customers’ social graph and introducing yourself passively to their friends and followers. While the sales process through Facebook is clearly a longer one, it also yields greater frequency of purchase and increased awareness of you to your customers’ networks.

**USE SOCIAL NETWORKS AND INVENTORY MANAGEMENT TO SELL OUT**

When you have a limited supply of inventory and need to sell it quickly at a discount, there is no faster or more efficient way to do so than through social media. Airlines, hotels, and theaters are examples of industries that can particularly benefit from this use of social networks, especially right before the plane takes off, the rooms are booked, or the curtain rises. In general though, any type of company or business can benefit from careful inventory management, price control, and distribution, utilizing the large social network community they’ve tapped into or helped grow.

**Dell Sells on Twitter with “Likeable” Results**

The company that has had the greatest success using Twitter to sell inventory is Dell. Through its @DellOutlet Twitter account, with more than 1.5 million followers, it has sold more than 7 million dollars worth of refurbished computer and other electronic equipment.
How has Dell done this? When it has excess inventory of products, it deeply discounts the items, then shares a timed offer on Twitter with a link to purchase. This setup results in immediate sales but also creates word of mouth about the great deals. In turn, more Twitter users become Dell followers, and therefore, more sales opportunities are created the next time the company shares an offer.

Have you ever wondered why last-minute flights get expensive instead of cheaper? Last-minute travelers either pay an extraordinary amount to fly or are forced to make other travel arrangements, typically leading to lots of empty seats or half-empty flights. JetBlue was the first airline to solve this “empty seats” problem using social media. It created @JetBlueCheeps, a Twitter account dedicated solely to sharing great limited-inventory, last-minute deals on airfares. While earning $39 to $89 a ticket is not a tremendous amount of revenue for JetBlue, it’s better than flying with empty seats. Customers who can be flexible about waiting for deals on Twitter can also leverage this to the fullest degree.

Do you have inventory you could deeply discount to give away quickly? Remember, in addition to driving immediate sales, you’d gain the advantage of creating a buzz on a medium in which word spreads lightning-fast. You are also likely to generate returning, and new, customers.

**HOW DOES GROUPON AND THE SOCIAL-GROUP BUYING MODEL WORK?**

Groupon, mentioned in Chapter 11, and a slew of other imitator sites work by offering customers a great deal on an online purchase, only if enough people buy at once. The model is simple: offer deep discounts in exchange for a guaranteed number of purchasers, and use e-mail and social media tools to ensure that word will spread quickly about the great deals. Groupon has been extremely successful at filling local restaurants and spas on off-peak days and even generating huge online sales for major brands, such as the Gap. Notice that it is not selling to customers, but rather creating an attractive incentive for consumers to buy.
The problem for marketers and business owners is that Groupon gets a significant cut of the revenues from the already-discounted items, significantly reducing the opportunity for a company’s positive return on investment. Groupon’s model is to take 50 percent of the already 50 percent discounted products or services, which results in the company only receiving 25 cents for every dollar’s worth of inventory sold. The added revenues, combined with increased buzz about great deals and new customer acquisition, is enough for many organizations to benefit. But for some, the challenge is that the math of Groupon’s deals simply doesn’t work out to benefit its client company.

The ideal solution, then, is to build your own following large enough so that you can enable group buying through your own database and eliminate any potential middleman. Use the group-sale model and offer sales directly to your customers. Whether you use e-mail, Facebook, Twitter, or another database to create these types of offers doesn’t matter. As long as you can build a large enough pool of potentially interested deal seekers and then enable them to buy from you in large groups, you can benefit from group social buying. Wildfire Interactive (Wildfireapp.com) makes a “Group Buying” application that’s relatively inexpensive and easy to install on your Facebook page. Of course, you’ll still have to build the audience to participate in the deals!

BUYING OPPORTUNITIES + ENGAGING FACEBOOK UPDATES = GREATER SALES SUCCESS

If the object of the social media game is to create engaging, valuable, and likeable content and experiences for your community and the object of the business game is to create compelling buying opportunities for your prospects, consider pairing those two objectives via one Facebook update. For instance, let’s say you’re responsible for marketing and selling shoes. An example of an engaging Facebook update to your community might be this: “What do you think the most common women’s shoe size is in the USA?” An example of a compelling sales update could be
this: “Click here to enjoy 50% off on our newest line of women's shoes (link).”

Remember though, that Facebook’s news feed algorithm is such that updates need to generate comments and “likes” in order to remain at the top of people’s feeds. So in order for people to even see the 50 percent offer, you’ll have to be at the top of people’s news feeds. Hitting people over the head on Facebook with offers will not lead to sales, but it may very well lead to people “unliking” you or unsubscribing from your feed. Thus, try combining the two objectives to create a best-of-both-worlds scenario: “What do you think is the most common women’s shoe size? After you guess, click the link to find out the answer, and enjoy 50% off select shoes (link).”

By engaging your community, you’re creating value and optimizing for people’s Facebook feeds. Combining this engagement with a compelling offer, you give your fans a great buying opportunity, and thus provide your company with an equally great sales opportunity.

1-800-FLOWERS.COM WILL WIN BECAUSE IT “GETS” LIKEABLE, SOCIAL SALES

The company 1-800-Flowers.com won the national floral space when it became the first florist to have a memorable 1-800 phone number. It then continued to win the space by establishing a strong e-commerce platform through its website before any other flower company. Now, 1-800-Flowers.com will continue to dominate the national floral space because it understands the conjunction of e-commerce and social media.

Through third-party technology company 8thBridge, 1-800-Flowers.com was the first major retailer in the world to establish a Facebook store, in 2009. Commerce, from start to finish, can take place within the Facebook platform at Facebook.com/1800Flowers, creating an easy, compelling buying experience. More important, it has grown a sizable fan base of more than 110,000 customers on Facebook. It offers weekly promotions and contests, asks questions, and listens to feedback it
receives. It is responsive and transparent about customer inquiries, inspires customers’ stories, and surprises and delight random fans. It engages!

It’s the combination of positive social media practices and easy, compelling buying opportunities that will help 1-800-Flowers.com continue to thrive in business. How can you model your practices after it, and Dell, and JetBlue? How can you create the most “likeable” buying process online?

**ACTION ITEMS**

1. Conduct an assessment of your current online buying processes. How simple and compelling is your online sales cart? How interested and capable would you be as a consumer in buying from your company?

2. Research Facebook applications for sales and choose one of the apps listed in Table 18.1 or discussed elsewhere in the chapter to integrate into your page. Depending upon your business, develop simple mobile applications, as well, to drive buying opportunities wherever people find you and need you.

3. Write five sample Facebook updates that combine an engaging question or valuable content with an irresistible offer, and link to your website to buy or learn more. Test, track, and measure the results in order to optimize for future ROI.

**KEEP ON YOUR CONSUMER CAP, THINK BUYING, NOT SELLING, AND THE SALES WILL COME**

The days of push-marketing tactics are quickly coming to an end, ushering in better times for consumers everywhere. Always think like your consumer, create buying opportunities that you yourself would want to leverage, and make purchasing simple and easy. Be patient, and continue to provide value for your communities. Develop simple, user-friendly opportunities for customers to buy from you, wherever and whenever they choose to. The sales will come.
A major paradigm shift in marketing, media, and communications is well underway. Facebook and social networks are ushering in a new era marked by increased transparency and the most empowered consumer of all time. There is no doubt that this shift creates massive opportunities for the organizations that are most able to adapt their thinking and strategies to successfully implement plans via social media.

All of the new social networking tools and sites can be overwhelming, and so-called experts, sharing opposing information or telling you to emphasize different priorities, make it further challenging. As a company or organization, you’re driven and measured by results. Since the results of leveraging social media are often not immediately apparent, it is tempting to rely on traditional marketing tactics that have been proven to generate immediate results instead of utilizing social media. Resist that temptation.
KEY CONCEPTS TO REMEMBER

An understanding of the 18 concepts outlined in this book will guide you in your conceptualization, creation, and implementation of a social media plan. Familiarizing yourself with Facebook and the other social networks that your customers use can help guide your decisions about where and how to allocate your resources. And knowing the tools available through social media will make your job easier. But the process can all be overwhelming. The contents of this book alone are likely difficult to digest and implement, so I suggest that when you first explore all the possibilities social media has to offer, you concentrate on these four key concepts: listen, be transparent, be responsive, and be likeable.

Listen Up

The biggest paradigm shift of all that social media represents is the ability to listen to what your customers and prospects are saying publicly. You can start listening today for free, and your ability to do so will inform and prepare you to best accomplish all of your social media marketing and advertising objectives. Acknowledging to your customers that you’re listening can endear you to them forever. Before you talk, listen, and once you start talking, never stop listening.

Transparency Is the New Default

People like when others are honest and transparent. You like when other people are honest and transparent. Yet somehow, so many companies and industries are secretive, even dishonest, about aspects of their business. Embrace transparency and openness. Be honest when you mess up and when things don’t go as planned. The internet becomes more transparent with every day that goes by. For you as a consumer, this situation is incredibly beneficial, and it can be a great thing for you as a marketer too if you can embrace it.
Respond to Everyone

The world is talking about you and to you. People everywhere are discussing their problems that you can solve better than your competitors. The world is telling you about their wants and needs that your organization can help them with. Every time a customer or prospect talks publicly on a social network, it’s an opportunity for you to respond and engage. When you don’t respond, you either make a negative impression or you give a competitor an opportunity to reply. Every time you do respond, however, you have an opportunity to make a positive impression on customers, prospects, and on all of their friends.

Just Be Likeable

In the end, succeeding on social networks amounts to your ability to be likeable. There are two fundamental aspects to this term: likeable business practices and likeable content. Adopting likeable business practices means treating customers the way you’d like to be treated. You need to follow the golden rule in each decision you make affecting your customers. Likeable content means you only share updates on Facebook or Twitter that would make you click the Like button if you were at the receiving end. Create and share stories, text, photos, videos, links and applications that you as a consumer would want to like, comment on, and “share.” To be likeable, you must always respect and add value to your community.

THIS ISN’T THE END, IT’S THE START

Now it’s time to get out there and apply the contents of this book: use social media to grow your company and meet your organization’s objectives. And I meant what I wrote at the beginning of this book: if you have questions, suggestions, compliments, or complaints, tweet to me anytime at Twitter.com/DaveKerpen or Facebook-message me at Facebook.com/LikeableMedia. I hope to have the opportunity to prove to you that I’m as transparent, responsive, and likeable as I know you will be.

Be amazing, and be likeable. I’ll see you on Facebook.
A Refresher Guide to the Social Networks That Matter Most

My wife Carrie and I recently bought a new home. As I watched Carrie fall down the rabbit hole of home renovations, decorating, and furniture shopping, I got to observe how she, as a consumer, used social media to investigate and make purchase decisions, what networks affected her choices, and how.

Every social media user has his or her own pattern for how to use each network. For my wife, (and now nearly one billion others!), Facebook is for her actual friends, past and present. If you’ve met Carrie in “real life,” chances are she’ll friend you on Facebook. She uses Twitter, however, to connect with celebrities (her guilty pleasure is reading the tweets of Justin Bieber, Ashton Kutcher, and Heidi Montag!) and with people she doesn’t know but with whom she shares commonalities: moms, social media consultants, and people who live in our town. She also connects with brands she loves through Twitter. LinkedIn acts as a rolo-
dex of every professional contact she’s ever had, and YouTube is a place where she can learn how to do things she’s never done before. As an active Internet and social media user, she also uses other social sites and tools as needed.

Now that you’ve got Carrie’s social DNA, let’s look at it in action. Her first step in our new home renovation was to find contractors who would do the physical work on our house. Three big things happened here: first, she Googled. Through her search, she found ServiceMagic, a social review site for home service providers, where she was able to check reviews on contractors. Second, she posted to her Facebook friends, asking if anyone knew anything about repairing a roof (or if they knew anyone who knew anything about repairing a roof). Third, she threw the same question out to her followers on Twitter. When she got her replies, she cross-referenced the comments she had received from her Facebook friends (which she viewed as most valuable) with the comments from her Twitter followers. She then looked up the recommended contractors on ServiceMagic to check their reviews. Carrie would end up posting her own review about the wonderful work the contractor performed, and, thanks to the Facebook integration on ServiceMagic, she was able to share the review with her Facebook friends. The post received 10 likes.

Now, on to decorating. My wife and I have a ton of books, and we were fortunate to purchase a home with a traditional parlor that has floor to ceiling bookshelves. In Googling ideas for creating the perfect library, Carrie stumbled upon a website called Houzz, a small niche social network where decorators and designers create slideshows of their suggestions, categorized by subject. She found about six slideshows devoted entirely to libraries and tweeted each image to her friends, asking for feedback. She even got to know some of the other folks in the Houzz network.

Later, as Carrie was on Facebook, socializing away, she saw an interesting post come into her news feed from a furniture store she had previously liked, Raymour & Flanigan: “Want to create a dream library in your home? Click here for perfect accents for your quiet space.” The status linked to pieces that worked for a
library or study, including the electric fireplace that now sits in our home in Port Washington.

Was it luck that Raymour & Flanigan decided to place that post right at the time that Carrie was making purchasing decisions about buying home accessories? No. Carrie had decided to become a fan of Raymour & Flanigan’s Facebook page weeks before simply because she knew that they had furniture and that she was moving.

Raymour & Flanigan used smart marketing to engage with Carrie—the same way any designer who was searching for tweets about furnishing a library could engage with her on Twitter or any Houzz designer could have asked to evaluate her empty space and offer suggestions. These networks are ripe for connecting with consumers; you just need to figure out how your customers and target audience are using these sites, and then connect with them in the way that’s most natural.

Once we moved in, Carrie used YouTube to learn how to arrange the perfect bookshelves—and I have to admit, we had a lot of fun that night, drinking wine, going through our books, and creating a useful and picturesque arrangement. Thanks, YouTube, for a romantic evening at home.

THE NETWORKS AND THEIR USES

As our home furnishing story demonstrates, the integration of many social networks is now commonplace in our lives. Surely, you and your friends use social networks each day to influence your own behavior and decisions as a consumer. But to effectively utilize them for your own marketing and advertising purposes, you must first fully understand the tools at your disposal.

Each person uses social media and social networks in different ways—we all have our own specific social DNA. Though Facebook is the most important social network for companies to consider, at the end of the day, every user is looking for the same thing—to connect and to engage—to be heard and to listen. It’s just that they choose different networks for different engagements. There are thousands of niche social networks, so
It’s worth looking at what communities might exist around the needs your company or organization serves.

Since we can’t look into all of those niche networks, I provide the following information as a refresher about the major ones that have emerged, their basic uses, and some advice on how marketers can get started in incorporating social media networks into their plans. Whatever networks you choose, you should consider integrating them with Facebook and using it as a hub for your social strategy. Your Facebook presence will be infinitely richer, and your results that much stronger.

This primer for social media newcomers, and refresher for social media veterans, will help you better understand the eighteen concepts outlined throughout the book. Take a close look at the information and statistics that follow, as even social network veterans may find some likeable content to help them further understand the abilities, tools, and powers of harnessing online social media.

FACEBOOK: 750 MILLION PEOPLE CAN’T BE WRONG

BEST USES: Connect with and Engage Your Target Audience

Facebook is the number one social network in the world, with more than 750 million people using the service and a growth rate of nearly one million users per day. Facebook features three entities: individual profiles, groups, and pages.

- **Profiles.** This entity is how each individual signs up for the service, identifies himself or herself, and interacts with others. When two individual profiles friend one another, they have equal access to each other’s streams of information. When two individuals connect on Facebook, they are considered “friends.”
- **Groups.** Groups can be started and joined by any individual around any topic or interest. While some groups are official in nature (e.g., “Official Group to Elect Barack Obama President”), many groups are more unofficial, and sometimes just silly (e.g., “Join
this group and I’ll quit smoking,” or “Mean People Suck,” or “I love my Pop-Pop”). One great use for Facebook groups is for internal communication among employees, departments, clubs, or other groups of people. Groups can be public, private, or even secret so that no activity whatsoever is shared outside of the group.

- **Pages.** Also commonly referred to as “fan pages” or “business pages,” pages are intended to be the official representation and voice of companies, nonprofits, brands, governments, celebrities, and other public figures. Within the Facebook platform, it is through pages that you will have the most opportunities to build a responsive, transparent, engaging brand for your customers and prospects. Facebook pages operate similarly to individual profiles, with a few notable exceptions. First, pages are one-way connections—when an individual connects to a business’s page, he has access to the business’s stream, but the business doesn’t have access to the individual’s stream or data. Second, pages have increased Web functionality—applications can be added to a business’s page to replicate just about anything a business would want on its own website. Third, and arguably most important, the terminology is different for pages. When an individual connects to a page on Facebook, he or she “likes” the business, public figure, or other entity represented by the page, as compared to becoming “friends” with the individual.

As fellow wordsmiths would agree, language is important, and it hasn’t always been this way for Facebook or other social networks’ use of different terminologies. MySpace, for instance, never differentiated between individuals and non-individuals, calling all connections “friends.” But this terminology ultimately makes little sense. You are friends with *people you know*—no matter much you love your favorite cereal brand, it’s not your friend. Even Facebook originally differentiated between individuals and entities by asking people to “become a fan” of pages. While this setup worked for certain categories (you may be a “fan” of the New York Mets, Barack Obama, and Ashton Kutcher), again, you’d be a lot less likely to “become a fan” of Cheerios than to *like* Cheerios. When Facebook changed the terminology from “Become a Fan” to “Like,” millions more clicked
“Like,” and today there are tens of millions of pages representing companies and organizations and the average person *likes* between five and fifty pages—with some people liking hundreds of pages.

**Liking Content—Pages and Friends**

In February 2009, Facebook added the function to “like” any content your friends or fan pages shared. This lightweight action allows people to express approval of or endorse content without having to type a full comment to say “I like this.” In an increasingly time-starved world, adding the Like button to all content on Facebook encourages a greater deal of interactivity and, with every click on Like, it gives your friends, and Facebook, a better picture of who you are and what content you find valuable.

**A Lot More to Like**

In 2010, Facebook added three more key features in its quest to reorganize the social Web: community pages, social plugins, and places.

- **Community pages.** These pages are not created by any entity, and yet they represent millions of entities. Think of community pages as the unauthorized version of fan pages. In April 2010, Facebook automatically generated 6.5 million of these pages from their users’ stated interests, *likes*, schools and jobs, and comments. These community pages often have a Wikipedia entry included and display any public posts about the company, organization, or topic at hand. Take a look at the accompanying screenshots that follow, and you’ll see our company, Likeable Media’s, official page (Figure A.1) as well as its community page (Figure A.2). These community pages added millions of socially connected links to the Web, allowing people to find others with whom they have common interests, education, and jobs.

- **Social plugins.** This feature really took Facebook from being an enormous social network to the body reorganizing the entire
FIGURE A.1  Likeable Media’s Official Facebook Fan Page
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FIGURE A.2  Likeable Media’s Facebook Community Page
Internet around your social graph. In April 2010, Facebook released what it called “social plugins,” allowing websites to add, with very simple lines of code, buttons to layer people’s Facebook information into their own website experience. The Like button is by far the most prominent example of these buttons—in the year since the Like button was released, more than two million distinct websites have added it to their websites. (You can do it too—at Developers.Facebook.com.) The Like button allows people to endorse a website, product, article, picture, or video to all of their Facebook friends with one click. Future visitors to the website see how many people have “liked” this page or object before, but more important, they see if any of their friends have “liked” it.

- **Facebook places.** Introduced in late 2010, Facebook Places allows every physical location to have its own “place” page on Facebook and offer “deals” to customers who “check in” virtually. This function is particularly important if you have brick-and-mortar locations for your business. We’ll talk a bit more about location when we discuss Foursquare, but know that you have the ability to claim a “place” page as your own if you own or are responsible for marketing for that physical location. In other words, if your organization has any physical presence whatsoever, you may claim the place page(s) as applicable to your organization, and then use these pages for communications and marketing.

With the addition of these features, this personalized Web is much more appealing than the impersonal, link-driven Web that Google had previously organized. And it’s very powerful. The best way to fully understand Like’s potential is to experience it, so put the book down if you’re near your computer or smartphone and visit RottenTomatoes.com. This film review site has added a deep integration of the Facebook social plugins, what Facebook calls “instant personalization,” so as long as you’re logged into Facebook when you visit the site, you’ll see all of the movies your friends have “liked,” reviewed, or talked about online. Would you rather see movie reviews from critics or your own friends, family, and connections, many of whom share your interests and tastes?
TABLE A.1  Ten Great Landing Tabs on Facebook

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRAND</th>
<th>WEBSITE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aflac Duck</td>
<td>Facebook.com/AflacDuck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CareerBuilder.com</td>
<td>Facebook.com/CareerBuilder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dunkin’ Donuts</td>
<td>Facebook.com/DunkinDonuts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-800-Flowers.com*</td>
<td>Facebook.com/1800Flowers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H&amp;M</td>
<td>Facebook.com/HM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan State University</td>
<td>Facebook.com/Spartans.msu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean City, MD</td>
<td>Facebook.com/OceanCity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin Water</td>
<td>Facebook.com/VitaminWater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uno Chicago Grill*</td>
<td>Facebook.com/UnoChicagoGrill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zippy’s</td>
<td>Facebook.com/Zippys</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Likeable Media client

RottenTomatoes.com may provide a better movie-previewing experience on the Web thanks to Facebook, but the implications of the Like button and close to a billion people publicly *liking* their favorite brands, companies, celebrities, and ideas are vast. We can all agree that word of mouth among friends is the strongest form of marketing, and now, Facebook has made it easier than ever to see what your friends recommend and have to say about anything you’d search for on the Web. Remember, also, this is just in the early stages of growth. As people continue to join Facebook, and a greater number of website owners integrate the Facebook plug-ins into their user experience, the Web will become more personalized, and it will be easier to find people, places, and things your friends have already *liked*.

The two most important features to consider on Facebook are your fan page and the implementation of Facebook’s social plug-ins on your company’s website. On your fan page, you can have a default “landing tab,” where first-time visitors land and
are introduced to your page. Check out the landing tabs of a few examples in Table A.1.

Once people “like” your page, it’s all about engaging your community—through status updates, pictures, video, links, and applications like virtual gifts, contests, and promotions (see Table A.2).

You can truly incorporate any functionality you’d want on an interactive website within your Facebook fan page.

Social plugins are incorporated on your website. Think of them as bringing the Facebook platform to your website, whereas pages bring your brand to Facebook. The most popular plugin is the Like button, but other plugins include the Share button, the Recommend button, and Livestream. For a complete list of the latest social plugins available from Facebook to add to your website, visit Developers.Facebook.com/docs/plugins.

The best tools and tactics for Facebook change a lot, as Facebook is constantly innovating, and companies are always working hard at better optimizing the tools available. Keeping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE A.2</th>
<th>The Five Most Engaging Facebook Status Updates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>videos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>links</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>questions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interactive applications (polls, quizzes, virtual gifts)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE A.3</th>
<th>Five Blogs to Keep Up with Facebook Changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BLOG</td>
<td>WEBSITE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Facebook</td>
<td>AllFacebook.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Facebook Blog</td>
<td>Blog.Facebook.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inside Facebook</td>
<td>InsideFacebook.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likeable Media</td>
<td>Likeable.com/blog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mashable</td>
<td>Mashable.com/social-media/facebook</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
up is hard work, but take a look at Table A.3 to check out five blogs worth reading in order to stay as current as possible on Facebook and how to best leverage Facebook’s changes to your advantage.

Facebook is certainly the biggest game in town and will be for a long time to come. But is it the only game in town?

**TWITTER: REAL-TIME CONSUMER ENGAGEMENT—FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE**

**BEST USES: Consumer Insight, Customer Service, Real-Time Communication**

You’ve heard before of the giant cocktail party that is social media. If Facebook is a consumer’s high school reunion, her book club, and her playgroup—well, Twitter is her rave, a flashy, trippy sort of place where you can talk to anyone about anything at anytime, connected through a series of 140-character exchanges.

Twitter was born in 2006, and media and celebrities have helped drive the network to more than 200 million users worldwide within five years. Twitter still suffers from what I call “cereal syndrome”—if you’re like many people, you may think Twitter is a bunch of celebrities and narcissists running around, inundating people with the minutiae of their lives, like what they had for breakfast. While Twitter surely has its share of such people, many others are there to learn, share, and grow, just as they might at a cocktail party.

There are three types of ways to share on Twitter: general updates, @replies, and direct messages.

- **General updates.** Also known as tweets, these messages go out into the stream of everyone who’s signed up to follow your account.
- **@Replies.** Such messages are meant to get the attention of one or more accounts on Twitter without bothering other users. For instance, if you begin a tweet with @DaveKerpen (my “Twitter han-
dle"), the only people who will see your tweet are me and anyone who’s following both you and me. This arrangement keeps noise to a minimum and allows you to effectively tweet an unlimited amount of times without annoying others not directly involved in the conversation, so long as most of your messages are directed @ individuals. Therefore tweeting @ people keeps your Twitter stream relevant.

- **Direct messages.** These updates are private messages between two accounts, similar to text messages. This comes in handy if you need to share or solicit private information, such as an account number or phone number.

One of the main distinctions of Twitter versus Facebook is that Twitter’s conversations are typically much more public. While people on Facebook mostly share with friends they know, less than 5 percent of all Twitter users keep their updates private since most of them opt for all-inclusive, completely open conversations. Because of this, marketers are able to search conversation on Twitter and see all the conversations currently taking place. Twitter search is like the Google of conversation and provides insight to countless companies.

Before you even think about a social media strategy, you should head to Twitter to find out what your current social media presence actually is. Don’t think you have one? Whether they’re mentioning your brand by name or they’re mentioning experiences related to using your brand, consumers are talking about interactions with your company or other companies like it, and you need to know what they’re saying before you begin your specific strategy. What words do people use when describing the problems your company solves? These are the words worth searching. Use “advanced search” to look only at specific geographic areas if only certain places apply to you.

Twitter is also an incredible customer service tool. The main difference between Facebook and Twitter here is that you can, as a brand, send a direct message to someone who’s following you on Twitter, while you can’t on Facebook unless you’re sending it from a personal profile. (This situation troubles a lot of companies but realize that this is to protect the Facebook user...
from being inundated with spammy messages from companies in their in-box.) The other reason that Twitter works for customer service is simply because the customer has decided it does. Customers increasingly expect you to provide customer service on Twitter, and that expectation will only grow over time. Check out these ten companies listed in Table A.4 who are using Twitter well for customer service:

You might consider using Twitter during live offline events or when hosting live chats. Twitter works well for conversations in which people want to address specific individuals and a general group at once. For example, if you are to tweet someone directly, addressing a message to one person’s twitter handle, only this specific user will receive the tweet. If you use someone’s twitter handle in the text of a tweet you are sending out to a group, for example congratulating a user, then both the entire group and the individual will receive the message.

You can also use Twitter to host contests and promotions. Twitter can get overwhelming quickly to the novice user, so I suggest using a wide variety of applications to make your Twitter

---

**TABLE A.4** Ten Prominent Companies Utilizing Twitter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANY</th>
<th>TWITTER HANDLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Best Buy</td>
<td>@BestBuy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dell</td>
<td>@DellOutlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Depot</td>
<td>@HomeDepot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JetBlue</td>
<td>@JetBlue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodak</td>
<td>@KodakCB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest Airlines</td>
<td>@SouthwestAir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starbucks</td>
<td>@Starbucks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasti D-Lite</td>
<td>@tastidlite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole Foods</td>
<td>@WholeFoods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zappos</td>
<td>@Zappos</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

You might consider using Twitter during live offline events or when hosting live chats. Twitter works well for conversations in which people want to address specific individuals and a general group at once. For example, if you are to tweet someone directly, addressing a message to one person’s twitter handle, only this specific user will receive the tweet. If you use someone’s twitter handle in the text of a tweet you are sending out to a group, for example congratulating a user, then both the entire group and the individual will receive the message.

You can also use Twitter to host contests and promotions. Twitter can get overwhelming quickly to the novice user, so I suggest using a wide variety of applications to make your Twitter
experience easier and richer. See the list in Table A.5, or check out oneforty.com, a directory of thousands of Twitter applications for personal and business use.

The best way you can learn about Twitter and all its potential, though, is to join today or, if you’ve already joined, commit to spending more time using the platform. Try the following:

- Spend 30 minutes per day at Twitter.com
- Follow 20 to 30 accounts from people and organizations you like and want to interact with
- Download a Twitter app for your smartphone

Within two weeks, you’ll understand Twitter for business far better than you do today.

**YOUTUBE: IF A PICTURE’S WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS, HOW MANY IS A VIDEO WORTH?**

**BEST USES: Demonstrate Corporate Culture or Product Uses**

YouTube, owned by Google, is one of the largest search engines in the world in its own right. The website is the largest video-sharing one in the world by far, with hundreds of millions of videos housed on its servers and millions more added each month. Use YouTube to showcase your corporate culture, coolest prod-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPLICATIONS</th>
<th>WEBSITE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TweetDeck</td>
<td>TweetDeck.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hootsuite</td>
<td>Hootsuite.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twhirl</td>
<td>Twhirl.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DigiTweet</td>
<td>DigiTweet.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seesmic</td>
<td>Seesmic.com</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ucts and services, and expertise so that when people search for keywords related to your business, your videos will appear.

A FEW HINTS ABOUT ONLINE VIDEO

1. Content is more important than production quality. A good flip cam will do.
2. Short and sweet is almost always better. A good rule of thumb is 30 to 90 seconds per video.
3. Have fun. Video is a great way to showcase your brand’s personality.
4. Don’t just post it on YouTube—post video to Facebook, Vimeo, and other sites. Consider using a service such as TubeMogul to syndicate video across many sites.
5. Answer people’s comments. Just as you should be responsive on other social networks, so should you respond to people’s comments and questions on YouTube.

There is no better way to tell a story than through video, as evidenced by the rise of television advertising as the largest segment of the marketing and advertising industry by far (television accounts for more than 32 percent of all global advertising spending). Yet through YouTube, and other online video channels, your videos can be seen for a lot less money than what you would spend through traditional television advertising. Are you a trusted advisor to your audience, creating valuable how-to videos? Are you completely customer-focused, capturing video of users and allowing them to speak about your products or service? Whoever you are, consider taking the things your brand fans love most about you and bring them to life on YouTube. See Table A.6 for five companies that have been able to harness the power of YouTube in creating their own video content and channels:

Think about why you search online. It’s usually because you want to know something—how to do something or where to find something. Consider creating videos that answer those questions relating to your products or customer experiences.
Also, forget the notion that YouTube is about creating “viral videos” and getting millions of views. Is it possible to create videos on YouTube that will go viral? Sure. But think of the last ten viral videos you’ve seen on YouTube. Chances are, few of them, if any, were created by or for a business. Most of these videos take off organically. Videos that are “produced” don’t tend to go viral. What makes content viral is that very thing that often can’t be produced: the spontaneity of human experience. Even parody videos are based from the initial experience that was captured on video and released to the world, then deemed “viral.”

You will receive far more relevant views answering questions focused on your customers or prospective customers than if you try and force virality. Remember, it’s not about reaching the most people with your video, it’s about reaching the right people.

### FOURSQUARE AND OTHER LOCATION-BASED NETWORKS: REACH YOUR CUSTOMERS WHERE THEY ARE

**BEST USES:** Reach Your Customers When They’re at or Near your Location(s); Understand Consumer Behavior at Point-of-Purchase

There is no doubt that location-based social networking is a major trend in the future use of social media. Foursquare,
Gowalla, SCVNGR, and Shopkick are four of the leading location-based social networks, though the dust hasn't yet settled on who the winner in the space will be. In fact, Facebook Places, Facebook's entry into the location social network space, is already used by 20 times as many people as all of the other services combined, so Facebook might end up being the most important major player here, too.

The idea behind location-based networks is that you “check in” using your smart phone device wherever you go, letting friends know where you are and earning various rewards for sharing your location. This leads to serendipitous experiences and the ability to get localized deals from marketers where you're located. Many users of social media haven't completely bought into the notion of checking in with their locations, and privacy concerns remain. However, there is clearly a huge opportunity here for marketers of all sizes. It's exciting to be able to have a conversation with people when making a purchase or visiting a location is imminent.

Foursquare awards virtual “badges” to people based on their check-ins—badges that drive behavior. For instance, checking in to 20 different pizzerias earns you the “pizzaiolo badge,” and checking in ten times to Playgrounds earns you the “babysitter badge.” Foursquare also deems each person who has checked in the most times to any given location in the last 60 days the “mayor” of that location. Retailers and restaurants can offer deals to the mayor of each location to reward loyalty or discounts to anyone “checking in” as a reward for spreading the word. Mayorships and badges may seem silly to you if you haven’t used Foursquare yourself, but it’s driven user behavior in powerful ways: more than five million people have joined Foursquare, and the vast majority of them use it to check in to locations every day, earning more badges, mayorships, and deals (see Table A.7).

In November 2010, Facebook launched its own mobile loyalty program called “Deals.” There are four different types of deals businesses can offer customers through Facebook Places now:
TABLE A.7  Foursquare Badge and Mayorship Promos That Drove Success

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROMO</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conan Blimp Badge</td>
<td>In anticipation for Conan O’Brien’s new show on TBS, the network funded a giant orange blimp that travelled across the United States and had foursquare check-in capabilities. When users checked into “The Conan Blimp,” they would receive the Conan badge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Corral Badge</td>
<td>To drive customers to a new location in Cary, NC, Golden Corral had a three-month-long promotion in which the mayor of the restaurant would receive one free meal and drink per day, and every fifth person to check in would receive a free meal that day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offer a Chance for the Swarm Badge: AJ Bombers</td>
<td>Just one example of how a business can draw customers to their store is by offering the chance for foursquare users to earn the “swarm badge” (something you can only get when 50 or more users check in at the same place at the same time). AJ Bombers owner Joe Sorge was able to get 161 people out to his Milwaukee burger joint with this offer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starbucks Mayor Gets $1 off Frappuccino</td>
<td>In spring 2010, Starbucks stores nationwide gave this message to the mayors of their stores: “As mayor of this store, enjoy $1 off a new however-you-want-it Frappuccino blended beverage. Any size, any flavor. Offer valid until 6/28.” In addition, Starbucks fanatics receive the “barista badge” by checking into five different Starbucks locations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Individual deals for a discount, free merchandise, or other reward
- Friend deals, in which you and your friends claim an offer together
- Loyalty deals for being a frequent visitor to a place
- Charity deals, in which businesses pledge to donate to a cause when you check in

Deals are free for any business with a Facebook Place page. For a fee, however, Facebook offers businesses the opportunity to further advertise their deals once they are created. Creating
deals and having them spread organically through the Facebook ecosystem is still free, of course, and quite feasible for organizations of all sizes.

Because of Facebook’s 750 million users worldwide and more than 250 million mobile users, Facebook’s Deals brings instant scale and credibility to the location check-in rewards business introduced by Foursquare and others. Whether this new platform will hurt or help Foursquare and its several clones or even Groupon and its dozens of clones remains to be seen. But there is no doubt that Facebook Deals will be a major force to be reckoned with.

The potential impact of mobile and location-based social media cannot be overstated. For years, people have advocated the use of social media and a strong presence on social networks such as Facebook and Twitter as excellent brand-building and reputation-building tools. But the sales funnel through social networks is much longer: instead of acquiring customers, it’s acquiring likes, fans, and followers, engaging with them and then waiting to be there for them when they’re ready to buy. Facebook Deals, however, allows you to create a compelling offer and have it spread quickly through Facebook’s powerful social graph with the virality of the news feed. Facebook Deals allows you, for the first time ever, to drive and acquire new customers quickly through social networks.

LINKEDIN: FROM ONE PROFESSIONAL TO ANOTHER, TO 80 MILLION MORE

BEST USES: Recruitment, Retention, Industry Collaboration

You may not be the most organized professional on the planet. And I’ll be the first to admit, people have looked at my business card holder before and cringed. It’s stuffed to the brim with cards, exploding out of every angle. This mess used to be my bible—one of the things I’d grab first if my office was on fire. Although you may always keep your business card book,
it’s quickly becoming irrelevant thanks to LinkedIn. The largest social network that’s “strictly” professional, LinkedIn boasts more than 80 million users, in a space that’s not for sharing pictures of your kids or talking about sports or music. A business card doesn’t tell someone when her old colleague left financial planning to become a singer/songwriter. Nor does a business card tell you when a former assistant at your first job made partner at a top law firm. LinkedIn does. That’s what’s appealing about it to users. What’s appealing about it to businesses? Well, essentially the same thing.

LinkedIn, when used properly, is a recruiter’s dream. Every individual is no further than about six degrees away from any person they’d like to recruit to join her team, or talk about a business deal or partnership. In addition, LinkedIn can be used to position your company as the single best place to work in the industry. Consider working with your HR department to create a dynamic company profile, with videos that you share on YouTube about the corporate culture of your organization.

LinkedIn is especially useful for marketers in the business-to-business space. Executives and prospective customers, vendors, and partners feel safer networking in a place created just for business, rather than on Facebook. Consider creating a space for your company to be the thought leader in your field. Do you run an accounting firm? Create a LinkedIn group for CPAs to connect and collaborate about new tax laws. Own a chain of restaurants? Create a LinkedIn community for restaurant management professionals.

Now, of course, you can accomplish many of these uses through Facebook, but remember, you want to engage others in ways that are consistent with a target’s DNA. Many potential job candidates won’t take kindly to you posting on their Facebook wall about an upcoming position at your company—especially if they are Facebook friends with their boss. Many senior executives, even if they’re on Facebook, might only consider Facebook for personal use and stick to LinkedIn for all of their business networking, business activity, and decision making. It’s simply a matter of using the tools in the ways that work best for the user.
THE BLOGOSPHERE: EVERY BLOGGER IS "THE MEDIA" NOW

BEST USES: Connecting More Deeply to Your Target Audience; Positioning Yourself as a Thought Leader in Your Industry

A blog is a website or part of a website that features articles or entries displayed in reverse chronological order. There are more than 150 million blogs in the world. In order to be successful with a blog, you need to provide valuable content for your target audience, write consistently (at least twice a week), and provide a truly interactive atmosphere. Table A.8 provides a list of the best blogging platforms for you to get started.

Many company blogs are unsuccessful because they are updated infrequently, and too often they’re updated with press-release-like broadcast material, rather than valuable resources or content. With a blog, you have the opportunity to include longer text updates than you’re able to through Facebook or Twitter, as well as incorporate photos, videos, polls, and other multimedia. You can also tell stories at your own pace and on your own terms.

Building a successful blogging strategy is twofold. It includes both the creation and growth of your own blog as well as interaction with other bloggers writing for your target audience and/or about similar topics. By solidifying a large audience for your

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE A.8</th>
<th>Four Best Blogging Platforms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PLATFORM</strong></td>
<td><strong>WEBSITE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WordPress</td>
<td>WordPress.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumblr</td>
<td>Tumblr.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterous</td>
<td>Posterous.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blogger</td>
<td>Blogger.com</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
blog, you can, in effect, become your own publisher or media network and cut out or reduce the so-called “media” middle man. Many blogs today have larger audiences than a great deal of newspapers, for instance, so you can use blog content to grow your own media outlet.

**Five Reasons Your Company Should Be Blogging**

Of the many reasons your company should be utilizing blogs, the following five are the strongest and will provide you with ideas on how to start, and continue, the blogging process.

1. **Extend the conversation:** A corporate blog is the perfect outlet for long-form communication with your audience and/or clients. Twitter and Facebook are ideal platforms for quick, short-form messaging—and are incredibly important—but a blog allows you to really dive into the topics and trends that matter in your industry.

   Also, blogging aids you in being transparent and providing the “insider look” your audience craves. Someone researching your company will be able to glean more information from the company blog than the standard “About” section, and even your Twitter and Facebook updates. While those forms of communication heavily involve proactive response to questions and concerns, a blog stands as a channel for sharing in-depth ideas, practices, and stories that make your company unique . . . and amazing. You can even use your blog as a platform for crowd-sourced information.

   Developing a new product? Ask your blog audience for input and ideas, getting the targeted consumer involved in the development process!

2. **Attract future customers:** Blogs influence purchasing decisions—whether you are giving your readers a behind-the-scenes look at how a product was conceptualized and made or showing your products in action, consumers will have an added reinforcement as to why your products rock. In this
sense, a product can be literal, such as a camera, or figurative, if your company provides services rather than tangible goods. You can think of your company’s blog as a cost-effective extension of your sales calls or advertisements. In reality, the twenty-first-century consumer has come to expect the brands they purchase from to be available to them in the online social world, and having a corporate blog where they can research and interact with you is one of the first steps to take.

3. Attract future employees: A company or brand is only as good as the talent it recruits to represent it. By providing potential employees a look into your corporate structure—life at the company, how ideas are formed, and the exciting things that are happening—you are essentially dangling the carrot. Let your target employee base know why working for you would be an amazing opportunity, and they will come to you.

4. Position yourself as a leader: As a brand, you want to be seen as innovative—a thought leader in your industry. To see how competitive companies in your industry are getting involved in the blogosphere, check out the resources listed in Table A.9.

   Blogging allows you to share your company’s best ideas and intelligent commentary for what’s happening in your space. Having a well-written blog will help you stand out from, or above, your competitors. By allowing multiple people to contribute either posts or simply ideas for the posts, everyone in your company has a voice—and I’m sure they have a lot of great things to say.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESOURCE</th>
<th>WEBSITE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blogdigger</td>
<td>Blogdigger.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Blogs</td>
<td>BlogSearch.Google.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IceRocket</td>
<td>IceRocket.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TechCrunch</td>
<td>TechCrunch.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technorati</td>
<td>Technorati.com</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. SEO (search engine optimization): Ideally, blogs are updated regularly, which inherently lends itself to great SEO. HubSpot has reported that companies that have active blogs receive up to 55 percent more traffic—including higher rates of both organic search and referral traffic. By utilizing appropriate keywords, sharing “link love” with others, and submitting your blog to directories, you will help drive more eyes to your page. Once you post the content on your blog, it will live there indefinitely. Someone searching for a specific topic can stumble upon a post from months, or even years ago. The content continues to work for you long after it’s been published. And of course, the more eyes on your company’s blog and website ultimately will lead to higher customer conversions down the road.

**FLICKR, MYSPACE, YELP, AND THE HUNDREDS OF OTHER NICHE SOCIAL NETWORKS**

**BEST USES: Connecting to a Highly Targeted Audience**

You know your audience. That’s your job—as a marketer. If you don’t, it’s time to go back to step one and start listening and understanding your customer. If you do, then it’s definitely in your best interest to do a little research on niche networks for your heavy user group. While most of your customers are probably using Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube, some of your most passionate customers might be using smaller, niche social networks. There is literally a community for every interest, so if you know what your customers are into, you can build a presence in the niche community that makes the most sense.

Yelp, TripAdvisor, and Angie’s List are three of many “review style” social networks. User reviews are still one of the most trusted forms of marketing, with more than 70 percent of Web users trusting this form of consumer engagement. Whether you should devote your resources to any of these niche sites depends on what you’re marketing and who your audience is.

Yelp, a review site for restaurants and other local service providers, and TripAdvisor, a review site for travel, are just two of dozens of review sites for different niches and topics. As a marketer, you have a responsibility to ensure that any reviews you solicit are honest and come from real customers. The best way to receive such reviews is simply to ask for them. When I get a receipt that asks me to fill out a survey about my experience for a chance to win a $10 gift card, I am perplexed. Why not ask me to share my review on Yelp, or TripAdvisor, or any appropriate review site? If the review is good, it helps the brand infinitely more. If the review is bad, it’s echoing what many are feeling and gives the opportunity for the brand to respond publicly.

Niche networks aren’t always as brand-friendly as Facebook or Twitter but are worthwhile nonetheless. Begin by researching how the community works, and ask community leaders about how to best get involved. It’s a smaller net you’re casting, but an incredibly valuable one if you engage in a way that works for the group. Remember, your goal is to find your audience, wherever they are, listen to them, engage them, and join them.
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